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Abstract
The error repair process in software systems is, historically, a resource-consuming

task that relies heavily on manual developer effort. Automatic program repair ap-
proaches have enabled the repair of software with minimum human interaction
mitigating the burden on developers, reducing the costs of manual debugging and
increasing software quality.

However, a fundamental problem current automatic program repair approaches
suffer is the possibility of generating low-quality patches that overfit to one program
specification as described by the guiding test suite and not generalizing to the intended
specification.

This dissertation rigorously explores this phenomenon on real-world Java pro-
grams and describes a set of mechanisms to enhance key components of the automatic
program repair process to generate higher quality patches. These mechanisms include
an analysis of test suite behavior and their key characteristics for automatic program
repair. We analyze the effectiveness of three well-known repair techniques: GenProg,
PAR, and TrpAutoRepair, on defects made by the projects’ developers during their
regular development process, and modify and analyze the impact modifying charac-
teristics such as size, coverage, provenance, and number of failing test cases has on
the quality of the produced patches.

A second mechanism toward increase patch quality describes a set of research
questions aimed at analyzing developer code changes to inform the mutation operator
selection distribution. We create a probabilistic model that describes how often human
developers choose each of the different mutation operators available to automated
repair techniques, and we later use this probabilistic model to create an APR approach
informed by this distribution to generate higher quality patches.

Finally, the third mechanism describes a repair technique based on patch diversity
as a means increase the quality of the best performing patch in a patch population,
and an evaluation of patch consolidation as a mechanism to increase patch quality.

Some of the main findings in this dissertation are:
• Using our open-source framework JaRFly we were able to generate 68 patches

for the 357 analyzed defects.
• Fundamental test suite characteristics such as test suite coverage, size, prove-

nance, and number of triggering test cases determine the quality of the resulting
plausible patches generated by automated program repair.

• An automatic program repair technique informed in human-based mutation op-
erator distribution increases the quality of the patches generated when compared
to other APR techniques.

• We analyze how current APR approaches typically lack diversity in their gener-
ated patches. We propose and evaluate a set of diversity-driven techniques that
lead to an increase in semantic diversity of the patch pool and an increase in the
best performing patch of the patch population. Finally, we analyze how patch
consolidation can be used to increase patch quality.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Developers spend on average half of their time at work locating and repairing bugs in software
systems; and given the pervasiveness of software, the cost and impact of these errors continues
to grow every year [72, 194]. Errors in software can compromise their security and privacy such
as the Heartbleed bug. This bug allowed users to steal information protected by the SSL/TLS
encryption used to secure the Internet [33].

Bugs may also be deadly such as the software powering the Therac-25 medical radiation
therapy device where massive overdoses of radiation were administered to patients receiving up to
100 times the intended dose between 1985-87 [117]. These bugs can also cause millions of dollars
to the economy, such as the Millennium bug (a.k.a. Y2K bug) which manifested when systems
stored the last two digits per calendar year, therefore causing major repercussions in government,
financial, and scientific software systems [104].

Repairing bugs like these is one of the most resource-intensive tasks in software development,
requiring substantial manual effort [72, 194, 208]. Therefore, significant attempts have been
dedicated in the last several years to create automatic program repair (APR) approaches, which are
able to repair errors with minimum human interaction [99, 112, 138, 138, 152, 184, 188, 192, 206].

One family of approaches known as heuristics-based program repair [116] focuses on using
heuristics to modify source code generating patch candidates, which are later validated by a
program specification (e.g., test suite). The terms validation and verification are overloaded
with different meanings. Although traditionally checking program behavior against a (partial)
specification is called ‘verification’, in this work, in line with common terminology on generate-
and-validate repair approaches, we use the term validation to refer to the process of checking
whether the patch candidate passes the test suite. Overall, the intent of these approaches is to
produce a modified version of source code that behaves accordingly to the behavior described in
the provided program specification. We call this variant of source code a plausible patch.

The provided program specification can be a full specification, which entails a way to describe
all possible program inputs and their matching outputs. However, it is often the case that a full
specification is excessively large or infinite, and thus, a more common description of desired
behavior is provided as a partial specification, which is a subset of the full specification. This
implies that the specified intended program behavior that guides the automated repair process is
commonly a partial, and therefore incomplete, description of the desired program behavior.
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This leads to a fundamental problem with automatic program repair approaches, which is, their
proneness towards generating low-quality patches. This occurs when these approaches generate a
plausible patch that behaves correctly when evaluated using a provided partial specification, but
not on a broader, more complete specification of the desired program [121, 149, 187] (e.g., more
tests or a knowledgeable developer). This problem is typically referred to as “overfitting” to the
initial (partial) specification in automated repair.

The work described in this dissertation is a portfolio of methods to increase patch quality of
plausible patches generated by automatic program repair approaches. By applying the techniques
proposed and analyzed in this thesis, plausible patches increase in quality, therefore more often
behaving correctly in a wider range of scenarios than the ones described in their limited partial
program specification.

1.1 Examples of Automatic Program Repair
To further understand the heuristics-based program repair process we show an example of usage.
In Figure 1.1, we show an example of a program with a bug in its source code. This function is
meant to compute the maximum between two integers. In line 2, it assigns a default return value,
which is then modified in lines 4 and 6 to the expected value given the conditions in lines 3 and 5.
Finally, in line 7 the value is returned.

Figure 1.1: Illustrative example of a program with a bug. Below we show a test suite with three tests to validate
correct functionality. The bug is manifested when running the third test case, which calls the function for values 1
and 1. The expected value to be returned is 1, but the program returns 0 exposing buggy behavior.

The full specification of this program, as mentioned before, is infinite given that combinations
of any two possible integers are infinite. If there were a full specification, it would be the
combinations of all possible integers and their corresponding correct program output (the greater
of the two integers). Given that the full specification is infinite, APR works with a partial
specification (a subset of the full specification). In this case, the partial specification is described
at the bottom of Figure 1.1 with three test cases that specify samples of correct expected behavior
of the program. The first test case executes the program using inputs 1 and 2 to test cases where
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the first input is lesser than the second input, and it expects the return value to be the greater of
the two (2 in this example). The program behaves as expected returning the value 2.

Similarly, with the following test case where it executes the program with values 2 and 1 to
test cases where the first input is greater than the second one, the program behaves as expected
returning the value 2 again. Finally, the third test case executes the program with inputs 1 and 1 to
test cases where both inputs are the same. In this case, the program fails to return the expected
value of 1, and erroneously returns the value 0 manifesting its buggy behavior. This test case
demonstrates that the program contains an error that needs to be fixed given that it does not behave
properly in at least one provided case that describes desired program behavior.

Heuristics-based program repair approaches have the ability to generate variations of source
code following their mutation operators, which are different kinds of edits that can be applied to
a program depending on the target portion of code desired to modify and the type of behavior
needed to be modified in the source code.

In Figure 1.2, we can see a possible patch generated by automatic program repair. In this
example, a common mutation operator named “Append” is used, where its functionality is to add
a program statement to a particular location. Repair approaches typically reason about software
by using an abstract syntax tree (AST) representation of the program therefore avoiding syntax
errors like miss matched parentheses or indentation. In this example, line number 4 was appended
after line 2. This change in the source code modifies the behavior of the program by modifying
the default return value. In the patched code, the default value is now the input “x”, and therefore
the program now behaves correctly in cases where the first input is greater, lesser, or equal to the
second input. The mutation operator “Append” is a course-grain edit used for adding functionality
to a section of code. This mutation operator is used by several APR approaches [96, 112, 206].

Figure 1.2: Example of a program patched by an automatic program repair technique. In this example the “Append”
mutation operator is used to patch the source code by adding line 4 after line 2 generating a correct default value.
All test cases pass after this fix.

In Figure 1.3, another possible patch is generated for the bug in Figure 1.1. In this example,
a patch is generated by using the “Change Condition” mutation operator. As a result, the if
condition in line 5 gets modified from using a less-than sign (“<”) to a less-than-or-equals sign

3



(“<=”) which then modifies the behavior of the program to include cases where both inputs
contain the same value and therefore patches the buggy behavior of the program. Similarly,
fine-grain mutation operators as such are used by several APR approaches [99, 125, 128].

Figure 1.3: Example of a program patched by an automatic program repair technique. In this example, the “Change
Condition” mutation operator is used to patch the source code. The “<” symbol is modified to a “<=” symbol
creating a correct path for the case where both parameters contain the same value. All test cases pass after this fix.

1.2 Generation of Low Quality Plausible Patches
There are several key challenges that heuristic-based techniques must overcome to find patches [206].
First, reasoning about what is the correct portion of code that contains the error. This is a whole
field of study by itself. The set of potentially buggy program locations and the probability that
any one of them is changed at a given time describes the fault space of a particular program repair
problem.

Second, there are many ways to change potentially faulty code in an attempt to fix it. The
source of the “fix code” that, when introduced into the program, produces a correct fix describes
the fix space of a particular program repair problem. Given the premise that programs are often
repetitive [19, 67] it is common for automated repair programs to build patches from portions of
code within the same program.

Third, there are many ways to edit the code snippets identified by the fix space to patch the
bug. We refer to these ways of editing in this thesis as mutation operators and they define the
repair strategy of the APR technique. In this dissertation, we divide our mutation operator set
in two groups. Coarse-grain mutation operators include append candidate snippet, replace the
buggy region with the candidate snippet, and delete the buggy region. These mutation operators
can also be combined to build multi-edit patches [112]. Fine-grain mutation operators correspond
to a set of templates constructed based on a manual inspection of a large set of developer edits to
open source projects.

Finally, selecting the tests to be executed to evaluate a candidate patch defines a repair
technique’s test strategy. When an automated technique is able to generate a variant of source
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code by following this process that passes all the test cases in the guiding test suite (typically a
partial specification), a plausible patch is generated. These plausible patches might fully fix the
bug, making the program behave correctly in all possible cases (the unseen full specification).
We call these patches correct patches. Creating correct patches is the ultimate goal of automated
repair and in our quality evaluation, correct patches would obtain the maximum quality.

However, if the plausible patches found are not correct patches (they do not behave correctly
in all possible cases), then we define the quality of each plausible patch based on how much the
patch generalizes to further cases other than the ones described in its initial partial specification.
Having a plausible patch that behaves correctly only in the provided partial specification and
incorrectly in all cases outside of its partial specification obtains the minimum possible quality.
Accordingly, the more cases outside of its initial partial specification the patch generalizes to, the
higher its quality.

The possibility of creating low-quality plausible patches is a fundamental problem automatic
program repair approaches face [121, 170, 187]. This phenomenon occurs when the approach
finds a variant that satisfies the provided partial specification by the guiding test suite, but it fails
to generalize to the intended program behavior. Guiding test suites are commonly incomplete,
since they describe a portion of the full specification such that plausible patches can satisfy all
provided tests but fail to satisfy an independent evaluation. This evaluation can take the form
of an independent human evaluator, further test cases or any kind of formal specification. Our
implemented work aims to improve the generated patches’ quality, making these approaches a
more powerful tool usable in real-world systems.

Concretely, the heuristics-based program repair process is a versatile set of steps that several
approaches have instantiated [99, 115, 167, 206], and some of its components can be enhanced
to increase the probability of the plausible patches generated by these tools to be higher-quality
patches or even correct patches.

Following the examples presented in Section 1.1 APR approaches are able to create a patch
for the bug in Figure 1.1 by modifying the source code as presented in Figure 1.4. In this example,
a new line was added after line 2 to handle the case where the variable x contains the value 1. This
patch is described as a low-quality patch given that it can satisfy the program description presented
by the provided test suite (partial specification), but it overfits to this partial specification. The
patch overfits given that it will not behave correctly in further not-provided cases where the intent
is to obtain the larger of two values (e.g., where both inputs x and y contain the same value and
that value is different from 1).

1.3 Thesis
The goal of the research presented in this thesis is to improve patch quality in automatic program
repair techniques by enhancing key components of the heuristics-based program repair process.
I have identified three segments in this APR methodology that can benefit from specialized
improvements leading to higher quality patches. Previous studies [129,187,189] show the potential
impact these components have on the quality of generated plausible patches and how enhancing the
techniques used within these components can significantly improve patch quality. This document
will not focus on fault localization or test suite evaluation given that these components have either
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Figure 1.4: Example of a low quality patch created by an automatic program repair technique. The patch satisfies the
test cases presented but does not generalize to further cases of the same bug (where both parameters contain the
same value).

been extensively analyzed in the past (e.g., fault localization techniques [2,3,91,106,163]), or they
focus on improving patch finding speed, not quality (e.g., test prioritization [206] and reduction
of test redundancy [102]). The three main topics this dissertation will focus on are therefore
summarized below:

• Guiding test suite:
Heuristic-based program repair relies on a partial specification of the desired fixed program,
commonly taking the form of a test suite (a set of test cases describing the expected program
behavior; I will refer to this test suite as the “guiding” test suite). Our work analyzes
fundamental test suite characteristics such as test suite coverage, size, provenance, and
number of triggering test cases to determine how these characteristics impact the quality
of the resulting plausible patches generated by APR. Different from previous studies, the
experiments performed in this section use a corpus of real-world open source popular
projects.

• Mutation operator selection:
State-of-the-art heuristic-based APR techniques select between and instantiate various
mutation operators to construct candidate patches, informed largely by heuristic probability
distributions, which may reduce effectiveness in terms of both efficiency and output quality
due to the inaccurate nature of heuristics. In practice, human developers use some edit
operations far more often than others when fixing bugs manually. I, therefore, implemented
an approach to guide the mutation operator selection mechanism in automatic program
repair by analyzing and mimicking human developer behavior thus improving the quality
of generated patches. To obtain the distribution of mutation operators selected by humans
I analyzed the last 100 bug-fixing commits from the 500 most popular Java projects in
GitHub and matched the changes performed in these commits to the analyzed APR mutation
operators. Finally, I added the mined distribution to an APR technique and compare the
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quality of the resulting plausible patches to the plausible patches generated by comparable
APR techniques.

• Diversity-driven repair:
Several heuristics-based program repair approaches rely on stochastic processes [115, 167,
206], therefore, it is common to obtain several similar plausible patches for a single defect.
I analyze how we can incentivize software diversity to increase the quality of the best
patch within a population, and how we can use patch consolidation to create higher quality
patches. This study is composed of a group of diversity-driven techniques such as slicing
the program specification and using multi-objective search to increase diversity. Finally,
I use two consolidation techniques within a corpus of plausible patches to improve patch
quality.

Hence, the following statement summarizes the principal claim of this research:

Automatic program repair approaches may create low-quality plausible patches that overfit
to the guiding test suite. Improving key components of the automatic program repair process
(specifically, test suite quality, mutation operator selection, and patch diversity) leads to an
improvement in the quality of the produced patches.

This thesis is aimed at enhancing key components of automatic program repair with the goal of
improving patch quality and reducing low quality plausible patches generated by APR approaches.
In this dissertation, we answer the following research questions:

RQ1 How often do heuristics-based program repair techniques produce patches for real-world
Java defects?

RQ2 How often and how much do the patches produced by heuristics-based program repair
techniques overfit to the developer-written test suite and fail to generalize to the evaluation
test suite, and thus ultimately to the expected program behavior?

RQ3 How do coverage and size of the test suite used to produce the patch affect patch quality?

RQ4 How does the number of tests that a buggy program fails affect the degree to which the
generated patches overfit?

RQ5 How does the test suite provenance (whether written by developers or generated automati-
cally) influence patch quality?

RQ6 How frequently do real-world developers edit each statement kind in the bug-fixing process?

RQ7 What is the distribution of edit operations applied by human developers when repairing
errors in real world projects?

RQ8 How does a human-informed automatic program repair tool compare to other APR ap-
proaches?

RQ9 What are the most common multi-edit modification rules in practice?

RQ10 How do diversity-driven techniques affect the quality of the best patch found for a given
bug, and the diversity in the patch population?
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RQ11 How does the quality of patches consolidated through n-version voting compare to the
quality of single patches?

RQ12 How do code-merging consolidated plausible patches behave in relation to their non-
consolidated counterparts in terms of patch quality?

1.3.1 Contributions

The work described in this thesis explores in-depth a set of techniques to increase patch quality
in the APR process of Heuristic-based repair approaches building on prior studies on smaller
programs and other target languages [29, 111, 186]. We create JaRFly, a framework for Java
heuristics-based program repair techniques where we create Java versions of GenProg [112]
and TrpAutoRepair [167] and reimplement PAR [99]. JaRFly is open-source and available at
https://github.com/squaresLab/genprog4java/. We further use state-of-the-art automated
test generation to generate high-quality test suites for real-world defects in Defects4J used in our
study, and create a methodology for generating more such test suites for other defects. Our data,
test suites, and scripts are all available at http://github.com/LASER-UMASS/JavaRepair-
replication-package/.

Overall, our work has identified techniques to improve patch quality in automated repair when
applied to real-world defects, and will drive research toward improving the quality of program
repair. The major contributions of this thesis are detailed below:

• Patch quality analysis from test suite characteristics (Chapter 4): An analysis of the
role test suites play in the context of automatic program repair. We analyze fundamental
characteristics of test suites and the impact these characteristics have in the obtained patches’
quality measures.

• Empirical evaluation of APR approaches in real-world defects (Chapter 4): We eval-
uate three APR approaches in a large set of real-world defects from open-source projects.
This outlines shortcomings and establishes a methodology and dataset for evaluating quality
of new repair techniques’ patches and promote research on high-quality repair.

• Dataset of independent evaluation test suites for Defects4J defects (Chapter 3): We
created an extensive set of test suites independent of the developer-generated guiding test
suite used to evaluate the quality of repairs. Similarly, we outline a methodology for
generating such test suites. Augmenting existing Defects4J defects with two, independently
created test suites can aid not only program repair, but other test-based technology.

• Mutation operator analysis of bug-fixing commits by human developers (Chapter 5):
This dissertation provides a deeper understanding of human developer edits when fixing
errors in source code, and how the analyzed APR mutation operators relate to the human
edits.

• Creation of developer-informed repair approach (Chapter 5): We conducted a mining
study and constructed an empirical model of single-edit repairs from a substantial corpus of
open-source projects. We later used this knowledge to inform an APR approach favoring
mutation operators, which human developers more commonly use and analyze the quality
of the repairs created by said approach.
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• Creation of diversity-driven patches by slicing different APR components (Chap-
ter 6): We propose, implement and analyze a set of slicing techniques to improve diversity
in the context of APR. These diversity-driven techniques segregate different components of
the repair process (fault locations, guiding test cases, and mutation operators) with the goal
of increasing diversity in the patch population. This is beneficial, given that a more diverse
set of patches tends to increase the quality of the best-performing patch in the population.

• Creation of multi-objective repair approach (Chapter 6): The implementation and
analysis of a multi-objective repair approach which can optimize for several goals in the
repair process. In this dissertation, this approach was used in search space traversal to
optimize for correctness and diversity by using a proposed program diversity measurement
with the intent of finding a more diverse pool of patches.

• Patch Consolidation as a means to increase patch quality (Chapter 6): The analysis
of two consolidation techniques (n-version voting and code-merging) in the context of
automated repair. These experiments serve as a validation of patch consolidation as a way
to increase patch quality in the APR process. The study analyses which APR techniques
benefit more from consolidation and the APR tool characteristics that correlate with an
increase in patch quality through consolidation.

• JaRFly, Java Repair Framework (Chapter 3): A publicly released, open-source frame-
work for building Java heuristics-based program repair techniques, including our reimple-
mentations of GenProg, PAR, and TrpAutoRepair. JaRFly is designed to allow for easy
combinations and modifications to existing techniques, and to simplify experimental design
for automated program repair on Java programs. All the code and data produced in this
dissertation to run our experiments is made publicly available to support reproducibility
and extension1.

1.3.2 Potential Applications

The research implemented in this paper has applications that extend to real-world industrial
software systems using APR techniques. The popularity of APR in the research environment
continues to grow, and similarly, applications in industrial environments using APR have started
to emerge [132]. The majority of patches generated by current approaches [99, 115, 167, 188, 216]
are still low-quality patches therefore making this further research in this direction essential for
further adoption of APR tools in industry.

This research proposes a set of techniques to increase the quality of plausible patches found in
the APR process, therefore diminishing the gap existing between state-of-the-art APR approaches
and their broader adoption in real-world applications. Potential applications of the research
outlined in this paper include error repair in all kinds of software, error detection, human-assisted
debugging and error fixing, dynamic error repair, etc.

The rest of this document focuses on a series of techniques designed to improve patch quality
in APR. It proceeds as follows: Chapter 3 describes a common methodology taken in the different
experiments and studies that comprise this document. Chapter 4 analyzes the role of test suites

1https://github.com/squaresLab/genprog4java
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in automatic program repair and how modifying test suite quality characteristics leads to higher
quality patches; Chapter 5 depicts a study of developer behavior to inform the distribution of
program edits and statement kinds as selected by APR approaches, and Chapter 6 explains the
benefits of increasing diversity in the automatic program repair process as a means to increase
patch quality in the best patch of the pool; and patch consolidation as a way to increase patch
quality.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

Automatic program repair techniques can be classified broadly into three classes based on the way
they generate patches [116]: (1) Heuristic-based techniques create candidate patches (often via
search-based software engineering [76]) and then validate these candidates, typically through test-
ing (e.g., [8, 42, 50, 52, 96, 99, 122, 138, 152, 170, 184, 192, 206, 207].
(2) Constraint-based techniques use constraints to build patches via code synthesis, inferred or
programmer-provided contracts, or partial specifications (e.g., [89, 164, 205]).
(3) Learning-based techniques where fixes (code transformations, ranking models, buggy code
models, etc.) are learned from a large corpus of patches commonly using deep learning (e.g., [18,
28, 75, 118, 124, 129, 199]). In this family, commonly tests or an oracle is used to validate the
patches (e.g., DeepFix [75] trains a neural network to fix compilation errors and uses a compiler
to validate if its patches compile).

This thesis focuses on heuristic-based techniques given that these are not bounded by program
oracles nor the underlying power and solutions provided by an SMT solver, they can fix any
statement kind and they do not require a large corpus of patches. Test-driven heuristic-based
techniques are a particularly interesting subject of exploration, as they have been shown to repair
defects in large, real-world software [121, 149] (e.g., Clearview [165], GenProg [112], PAR [99],
and Debroy and Wong [50]).

2.1 Heuristic-Based Automatic Program Repair
The heuristics-based program repair process is described in Figure 2.1. This repair approach
takes as input a program with one or more bugs and a partial specification of correct behavior
of the program, which typically takes the form of a test suite with passing and failing test cases
(Phase 1 in Figure 2.1). The passing test cases describe correct program functionality that should
be maintained, while failing test cases specify incorrect program behavior. All test cases in the
test suite are assumed to be correct.

Heuristics-based program repair approaches then identify the locations of the program with
higher probability of being buggy (Phase 2) by applying mechanisms from fault localization liter-
ature (e.g., spectrum-based fault localization techniques such as Tarantula [91]). The information
gained from the analysis of all test case traces is used to identify possible buggy locations. These
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Figure 2.1: The automatic program repair heuristics-based family to produce plausible patches starting from source
code containing a bug and a test suite that describes the desired program behavior with passing and failing test cases.

approaches then generate variants of the original source code (Phase 3), usually referred to as
patch candidates. APR techniques within the heuristic-based family use heuristics to guide the
traversal of the search space to generate patch candidates. These heuristics commonly include
stochastic components and the candidates created depend on their available mutation operators
and search strategy. There is a broad diversity of such operators used in automatic program repair,
including deleting or inserting statements [115, 167], applying templates [99], transformation
schemas [126, 129], or semantically-inferred code [138, 139, 215].

Finally, the approaches validate the patch candidates’ compliance to the provided program
specification (typically, a partial specification). In practice, the most common form of validation
is testing (Phase 4), however, other methods of validation can be used (e.g., invariants, oracle
program, human in the loop, etc.). If a variant is found that satisfies the behavior described by
the provided partial specification, this variant is considered a plausible patch (Step 5), where
“plausible” indicates that the variant passes all test cases provided [170]. Given that these plausible
patches behave correctly when evaluated in a partial specification, it is possible that they fully
generalize to the expected program behavior, as opposed to the variants that get discarded because
they did not behave as described by the partial specification. These approaches have been
successful in patching bugs for real-world software systems [18, 99, 115, 132, 188], as well as
simpler software created for educational purposes [187]. Researchers have proposed several
instances of this family of approaches as successful exponents of APR achievements [34, 89, 99,
112, 138, 152, 165, 206].

The concept of plausible patch is directly related to the core theme of this thesis, which is
patch quality. We call the patches generated by APR approaches plausible patches because the
way they are generated ensures that they behave correctly in the specification provided (which
is commonly a partial specification, and we refer to as the “guiding test suite” in this thesis. It
is worth clarifying that there exist other ways to provide program specification and it does not
necessarily need to be a test suite). Therefore, a plausible patch is guaranteed to behave correctly
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in the provided partial specification, but there is no guarantee that it will behave correctly in cases
from the full specification that are not included in the provided partial specification.

Thus, to evaluate if a patch generated by APR is “better” than another, we require a measure-
ment to evaluate patch quality that is independent from the guiding test suite and that measures
if the generated plausible patch behaves as expected in a large spectrum of possible intended
behavior, not just in the behavior described in the guiding test suite. Even though patch correctness
can be seen as a binary measurement where either a patch behaves correctly in all possible cases
or it does not; we find the measurement of patch quality to be best described as a spectrum that
depicts how close the patch is to fully generalizing to the expected behavior. This distinction is
useful in real world systems, where you can reduce broken functionality of a system by having
patches that fix portions of the broken functionality, even when they do not fix all possible cases
the system may encounter. Patch quality also helps us reason about how to make APR approach
build better patches even when they are not perfect patches.

We perform this quality evaluation by using held-out test suites as described in Section 3.3
where the main goal is to generate a partial specification of the program behavior which is inde-
pendent of the guiding test suite and evaluates how much of that independent partial specification
is the patch able to generalize to. In this thesis, we refer to this independent specification (which
also does not necessarily need to be a test suite) as a “held-out test suite”. Another complementary
technique to evaluate patch quality is by using knowledgeable developers who understand the
expected behavior of the program to manually evaluate the patches [133]. This quality mechanism
is unrealistic to use in the experiments described in this document given the number of patches
found and the knowledge required by the evaluators in these domain specific real-world systems.

The process of a patch behaving correctly in the cases described in the guiding test suite but
not in further cases is called “overfitting”. This has a negative connotation and implies low-quality
patches. The opposite behavior, when a patch behaves correctly in the cases described by the
guiding test suite and in further cases, is commonly referred to as the patch “generalizing” to a
broader spectrum of cases. This has a positive connotation and relates to high-quality patches.

2.2 State of the Art Heuristic-Based Automatic Program Re-
pair

There are previous program repair techniques that, similar to the work described in this document,
target the Java programming language. Search-based approaches can be categorized within two
major families: template-based or statement-edit [188] to which we directly compare our work
against. PAR [99], for example, searches for common patterns used by developers to generate fix
templates. These templates are single-edit modifications of the source code that are used often to
fix bugs. SOFix [123] also uses predefined repair templates to generate candidate patches. These
repair templates are created based on the repair patterns mined from StackOverflow posts by
comparing code samples in questions and answers for fine-grained modifications. ARJA [220]
is a Java-focused repair technique that implements multi-objective search and uses NSGA-II to
look for simpler repairs. Genesis [124] is a repair approach that processes human patches to
automatically infer code transforms for automatic patch generation. The authors use patches and
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defects collected from 372 Java projects. QACrashFix [70] is a repair approach that extracts
fix edit scripts from StackOverflow and attempts to repair programs based on them. Part of this
dissertation uses certain functionality from QACrashFix to account for replacements in the human
behavior study (Section 5.2).

Previous tools have also tried to modify the objective function of APR approaches following
different methodologies from ours. HDRepair [110] modifies the fitness function based on fix
history to assess patch suitability. The fitness of patch candidates is determined by how similar
they are to similar patches from a corpus of analyzed fixes using a graph-based representation.
Prophet [129] uses a probabilistic model built on the history of 8 different projects to rank
candidate patches. It learns model parameters via maximum likelihood estimation. Unlike this
work, we apply mined knowledge when actually instantiating patch candidates rather to rank the
already created patch candidates, which reduces the search space at creation time.

GenProg [115], PAR [99], and TrpAutoRepair [167] are examples among a family of syntactic-
based automatic program repair approaches seeking to generate patch candidates by modifying
program syntax (while semantic-based approaches use code synthesis to construct fix code). These
repair approaches are widely used in this thesis and represent a variety of search-based techniques
that vary in mutation operator kind and search traversal, therefore we directly compare against
them in this thesis. GenProg [115] is an APR approach that leverages genetic programming while
modifying software syntax using coarse-grained mutation operators such as delete, append, and
replace. TrpAutoRepair [167, 169] traverses the search space using random search and restricts
its pool of possible patches by applying a single edit to its candidate patches. The authors of
this approach evaluate their tool against GenProg and suggest that TrpAutoRepair outperforms
GenProg in a 24-bug benchmark. PAR [99] uses a set of templates mined from human behavior to
modify source code (e.g., check if a variable is null before using it). Test suite behavior in the
context of automatic program repair has been studied in the C language with a corpus of programs
written by novices [187].

There are state-of-the-art repair techniques that extend the approaches we compare against
or are contained within the same families we compare to. Similar to PAR, LASE [143] learns
edit scripts from a pool of bug-fixing examples, finds the appropriate edit locations and applies
the customized edit to the selected location. The scripts consist of a sequence of operations
(insert, delete, update, and move) applied to the nodes of an abstract syntax tree representation
of the program. These scripts are learned from examples changed in syntactically similar ways.
SPR [126] combines staged program repair and condition synthesis to find repairs in programs.
This repair approach introduces a set of parameterized transformation schemas to generate and
search a diverse space of program repairs. Their evaluation in 69 bugs from 8 open source
programs indicate an improvement over previous approaches. DLFix, similarly, creates code
transformations based on a technique, which applies deep learning applied to previous bug
fixes [118].

Several state-of-the-art techniques also resemble or extend GenProg, for example, AE [206]
uses adaptive search to improve the order in which test cases and candidate patches are evaluated
to improve the usage of resources in the APR process. Because of this prioritization technique, AE
reduces the search space size by an order of magnitude as compared to GenProg. JAFF [11, 13]
is a repair technique based on co-evolution where programs and test cases co-evolve together.
These components influence each other with the aim of fixing errors in programs automatically.
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Kali [170] is a tool that focuses in the removal of source code statements as a means to pass all
test cases from a test suite.

There exist also state-of-the-art techniques that target domain-specific defects are therefore
less directly comparable to our approaches. LeakFix [69] is a safe memory-leak fixing tool for C
programs. It uses pointer analysis to build procedure summaries. Based on these, it generates fixes
by freeing memory in key program points. Schulte et al. [179] developed an automatic program
repair system for arbitrary software defects in embedded systems. It targets mostly systems with
limited memory, disk and CPU capacities. It does not require the program source code.

Similarly, ErrDoc [197] uses insights obtained from a comprehensive study of error-handling
bugs in real-world C programs to automatically detect, diagnose, and repair the potential error-
handling bugs in C programs. JAID [38] uses automatically derived state abstractions from
regular Java code without requiring any special annotations and employs them, similar to the
contract-based techniques to generate candidate repairs for Java programs. DeepFix [75] and
ELIXIR [176] use learned models to predict erroneous program locations along with patches.
ssFix [211] uses existing code that is syntactically related to the context of a bug to produce
patches. CapGen [209] works at the AST node level and uses context and dependency similarity
(instead of semantic similarity) between the suspicious code fragment and the candidate code
snippets to produce patches. SapFix [132] and Getafix [18], two tools deployed on production
code at Facebook, efficiently produce correct repairs for large real-world programs. SapFix [132]
uses prioritized repair strategies, including pre-defined fix templates, mutation operators, and
bug-triggering change reverting, to produce repairs in real-time. Getafix [18] learns fix patterns
from past code changes to suggest repairs for bugs that are found by Infer, Facebook’s in-house
static analysis tool. SimFix [87] considers the variable name and method name similarity, as
well as structural similarity between the suspicious code and candidate code snippets. Similar
to CapGen, it prioritizes the candidate modifications by removing the ones that are found less
frequently in existing patches. SketchFix [83] optimizes the candidate patch generation and
evaluation by translating faulty programs to sketches (partial programs with holes) and lazily
initializing the candidates of the sketches while validating them against the test execution.

In addition to repair, search-based software engineering has been used for developing test
suites [144, 203], finding safety violations [7], refactoring [180], and project management and
effort estimation [20]. Good fitness functions are critical to search-based software engineering.
Our findings indicate that using test cases alone as the fitness function leads to patches that may
not generalize to the program requirements, and more sophisticated fitness functions may be
required for search-based program repair.

2.3 Constraint-Based Techniques
To provide a full understanding of automated repair and the different families that compose it,
we also summarize the main idea and techniques used in Constraint-based and Learning-based
APR techniques. Different from the work performed in this thesis, constraint-based repair is a
family of techniques that uses constraints to build patches that satisfy an inferred specification.
These constraints may take the form of developer-generated specifications, formal verification,
invariants, among others [89, 164]. Such techniques typically use synthesis to construct repairs,
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using a different mechanism than our approach for both constructing and traversing the search
space, therefore our approach is less immediately comparable. Some examples of this family of
approaches are SemFix [152], DirectFix [138], QLOSE [46], Angelix [139], S3 [109], ACS [213],
and Nopol [216] which use SMT or SAT constraints to encode test-based partial specifications.
In this dissertation, we compare our proposed improvement mechanisms to other recent APR
techniques including Nopol and SimFix.

SimFix [87] mines code patterns from frequently occurring code changes from developer-
written patches. Then, in the project of the defect, SimFix identifies code snippets that are similar
to the code SimFix has localized the defect to. SimFix ranks the code snippets by the number
of times the mined patterns have to be applied to the snippet to replace the buggy code and then
selects the snippets (one at a time) from the ranked list.

SemFix [152] generates repair constraints using symbolic execution and the guiding test suite.
It then solves the constraints using an SMT solver. DirectFix [138] uses partial maximum SMT
constraint solving and component-based program synthesis building simpler and safer patches
than SemFix. Angelix [139] focuses on a repair constraint to reduce the search space named
“angelic forest” independent of program size, which represents a considerable improvement in
scalability over its predecessors [138,152]. Recently a Java version was proposed called JFix [108].
QLOSE [46] is an approach that finds plausible patches by minimizing an objective function
based on semantic and syntactic distances from the buggy version.

S3 [109] focuses on a programming-by-examples methodology which uses code synthesis to
find plausible patches. ACS [213] targets if conditions, using dependency-based ordering and
predicate mining. Nopol [216] is a Java-focused approach which targets if conditions. It uses an
SMT solver and angelix fix localization to create plausible patches for the buggy programs. The
original publication [188] describes a full description of the comparison. It is worth mentioning
that semantic-based techniques do not pick mutation operators based on heuristics, therefore the
work performed in the publication is not directly applicable to that family of techniques.

SemGraft [137] infers partial specifications by symbolically analyzing a correct reference
implementation instead of using test cases. Genesis [124], Refazer [174], NoFAQ [47], Sarf-
gen [204], and Clara [74] process correct patches to automatically infer code transformations to
generate patches. SearchRepair [97] blurs the line between heuristics-based and constraint-based
techniques by using constraint-based encoding of the desired behavior to replace suspicious code
with semantically-similar human-written code from elsewhere.

Similarly, Learning-based APR techniques are approaches that leverage the usage of artificial
intelligence over a large corpus of patches to learn and suggest future patches. An example of these
techniques include learning correct code from a corpus of compilable software, these approaches
then suggest a possible patch based on how similar it is to examples of other learned correct
code [128]. Another family of approaches within this category include learning transformation
templates from successful patches [28, 124], where the techniques learn how to modify an AST
based on a corpus of transformations of previous patches.

Some of these automated repair techniques focus on a particular defect class, such as buffer
overruns [183, 185], unsafe integer use in C programs [42], single-variable atomicity viola-
tions [89], deadlock and livelock defects [120], concurrency errors [122], and data input errors [8].
Our evaluation has focused on tools that fix generic bugs and do not require large datasets of bugs,
correct code or patch transformations.
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2.4 Empirical Studies On Automatic Program Repair

All the experiments performed in this dissertation are empirical studies of automated repair
and how to improve the quality of the generated patches from our empirical experiments. We,
therefore, provide background knowledge on previous empirical studies in automated repair
for the reader to understand what has been achieved in this field, what is the state-of-the-art
knowledge and the direction research has taken in this area. Prior work has argued the importance
of evaluating the types of defects automated repair techniques can repair [148], and evaluating
the generated patches for understandability, correctness, and completeness [145]. Yet many of
the prior evaluations of repair techniques have focused on what fraction of a set of defects the
technique can produce patches for (e.g., [34, 45, 55, 89, 115, 134, 206, 207]), how quickly they
produce patches (e.g., [112, 206]), how maintainable the patches are (e.g., [66]), and how likely
developers are to accept them (e.g., [1, 99]).

However, some recent studies have focused on evaluating the quality of repair and developing
approaches to mitigate patch overfitting. For example, on 204 Eiffel defects, manual patch
inspection showed that AutoFix produced high-quality patches for 51 (25%) of the defects, which
corresponded to 59% of the patches it produced [164]. While AutoFix uses contracts to specify
desired behavior, by contrast, the patch quality produced by techniques that use tests has been
found to be much lower. Manual inspection of the patches produced by GenProg, TrpAutoRepair
(also called RSRepair), and AE on a 105-defect subset of ManyBugs [170], and by GenProg,
Nopol, and Kali on a 224-defect subset of Defects4J showed that patch quality is often lacking
in automatically produced patches [134]. An automated evaluation approach that uses a second,
independent test suite not used to produce the patch to evaluate the quality of the patch similarly
showed that GenProg, TrpAutoRepair, and AE all produce patches that overfit to the supplied
partial specification and fail to generalize to an independent partial specification [29, 186]. This
work has led to new techniques that improve the quality of the patches [97,125,128,211,212,219].

For example, DiffTGen generates tests that exercise behavior differences between the defective
version and a candidate patch, and uses a human oracle to rule out incorrect patches. This approach
can filter out 49.4% of the overfitting patches [211]. Using heuristics to approximate oracles
can generate more tests to filter out 56.3% of the overfitting patches [212]. UnsatGuided uses
held-out tests to filter out overfitting patches for synthesis-based repair, and is effective for patches
that introduce regressions but not for patches that only partially fix defects [219]. Automated
test generation techniques that generate test inputs along with oracles [25, 71, 147, 191] or
use behavioral domain constraints [9, 68, 90, 196], data constraints [60, 150, 151], or temporal
constraints [21, 22, 23, 56, 154] as oracles could potentially address the limitations of the above-
described approaches.

Using independent test suites to measure patch quality is a technique used throughout this
thesis and it has been applied to previous studies. Even though this measurement is imperfect,
as test suites are a partial specification and may identify some incorrect patches as correct, it
provides us with a scalable and less biased way to measure patch quality. On a dataset of 189
patches produced by 8 repair techniques applied to 13 real-world Java projects, independent tests
identify less than one fifth of the incorrect patches, underestimating the overfitting problem [107].
However, on other benchmarks, the results are much more positive. For example, on the QuixBugs
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benchmark, combining test-based and manual-inspection-based quality evaluation could identify
33 overfitting patches, while test-based evaluation alone identified 29 of the 33 (87.9%) [217].

While the human judgment is a criterion not used by the repair tools for patch construction, it
is fundamentally different from the correctness criterion we use in our evaluation, as it is often
difficult for humans to spot bugs even when told exactly where to look for them [162]. Further,
using independently generated test suites instead of using the subset of the original test suite to
evaluate patch quality ensures that we do not ignore regressions a patch is most likely to introduce.
Poor-quality test suites result in patches that overfit to those suites [149, 170].

Studying the improvement of patch quality of the patches generated by Angelix on the
IntroClass [114] and Codeflaws [193] benchmarks of defects in small programs finds results
consistent with the work presented in this thesis. By contrast, this dissertation focuses on real-
world defects in real-world projects and heuristics-based program repair. Further, prior work has
shown that the selection of test subjects (defects) can introduce evaluation bias [24, 166]. The
evaluation technique presented in this document focuses on the limits and potential of patch quality
improvement on repair techniques when evaluated in a large dataset of defects, and controls for a
variety of potential confounds.

Overall, in the last decade automated repair has moved from a new promising topic of research
to a well-established area in the software engineering community. A substantial number of new
APR approaches emerge every year and new empirical studies with new benchmarks continue
to arise. Empirical studies in this topic show the applicability of automated repair in different
contexts demonstrating its far-reaching impact, which now even includes tech giants deploying
APR techniques as part of their everyday workflow [18, 132]. However, open questions still need
to be addressed to improve APR, such as how to increase patch quality of the generated patches,
how to make patches more maintainable by making them more human-like, or how to speed up
the patch finding process.

2.5 Defect Benchmarks

Several benchmarks of defects have evolved recently. Throughout this document we use De-
fects4j [92] version 1.1.0 which consists of 357 defects observed and patched by developers during
the development of five popular real-world open-source Java projects. Besides Defects4J, many
other defect benchmarks have been released and published for different programming languages,
sizes, expertise and proficiency levels. The ManyBugs benchmark [114] consists of 185 C defects
in real-world software. The IntroClass benchmark [114] consists of 998 C defects in very small,
student-written programs, although not all 998 are unique.

The Codeflaws benchmark [193] consists of 3,902 defects from 7,436 C programs mined
from programming contests and automatically classified across 39 defect classes. The DBGBench
benchmark [27] (based on the CoREBench benchmark [26]) contains a collection of 70 real
regression errors in four open-source C projects. The QuixBugs benchmark [119] consists of 40
programs from the Quixey Challenge, where programmers were given a short buggy program
and one minute to fix the bug. The programs are translated to Python and Java, and each bug is
contained on a single line.
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The Defects4J benchmark [93], originally designed for testing and fault-localization studies,
consists of defects in real-world software, and has become a popular benchmark for evaluating
automated program repair [55, 134, 148, 215]. We elected to use Defects4J because it contains
real-world defects in large, complex projects, it supports reproducibility and test suite generation,
and is increasingly a testbed for evaluating automated program repair.

Most prior evaluations of heuristics-based program repair techniques demonstrate by construc-
tion that the technique is feasible and reasonably efficient in practice [42, 97, 115, 122, 138, 152,
164, 165, 192, 205, 207]. Some show that the resulting patches withstand red team attacks [165],
some illustrate with a small number of examples that heuristics-based-generated patches for
security vulnerabilities protect against exploits and fuzzed variants of those exploits on typi-
cal user workloads [115], and some consider the fraction of a set of bugs their technique can
repair [55, 97, 99, 112, 152].

These evaluations have demonstrated that heuristics-based program repair techniques can
repair a moderate number of bugs in medium-sized programs, as well as evaluated the monetary
and time costs of automatic repair [112], the relationship between operator choices and test
execution parameters and success [113, 206], and human-rated patch acceptability [1, 99] and
maintainability [66]. However, these evaluations have generally not used an objective metric of
correctness independent of patch construction. The evaluation used in this thesis measures patch
correctness independently of patch construction. This quality evaluation is designed to permit
controlled evaluations that isolate particular features of the inputs, such that we can examine their
effects on automatic repair and patch quality improvement in a statistically significant way.

Concurrent research is starting to evaluate repair techniques in terms of overfitting [170, 192].
Evaluating the degree to which relifix and GenProg introduce regression errors [192] is a step
toward the independent correctness evaluation we advocate here, where we use independent test
suites to measure patch quality. Poor-quality test suites result in patches that overfit to those
suites [149, 170]. Our evaluation goes further, demonstrating that high-quality, high-coverage test
suites still lead to overfitting, and identifying other relationships between test suite properties and
patch quality.

Finally, prior and concurrent human evaluations of automatically-generated patches have
measured acceptability [55, 99] and maintainability [66]. While the human judgment is a criterion
not used by the repair tools for patch construction, it is fundamentally different from the correctness
criterion we use in our evaluation, as it is often difficult for humans to spot bugs even when told
exactly where to look for them [162].

Our work evaluates automated repair so that it can be improved. Empirical studies of fixes
of real bugs in open-source projects can also improve repair by helping designers select change
operators and search strategies [93, 222]. Understanding how automated repair handles particular
classes of errors, such as security vulnerabilities [115, 165] can guide tool design. For this reason,
some automated repair techniques focus on a particular defect class, such as buffer overruns [183,
185], unsafe integer use in C programs [42], single-variable atomicity violations [89], deadlock
and livelock defects [120], concurrency errors [122], and data input errors [8]. Other techniques
tackle generic bugs. For example, the ARMOR tool replaces buggy library calls with different
calls that achieve the same behavior [34], and relifix uses a set of templates mined from regression
fixes to automatically patch generic regression bugs. Our evaluation has focused on tools that fix
generic bugs, but our methodology can be applied to focused repair as well.
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User-provided code contracts, or other forms of invariants, can help to synthesize patches,
e.g., via AutoFix-E [164, 205] (for Eiffel code) and SemFix [152] (for C). DirectFix [138] aims to
synthesize minimal patches to be less prone to overfitting, but only works for programs using a
subset of C language features, and has only been tested on small programs. Synthesis techniques
provide the benefit of provable correctness for patches, but require contracts, so they are unsuitable
for legacy systems. Synthesis techniques can also construct new features from examples [41, 73],
rather than address existing bugs. Our work has focused on heuristics-based program repair
approaches, and investigating overfitting and patch quality in synthesis-based techniques is a
complementary and worthwhile pursuit. Our findings may extend to other search-based or test
suite-guided repair techniques (e.g., [13, 50, 99, 138, 152, 157, 165, 206]).

Automated repair has been evaluated in a large set of benchmarks, showing evidence that APR
techniques can generalize to different domains, programming languages, expertise level, etc. This
supports the long record of success of APR techniques to create patches for difference scenarios.
In this thesis, we evaluate our experiments in a benchmark that implements the generalizability
these studies show, by providing a wide variety of domain-specific systems and using approaches
that have been previously used for other programming languages and other expertise levels
(GenProg and TrpAutoRepair).

2.6 Software Diversity
In this dissertation we propose a set of ways to improve diversity in the automatic program repair
process. Similar to our proposed approach, there have been previous attempts to improve the
quality of software by incentivizing diversity. One of the biggest motivations in this direction is
N-Version Software (NVS), which is a way to take advantage of different implementations of code
created following the same specification [17]. It was first introduced in 1977 as the independent
generation of N ≥ 2 functionally equivalent programs from the same initial specification [15].
One of the major justifications for NVS was that it would be able to provide online tolerance for
software faults, following the intuition that the independence of programming efforts will reduce
the probability of identical software fault behavior. Our approach takes this same intuition applied
in the context of APR where program fixes are created independently by construction, removing
the risk of human bias and how humans tend to introduce similar errors in different software
versions.

Some key experimental hands-on studies that have researched NVS are, for example, Avizie-
nis [15] and Chen [37], where they implemented NVS systems using 27 and 16 independently
written versions; Ram [171] and Vog [201] have studied real-time software by developing six
different implementations (programming languages) from the same requirements. Different
from our study, “Diversity” in this context usually refers to the diversity of components (e.g.,
different compilers, programming languages, versions of the specifications [98], or different
algorithms [37]). Even when software diversity is enforced through the variation of program-
ming languages, developers tend to follow a “natural” sequence even when coding independent
computations that could be performed in any order [16]. In this thesis, we avoid having this
restriction since our patches are not generated by human developers and therefore do not follow
any sequence that may seem “natural” to human programmers.
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Another impediment to encouraging software diversity in software systems is when software
specifications describe ‘how’ to implement portions of the code [16]. Because of this, identical
errors were found in various versions. In this dissertation, our partial specification is given by test
cases, which describe examples of correct behavior. APR tools do not follow any instructions on
“how” to build the patch, and the nature of the specification varies, removing these indications
human developers have. Further research has advanced in relationship to software diversity
metrics in the context of NVS [36, 130]. These studies focus mostly in the diversity of fault
behavior. Robustness of software has also been analyzed in the context of operating systems using
similar diversity metrics [101]. In this thesis, we are not interested in focusing on fault behavior
among versions but we are interested in creating diverse patches for the same bug.

Similarly, previous work has tried to improve diversity in genetic algorithms by implementing
multi-objective search with goals different than increasing patch quality in APR. Panichella et
al. [160] use multi-objective genetic algorithms (MOGA) to for test case selection as a means
to reduce the cost of regression testing. Szubert et al. [190] describe how increasing diversity
in genetic algorithms might lead to antagonism between behavioral diversity and fitness in the
context of symbolic regression. In addition, previous work [30] has implemented techniques to
maintain high-level search quality while increasing diversity.

More recently, artificial diversity has been proposed to improve the correct location of errors in
software using “Mutation-Based Fault Localization” (MBFL) approaches [146,161]. The intuition
behind these techniques is that when mutants are generated at the faulty location, the test suite
should exhibit different behavior than when mutants are generated in non-faulty locations. Further
studies [163, 198] have suggested that MBFL techniques do not significantly distinguish between
faulty and non-faulty locations. Smith et al. [187] compare the performance of single patches to
N-version patches, where the behavior of the N-version patches is described by a voting system.
This document introduces the usage of a held-out independently created test suite as a means for
measuring software quality. The work introduced in this thesis leverages these previous ideas to
create real N-version patches with actual compilable code to be executed by the test cases.

2.7 State of the Practice

There are several cases where automated repair and similar techniques are currently being used
in industrial practices. Probably the most prominent example is currently being implemented at
Facebook with SapFix [132] where researchers describe their effort to integrate automatic program
repair in a continuous integration tool. The continuous integration tool monitors test failures and
automatically looks for patches that can possibly fix the errors present in the code. Once patches
are found, these are presented to developers working in the project, and developers finally select
which patch best fits the searched solution. This effort currently focuses on automatically repairing
crashes in Android apps, however, as with other APR approaches, these repair techniques can be
further extended to other contexts within industrial applications.

Similarly, other big companies have started to show industrial projects that will cause an
immediate impact in automated repair. For example, Microsoft recently announced Microsoft
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Security Risk Detection1 (formerly “Project Springfield”) which is Microsoft’s cloud fuzz testing
service for finding security critical bugs in software. These testing services based in fuzzing and
the failing tests they generate can be seen as the immediate step before applying an APR approach.
One can easily conceptualize the idea of using this fuzzing technique to generate failing test cases,
and using the passing test cases and source code, execute APR to propose possible patches for the
failing behavior found.

Google similarly implemented a similar fuzz testing service called OSS-Fuzz2 which uses
fuzz testing to uncover programming errors in software and has been used to uncover thousands
of security vulnerabilities and stability bugs in Chrome components. It is worth noticing that
existing APR techniques can easily produce one-line patches that deal with integer overflow and
similar vulnerabilities found by OSS-Fuzz and have even successfully repaired prominent errors
such as the Heartbleed vulnerability [139].

DeepCode3 is a real-time semantic code analysis tool that suggests fixes based on large corpus
of bugs and patches by using artificial intelligence and leveraging how other community members
have fixed similar bugs. This industrial semantic analysis tool can be purchased and ran as an
extension for IDE’s such as Visual Studio or through public repositories. This APR tool currently
supports Java, Python, JavaScript, TypeScript, C/C++ (beta), C# (beta), and PHP (beta).

The Repairnator project [200] also calls for attention in the area of applied automated repair.
Researchers have created a bot that monitors for software errors, and automatically find fixes
using repair tools. Even though the Repairnator was not created for a particular company in
mind, this project takes open source projects (which can be industrial in nature and in practice)
and monitors their builds with the intent of using automated repair tools to find patches when
an error is presented. Different from most academic environments where APR techniques are
constantly evaluated in the same or similar defects, this project regularly receives new errors
from new projects, therefore making it more similar to an industrial environment where bugs are
analyzed as the project is being built, and not post-mortem once the APR technique already know
the solution provided by the developer.

1https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/project/project-springfield/
2https://google.github.io/oss-fuzz/
3https://www.deepcode.ai/
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Chapter 3

Experimental Approach Overview

This dissertation is comprised of a series of experiments highlighting ways to increase patch
quality in automatic program repair. These experiments have a set of components in common
to evaluate the hypothesis formulated in this thesis. These components are shared among the
different studies described throughout this document and are shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Experimental approach is comprised of three components: The corpus of bugs to test our APR approaches,
the APR tools we implemented and compared against, and the methodology to evaluate patch quality

The first component of our experimental approach is a corpus of defects used through this
document (Section 3.1). We chose Defects4J, a dataset and extensible framework containing 357
real bugs built to support software testing research. We chose this benchmark due to its domain
diversity, the fact that the projects included are real-world complex systems, and given that each
bug in this framework contains its corresponding human patch, which we use to evaluate the
quality of our generated patches. Bugs in Defects4J are comprised from five open-source Java
projects: JFreeChart (26 bugs), Closure Compiler (133 bugs), Apache Commons Lang (65 bugs),
Apache Commons Math (106 bugs), and Joda Time (27 bugs).

The second component of our approach overview is the set of APR approaches and techniques
used to improve patch quality and execute our experiments. For this, we created JaRFly, an
open-source extensible framework for Java repair1. It currently implements three APR approaches
(GenProg, TrpAutoRepair, and PAR). GenProg [115] is an APR approach that uses coarse-grained
mutation operators and genetic programming to generate patches; TrpAutoRepair [167, 169] uses

1https://github.com/squaresLab/genprog4java/
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identifier project description KLoC defects tests test KLoC

Chart JFreeChart Framework to create charts 85 26 222 42
Closure Closure Compiler JavaScript compiler 85 133 3,353 75
Lang Apache Commons Lang Extensions to the Java Lang API 19 65 173 31
Math Apache Commons Math Library of mathematical utilities 84 106 212 50
Time Joda-Time Date- and time-processing library 29 27 2,599 50

total 302 357 6,559 248

Figure 3.2: The 357 defect dataset created from five real-world projects in the Defects4J version 1.1.0 benchmark.
We used SLOCCount (https://www.dwheeler.com/sloccount/) to measure the lines of code, reported
in thousands of lines of code (KLoC). The tests and test KLoC columns refer to the developer-written tests.

single-edits and traverses the search space using random search to create candidate patches; and
PAR [99] is an APR technique that uses a set of templates to produce patches.

Finally, the third component of our experimental approach is the evaluation of patch quality.
We created a methodology for creating high-quality held-out test suites to evaluate patch quality
in a scalable manner. We have made this methodology publicly available and have created test
suites used for evaluating the quality of a set of Defects4J bugs. Both JaRFly and the generated
held-out test suites are publicly available for extension and scrutiny.

3.1 Real-World Defects and Test Suites

The first component in our experimental approach overview is the corpus of defects used through-
out this document to evaluate error repair. To increase patch quality we require defects on which
we can test our hypothesis. For the experiments described in this thesis, we used Defects4J ver-
sion 1.1.0 [92], which consists of 357 defects made by developers during the development of five
real-world open-source Java projects. Figure 3.2 describes the Defects4J defects and the projects
they come from.

Each defect comes with (1) the source code necessary to replicate each bug (including the
defective version of code containing the bug) and the code after the developer repaired the error;
(2) a set of developer-written tests, all of which pass on the developer-repaired version and at least
one of which shows the defect by failing on the defective version; and (3) the infrastructure to
generate tests using modern automated test generation tools. Each defective version is a real-world
version of the code.

The defective version was submitted to the project’s repository by the developers actively
working on the project under analysis. The developer-repaired version is a subsequent version of
that code submitted by the project’s developers that passes all the tests, minimized to only include
changes relevant to repairing the defect.

Defects4J has been used to evaluate program repair in terms of how often techniques produce
patches [54], what types of defects the techniques are able to patch [148], and the quality of the
produced patches [107, 134, 212, 214]. These existing evaluations that measure patch quality use
manual inspection [107,134,212] or automatically-generated evaluation test suites [107,211,214].
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3.2 JaRFly: The Java Repair Framework

Figure 3.3: JaRFly is an extensible automatic
program repair framework for Java programs
available at https://github.com/
squaresLab/genprog4java/ [149]

The second component of this experimental approach
overview is the automatic program repair tools used
throughout this document. For this purpose, we have
created JaRFly, an open-source framework for imple-
menting techniques for automatic repair of Java pro-
grams. The implementation includes reimplementa-
tions of GenProg [112] and TrpAutoRepair [167] for
Java (original releases of these tools were for C pro-
grams), and releases the first public implementation
of PAR [99]. JaRFly is publicly available at https:
//github.com/squaresLab/genprog4java/ to facil-
itate researchers and practitioners building automatic
program repair approaches for Java programs.

JaRFly, as a framework, separates fundamental el-
ements of APR and allows developers to modify those
elements as necessary to create new approaches, leaving
the rest of the implementation as default. These elements
are problem representation, fitness function, mutation
operators, and search strategy [77]. JaRFly provides an
extensible set of interchangeable pieces for each of these
elements. This differentiates our framework from prior work in this area [136].

JaRFly simplifies the process of implementing automatic program repair approaches for
Java programs by parsing Java programs into a specified representation. It allows users to
specify mutation operators, search strategy, and fitness function by selecting from a set of already
implemented options, or by extending to their own custom made versions. Different from
previous implementation of Java-based repair techniques [136] JaRFly makes APR elements
explicitly interchangeable and this facilitates the extension and modification of said components.
Following, we will detail these components of search-based repair and how JaRFly handles their
implementation and extension.

3.2.1 Problem Representation

The way an APR approach represents the problem space affects its success and efficiency [113].
This problem representation therefore becomes a crucial part of the architectural design of an
automated repair tool.

JaRFly represents patch candidates in a way that allows convenient manipulation and evalua-
tion. This includes functionality to obtain information specific to each particular candidate, such
as:

1. Localization information

2. Fitness evaluation

3. Serialization
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4. Compilation

5. Test case execution

6. Program transformation using mutation operators
JaRFly represents a plausible patch as a sequence of edits to the original program [112, 113]

minimizing the patch representation without losing syntactic information. Previous approaches [63,
207] represented patches as an abstract syntax tree (AST) making the patch representation much
larger and therefore losing efficiency in the repair process. Similar problem representations have
been used in the past to allow the creation of patches in other programming languages such as
Python [4] and C [155, 156].

JaRFly provides a Representation abstract class and a patch representation for Java programs.
Patches include mutation operators, location and, if needed, statement numbers as described in its
internal representation, i.e. “Insert statement S at location L” where Insert represents the mutation
operator being used, L represents a location within the program, and S indicates a statement from
a prebuilt statement bank. When creating a new patch candidate by applying such mutations,
JaRFly will add this mutation at the end of the patch representation.

Different from program repair tools that handle C code [112, 155, 156] JaRFly acknowledges
that Java compilers are less permissive in allowing semantically incorrect code. Therefore, JaRFly
restricts the creation of patch candidates that would typically be permitted to compile in C, but if
attempted in Java would create an exception. For example, Java compilers typically consider the
addition of dead code to be an error, therefore if APR tools append an arbitrary statement after a
return statement, such a patch candidate will not compile. Similarly, a super method can only be
called as the first statement of a constructor, otherwise, it will show a compilation error. JaRFly
handles cases as such to diminish the probability of creating non-compiling program variants.

3.2.2 Fitness Function

Search-based algorithms and particularly genetic algorithms use a fitness function to guide the
traversal of the search space when evolving source code. This function determines the overall
goal to achieve by the patch candidates.

The most common way in which a fitness function is designed in automated repair is by
guiding the repair approach towards the correctness of the variants, which is usually measured by
passing test cases from the guiding test suite. Alternative approaches [48, 53, 62, 110] have also
proposed multi-objective fitness functions where the repair approach combines correctness with
other kinds of incentives such as similarity to previous successful patches or learned invariants.

JaRFly provides a configurable and extensible Fitness class including several fitness strate-
gies such as method and class level JUnit test execution. Similarly, it includes the functionality
for test sampling, which is used to execute a subset of the test suite to test variants’ fitness before
running the full suite to determine patch plausibility. The Fitness class also includes test selection,
which previous approaches [167, 206] have used to improve APR efficiency by prioritizing the
execution of tests that are more likely to fail.

The Fitness module can be easily extended to other potentially beneficial fitness computations
such as the diversity-driven fitness analyzed in Chapter 6 of this thesis where I extend the
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Fitness function of JaRFly to create a multi-objective fitness function to incentivize diversity and
correctness in the automatic program repair process.

3.2.3 Mutation Operators
To generate patch candidates APR approaches need ways in which a program can be transformed
into a variation of its original form. JaRFly provides the EditOperation abstraction, which can be
extended to transform Java programs into patches candidates. EditOperation is instantiated at a
particular Location, and depending on which mutation operation is being selected, it modifies the
location accordingly. For example, an Append operation can be instantiated at any program point
in a Java program and it will insert a selected statement at a particular Location.

JaRFly implements all statement-level operations used by GenProg [112] and TrpAutoRe-
pair [167]:

1. Append Statement

2. Delete Statement

3. Replace Statement

Similarly JaRFly implements all PAR templates, including the optional templates2 not included in
the original paper [99]:

1. Null Checker

2. Parameter Replacer

3. Method Replacer

4. Parameter Adder and Remover

5. Object Initializer

6. Sequence Exchanger

7. Range Checker

8. Collection Size Checker

9. Lower Bound Setter

10. Upper Bound Setter

11. Off-by-one Mutator

12. Class Cast Checker

13. Caster Mutator

14. Castee Mutator

15. Expression Changer

16. Expression Adder

These mutation operators typically use code within the program to construct patch candidates,
either by modifying targeted statements in the program or using information from the program to

2https://sites.google.com/site/autofixhkust/home/
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generate new code. JaRFly provides information on legal Locations for each possible mutation
operator to be applied and objects within scope of the Location to successfully create compiling
patch candidates.

The code bank to choose statements from in JaRFly is by default a segmentation of the original
program being modified. Previous studies show that programming languages are repetitive [80]
and fix code is more likely found within the same module and project than from foreign modules
and projects. When using information from the code bank, JaRFly checks if the variables and
fields used are within scope of the target location, with the intent of avoiding the creation of
non-compilable patch candidates. JaRFly’s code bank can be easily extended to include portions
of code from external sources and therefore extend the reach of possible statements used to
generate patch candidates.

JaRFly also includes a static legality checker, which is composed of heuristics to reduce
the possibility of creating non-compiling variants. Not all EditOperations can be applied in all
Locations. For example, the mutation operator Parameter Replacer modifies the parameters in a
method call for a different set of parameters. This mutation operator cannot be implemented in
types of statements that do not include parameters such as a Break Statement (keyword used to
terminate the execution of a loop or switch case). Checks as such improve efficiency in program
repair by augmenting the number of compiling variants to validate and mutate while decreasing
the time spent working over potentially non-compiling variants.

The abstract class EditOperation can be extended and instantiated to further produce new sets
of mutation operators or to modify the way in which these mutation operators are selected to
generate patch candidates [188].

3.2.4 Search Strategy
The search strategy defines the way in which APR approaches traverse the search space to find
plausible patches, typically by using the fitness function to look for the a variant that satisfies its
optimization goal. Common search strategies include local search, random search, and genetic
programming. JaRFly implements an interface and a set of options to choose from, including
random search, weighted brute force search, oracle search, genetic programming, and NGSA-
II [49], a multi-objective evolutionary search strategy. Similar to previous elements of JaRFly, the
search strategy can easily be extended to include more search strategies or to compare against the
predefined ones.

3.2.5 Population Manipulation
JaRFly implements crossover and selection strategies common in evolutionary program manipula-
tion. JaRFly includes one-point crossover, uniform crossover [207], and crossback crossover [207].
It also includes a default tournament selection strategy. In Chapter 6 of this dissertation, we
extended this functionality to select variants with a higher diversity score for crossover in further
generations.

Additionally, JaRFly is parameterized to allow for a configurable population size and mutation
rate. More crossover and selection strategies can be easily added by extending the current
implementations.
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3.2.6 Localization and Code Bank Management

Fault localization is a known and broadly studied field within search-based program repair. A
common and well-known family of approaches that make an effort to pinpoint the localization of
errors in source code is called “spectrum-based fault localization” techniques. In these approaches,
the main idea is to analyze the execution of passing and failing test cases through the targeted
program, and create a weighted sum of the statements executed by each of these tests to understand
which statements are more likely to contain the error (Jaccard [39], Ochiai [2], Ample [221],
Tarantula [91], Wong [210]).

JaRFly implements common spectrum-based weighted path localization with configurable
path weights, and an extensible abstract class for further extension to alternative localization
strategies. JaRFly uses JaCoCo, an off-the-shelf library to compute coverage in Java programs for
the purposes of fault localization [59].

The decoupling of these fundamental APR elements allows for a flexible and extensible
program repair framework. In this thesis, we have used this repair framework and extended
several of the fundamental elements described above, which allows for ongoing research and
experimentation of ways to enhance APR components to increase patch quality of the generated
plausible patches.

3.3 Quality Evaluation

Previous studies [121, 187] have shown that automated program repair is prone to producing
patches that overfit to the guiding test suites. Within the space of possible program modifications,
many patches can be created where the variant passes all the supplied tests. Guiding test suites
describe a partial description of the desired behavior and therefore it is common that the generated
plausible patches fail to generalize to the full intended specification and result in low-quality
patches. This phenomenon of automated program repair producing patches that satisfy the partial
specification of the supplied test suite, but failing to generalize is called overfitting [121, 187].

Since then, research has measured the degree to which heuristics-based program repair patches
overfit and what factors affect that overfitting on small C programs [187], how often these
patches disagree with developer-written patches [170], how often overfitting happens in Java
repair [55, 134], and what is the concentration of correct patches [127].

Additionally, research has attempted to improve on the quality of the patches produced by using
semantic search to increase the granularity of repair [96], condition synthesis [125], learning patch
generation patterns from human-written code [128], and automated test case generation [211].
Further, research has found that overfitting occurs in APR tools targeting different programming
languages and repair families [111, 121] given their reliance on a partial specification. Even
when repair uses manually-written contracts as the desired behavior specification, which are more
complete than tests, APR approaches still overfit, producing correct patches for only 59% of the
analyzed defects [164].

The main goal of this research is to create higher quality patches by enhancing key components
of the automatic program repair process. In this context, patch quality becomes a fundamental
concept that must be measurable and quantifiable. Since software system functionality is described
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by subjective human requirements, determining whether one patch is “better” than another is
often difficult to assess. A perfect oracle would be able to check the program formally against a
full specification, but given the nonexistence of such specifications and oracles in practice, we are
forced to find alternatives.

Given these restrictions, there are two established methods for evaluating quality of program
repair, using an independent test suite not used during the construction of the repair [29, 187], and
manual inspection [134, 170].

The two methodologies are complementary. The methodology that uses an independent test
suite is more objective, whereas manual inspection is more subjective and can be subject to
subconscious bias, especially if the inspectors are authors of one of the techniques being evaluated.
Manual inspection has been used to measure how maintainable the patches are [66] and how likely
developers are to accept them [99]). However, a recent study found that manual-inspection-based
quality evaluation can still be imprecise [107].

3.3.1 Evaluating Patch Quality Through Held-out Test Suites
Held-out-test-suite based quality evaluation is inherently partial, as the independent test is a partial
specification. Therefore, the results of this technique can also be inaccurate by mislabeling a
patch as correct when there might exist untested cases that show the incorrectness of the patch.

In this thesis we will use the test-suite-based quality evaluation method because (1) it is
objective and reproducible in a fully automated manner, (2) can scale to complex, real-world
defects in real-world systems, which are the focus of our work (manual inspection would require
using the projects’ developers with domain knowledge), (3) remove the possibility of subconscious
bias [107] in potential human evaluators.

Figure 3.4: Evaluating the quality of generated plausible patches based on a held-out test suite generated from a
developer patch. For each buggy program we create plausible patches using APR techniques. To evaluate their
quality we generate a held-out test suite from the human-generated patch (i.e., the oracle patch) and execute that
held-out test suite in the plausible patch. The quality is based on the percentage of passed test cases from the held-out
test suite.

For the experiments described in this thesis, we use two independent test suites that specify
the desired behavior of the program being repaired. One test suite can be used by the automated
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program repair techniques to produce a patch for a defect (which we call guiding test suite). The
second, independent test suite we called it the held-out or evaluation test suite; this test suite
is used to measure the patch’s quality. The quality of a patch is proportional to the number of
held-out test cases passed. The quality of a patch is defined by Tpass

Ttotal
, as defined by prior work [186];

where Ttotal represents the total number of tests in the evaluation test suite and Tpass represents
the number of tests passed by the patched code. A patch that passes all the tests in the evaluation
test suite has 100% patch quality.

As already mentioned, each Defects4J defect comes with a developer-written test suite that
evidences the defect. To create the evaluation test suite, for each defect, we generated test inputs
using an off-the-shelf automated test input generator on the developer-repaired code.

Figure 3.4 shows a buggy program that is later patched by a human developer (provided
as a developer patch from Defects4J) as an approximation to an “oracle” patch. We then use
an off-the-shelf test suite creation tool [64]) to generate a held-out test suite that describes the
behavior of the oracle patch.

3.3.2 Analyzing Test Generation Tool Behavior

Evaluating patch quality through a held-out test suite is only effective if the evaluation test suite
is of high quality. Coverage is widely used in industry to estimate test-suite quality [85]. Using
statement-level code coverage as a proxy for test suite quality, our goal was to generate, for
each defect, a high-coverage test suite, thus implying that a big portion of the functionality of
the inspected class is being evaluated. Specifically, we focused on the statement coverage of
the methods and classes modified by the developer-written patch and designed a test generation
methodology aimed to maximize that coverage.

Ideally, we want the evaluation test suite to have perfect coverage, but modern automated
test generation tools cannot achieve perfect coverage on all large real-world programs, in part
because of limitations of such tools such as possible infinite recursion in the creation process
or impreciseness of method signatures such as Java generics [65]. Thus, we set as our goal to
generate, for each defect, a test suite that achieves 100% coverage on all developer-modified
methods, and at least 80% coverage on all developer-modified classes. The choice of coverage
criteria is a compromise between a reasonable measure of covering all the developer changes and
the modern automated test generation tools’ ability to generate high-coverage test suites.

To achieve this coverage threshold we first compared the effectiveness of two modern off-
the-shelf automated test generators Defects4J supports, Randoop [159] and EvoSuite [65], in a
controlled fashion, and found that EvoSuite consistently produced test suites with higher coverage
on Defects4J defects’ code. This finding is consistent with prior analyses [181]. Accordingly, we
elected to use EvoSuite as our test suite generator.

EvoSuite uses randomness in its test generation and continues to generate tests up to a given
time budget, so we experimented with different ways to run EvoSuite to maximize coverage. We
ran EvoSuite using branch coverage as its target maximization search criterion (the default option)
twenty times per defect, with different seeds, ten times for 3 minutes and ten times for 30 minutes.
We found low variance in the coverage produced by the generated test suites: the 3-minute test
suites had a variance in statement coverage of 0.6% and the 30-minute test suites of 0.8%.
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We also found that the improvement between the mean statement coverage of the 3-minute
test suites and the mean statement coverage of the 30-minute test suites was low (from 68% to
72%), suggesting that longer time budgets would not significantly improve coverage. Merging
ten 3-minute test suites resulted in higher statement coverage than a single average 30-minute
test suite (77% vs. 72%). Finally, merging ten 30-minute test suites resulted in 81% statement
coverage, on average, the highest we observed. We thus used the ten merged 30-minute test suites
as preferred combination mechanism to optimize test suite coverage.

3.3.3 Creating High-Quality Held-Out Test Suites

We executed the following automated process for generating the test suites: For each defect, we
ran EvoSuite (v1.0.3) ten times (on different seeds) with a 30-minute time budget and merged
the ten resulting test suites, removing duplicate tests. We then checked if the resulting test suite
covered 100% of the statements in the developer-modified methods, and at least 80% of the
statements in each of the developer-modified classes. For 34 out of the 106 defects, this algorithm
generated test suites that satisfied the coverage criterion. This process is described in Algorithm 1
where coverage(Teval,covm,covc) == true iff methodCoverage≥ covm ∧ classCoverage≥ covc.
As detailed in our description for our evaluation test suites we used the values covm := 100% and
covc := 80%.

Algorithm 1 Generate evaluation test suite using EvoSuite
1: procedure GENERATETESTSUITE(covm,covc)
2: . For a given defect, generate a test suite which covers at least covm percent of the

developer-modified method and at least covc percent of the developer-modified class
3: Teval ←{} . initialization an empty set
4: runs← 10 . number of times EvoSuite is run
5: timebudget← 30 . time budget for each run (mins)
6: criterion← branch/line . criterion to optimize for in each run
7: while runs > 0 do
8: runs← runs−1
9: T ← genTestEvosuite(timebudget) . generate tests by running EvoSuite for 30 mins

10: Teval ← Distinct(Teval ∪T ) . merge the generated suite into evaluation suite after
removing duplicate tests

11: if coverage(Teval,covm,covc) == true then
12: return Teval . generated suite satisfies the coverage requirements
13: else
14: T ′eval ←ManuallyAugment(Teval) . augment generated test suite with manually

written tests to satisfy the coverage requirements
15: if coverage(T ′eval,covm,covc) == true then
16: return T ′eval . augmented suite satisfies the coverage requirements

17: return “cannot generate test suite” . coverage criterion cannot be met
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defect set
# of statement

mean mediandefects coverage of
patch-modified

at least
106

methods 90.8% 100.0%
one patch classes 87.2% 96.3%

adequate
71

methods 100.0% 100.0%
test suite classes 96.7% 98.7%

Table 3.1: Statement coverage of the EvoSuite-generated test suites for the 106 Defects4J defects patched by at least
one repair technique in our study, and for the 71-defect subset for which our generated test suites covered 100% of
all developer-modified methods and at least 80% of all developer-modified classes [149].

In the course of our study, a new version of EvoSuite was released. We attempted to augment
the test suites by using this later version of EvoSuite (v1.0.6), but this new version did not produce
better-coverage test suites than v1.0.3 on its own. However, using statement-coverage as the
target maximization search criterion (instead of the default branch coverage) did produce test
suites that, when combined with the previous v1.0.3-generated test suites, improved coverage.
This process resulted in test suites that satisfied the coverage criterion for a total of 62 defects
(11 Chart, 6 Closure, 11 Lang, 30 Math, and 4 Time defects).

We then examined the generated test suites that met one, but not both of the coverage criteria
and attempted to manually augment them to fully meet the other criterion. Examining these cases,
we found that EvoSuite often was unable to cover statements that required the use of specific
hard-to-generate literals present in the code. For example, covering some portions of code from
the Closure project (a JavaScript compiler) required tests that take as input specific strings of
JavaScript source code, such as an inline comment. Meanwhile covering some exceptional Lang
code required specific strings to trigger the exceptions. The probability of the random strings
generated and selected by EvoSuite to match the necessary strings to cover these portions of the
code is negligibly small.

We, therefore, manually examined the source code and created test cases using the necessary
literals. Augmenting the EvoSuite-generated test suites with these manually-written tests resulted
in test suites for 9 more defects (1 Chart, 3 Closure, 4 Lang, and 2 Math, defects) that satisfied the
coverage criteria.

In total, this process produced test suites that satisfied the coverage criterion for 71 of the
106 defects (12 Chart, 9 Closure, 14 Lang, 32 Math, and 4 Time defects). The test suites varied in
size from 59 to 7,164 tests, with the mean test suite containing 1,194 tests and the median test
suite 648 tests.

We restrict our study to these 71 defects. An additional 5 defects had 80% or higher coverage
on the developer-modified classes, but did not have 100% coverage on the developer-modified
methods. The mean statement coverage for the developer modified classes for these 71 defects is
96.7% and the median is 98.7% (with means and medians for the modified methods both 100%,
as required by the coverage criterion). Table 3.1 summarizes these statistics for the 71 defects
used in our study and the 106 defects patched by at least one repair technique.
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Overall, in this section we presented our experimental approach overview composed of three
components. First, throughout this document we use a corpus of defects called Defects4J [92]
version 1.1.0 which consists of 357 defects observed and patched by developers during the
development of five popular real-world open-source Java projects. Second, we created JaRFly, an
open-source framework for implementing techniques for automatic repair of Java programs. The
implementation includes reimplementations of GenProg [112] and TrpAutoRepair [167] for Java,
and the first public implementation of PAR [99]. Finally, we present the patch quality evaluation
technique we use throughout this document, which consists of creating high-quality held-out
test suites using the developer patch provided by Defects4J and evaluating the automatically
generated patches based on the percentage of held-out test the generated patch is able to generalize
to. This experimental approach allows us to evaluate different techniques and analyze how APR
approaches can be improved to increase the quality of their generated patches.
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Chapter 4

Analyzing the Role of Test Suites in
the APR Process

Automatic program repair has the ability to generate plausible patches given a program with an
error and a guiding test suite describing the desired program behavior. This guiding test suite is a
fundamental component in the automatic program repair process since it is the main component
the APR approach has to reason about the expected behavior of the program. This test suite works
as a partial specification of the desired program describing both correct behavior to maintain
(positive test cases), and erroneous behavior to modify (negative test cases). The triggering
criterion to declare a patch candidate as a plausible patch is when all test cases in this test suite
pass. A low-quality guiding test suite might easily lead the APR approach to create plausible but
incorrect patches [187], which generate correct outputs for all test cases but where the repair does
not fully address the underlying error needed to be fixed [121,129]. This raises concerns about the
usability of automated repair approaches, and outlines possible paths toward building techniques
that produce higher-quality patches [96, 125, 128, 140, 188].

Prior work [187] introduced the methodology for evaluating patch quality described in Sec-
tion 3.3 for a group of small programs written by students in an introductory course to pro-
gramming. This study outlined the importance of overfitting in automatic program repair and
consequently the influence that the guiding test suite has on the quality of generated patches.
This study analyzed the behavior of APR in small programs and had several limitations (only
considered two heuristics-based program repair approaches, did not control for confounding
factors, and used test suite size as a proxy for coverage). Building up on previous work, in this
section we answer five research questions:

RQ1 How often do heuristics-based program repair techniques produce patches for real-world
Java defects?

Answer: The heuristics-based program repair approaches executed in our experiment were able
to generate patches for 106 out of 357 real-world defects.

RQ2 How often and how much do the patches produced by heuristics-based program repair
techniques overfit to the developer-written test suite and fail to generalize to the evaluation
test suite, and thus ultimately to the expected program behavior?
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Answer: Tool-generated patches on real-world Java defects overfit frequently to the test suite
used in constructing the patch, regularly breaking more functionality than they repair.

RQ3 How do coverage and size of the test suite used to produce the patch affect patch quality?

Answer: For the corpus of patches analyzed, the correlation between test suite size and patch
quality is statistically significant with a small effect size. Similarly, test suite coverage has a
statistically significant correlation with patch quality in all but one APR approach.

RQ4 How does the number of tests that a buggy program fails affect the degree to which the
generated patches overfit?

Answer: The number of tests that a buggy program fails has a small but statistically significant
positive effect on the quality of the patches produced using automatic program repair
techniques and that this finding depends on the fault localization strategy used by the repair
techniques.

RQ5 How does the test suite provenance (whether written by developers or generated automati-
cally) influence patch quality?

Answer: Test suite provenance has a significant effect on repair quality, though the effect may
differ for different techniques. For GenProg and TrpAutoRepair, patches created using
automatically-generated tests had lower quality than those created using developer-written
test suites. For a smaller, perhaps non-representative number of defects, PAR-generated
patches showed the opposite effect.

In the following sections, we evaluate heuristics-based program repair techniques and the
resulting patch quality of plausible patches generated by performing a series of experiments using
the Defects4J dataset described in Section 3.1 and the quality evaluation test suites described in
Section 3.3. Section 4.1 describes an overview of how successful are the techniques from JaRFly
at producing patches on real-world defects. Finally, Section 4.2 further analyzes the quality of
these patches and provides insight at what attributes from the guiding test suites have a larger
impact in patch quality.

4.1 Ability to Produce Plausible Patches

Research Question 1: How often do heuristics-based program repair techniques produce
patches for real-world Java defects?

The first step in this study is to get a general sense of how effective automated repair approaches
are in fixing real-world defects.
Methodology: We used each of the three repair techniques included in JaRFly to attempt to
repair the 357 defects in the Defects4J benchmark providing the developer-written test suite as
the guiding test suite to all the techniques. For GenProg, PAR, and TrpAutoRepair, which select
random mutation operators to generate a patch, we attempt to repair each defect 20 times with a
timeout of 4 hours each time, using a different seed each time, for a total of 357×20 = 7,140
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attempted repairs, per each repair technique. For SimFix, which is deterministic, we attempt
the repair once for each defect using the default timeout of 5 hours, for a total of 357 attempted
repairs. This culminates in a grand total of 7,140×3+357 = 21,777 repair attempts.

We ran these techniques using a cluster of 50 compute nodes, each with a Xeon E5-2680 v4
CPU with 28 cores (2 processors, 14 cores each) running at 2.40GHz. Each node had 128GB
of RAM and 200GB of local SSD disk. We launched multiple repair attempts in parallel, each
requesting 2 cores on one compute node. The 20 repair attempts provided a compromise between
the likely ability to make statistically significant findings, and the computational resources
necessary to run our experiments. The computational requirements are substantial: Repairing a
single defect 20 times with a 4-hour timeout can take 80 hours per defect per repair technique. If
we were to run this experiment sequentially for the 357 defects and 3 repair techniques, it would
take 10 CPU-years.

The repair techniques’ parameters affect how they attempt to repair defects. For reproducibility
purposes, we now describe a series of these parameters and the values used in our experiments.
For GenProg, PAR, and TrpAutoRepair, we used the parameters from prior work that evaluates
these techniques on C programs [99,112,167]. We set the population size (PopSize) to 40 and the
maximum number of generations to 10 for all three techniques. For GenProg and TrpAutoRepair,
we uniformly equally weighted the mutation operators Append, Replace, and Delete. For
PAR, we uniformly equally weighted the mutation operators FUNREP, PARREP, PARADD, PARREM,
EXPREP, EXPADD, EXPREM, NULLCHECK, OBJINIT, RANGECHECK, SIZECHECK, and CASTCHECK.

For GenProg and PAR, we set SampleFit to 10% of the test suite. For fault localization, all
three techniques apply a simple weighting scheme to assign values to statements based on their
execution by passing and failing tests. For PAR and TrpAutoRepair, we set negativePathWeight
to 1.0 and positivePathWeight to 0.1, based on prior work [99, 167]. For GenProg, we
set negativePathWeight to 0.35 and positivePathWeight to 0.65 [113]. For all remaining
parameters, we use their default values from prior work [99, 112, 167]. For SimFix, we use its
open-source implementation with its default configuration [86]. We describe the complete set
of parameters at https://github.com/LASER-UMASS/JavaRepair-replication-package/
wiki/Configuration-parameter-details/.

(a) Produced patches

patches defects
technique total unique patched

GenProg 585 (8.2%) 255 49 (13.7%)
PAR 288 (4.0%) 107 38 (10.6%)
SimFix 76 (21.3%) 73 68 (19.0%)
TrpAutoRepair 513 (7.2%) 199 44 (12.3%)

total 1,462 ( 6.7%) 634 106 (29.7%)

Table 4.1: GenProg, PAR, SimFix, and TrpAutoRepair produce patches 1,462 times (6.7%) out of the 21,777 attempts.
At least one technique can produce a patch for 106 (29.7%) of the 357 real-world defects [149].
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(a) Unique patch distributions, per technique

Figure 4.1: The distributions of unique patches produced by the four techniques are similarly shaped [149].

Results: Table 4.1 reports the results of the repair attempts. GenProg patches 49 out of 357 defects
(6 Chart, 15 Closure, 9 Lang, 18 Math, and 1 Time) and creates a total of 585 patches, out of which
255 are unique. Search-based approaches are able to find several patches per each defect, thus we
report the total number of patches; and given that these approaches use a stochastic approach to
find repairs, some of the patches found can be repeated among the different seeds, therefore we
report the number of unique (non-repeated) patches. PAR patches 38 out of 357 defects (3 Chart,
12 Closure, 7 Lang, 15 Math, and 1 Time), and produces a total of 288 patches, out of which 107
are unique. SimFix patches 68 out of 357 defects (8 Chart, 15 Closure, 13 Lang, 27 Math, and
5 Time) and produces a total of 76 patches, out of which 73 are unique. TrpAutoRepair patches
44 out of 357 defects (7 Chart, 12 Closure, 8 Lang, 16 Math, and 1 Time) and produces a total of
513 patches, out of which 199 are unique. Overall, at least one technique produced at least one
patch for 106 out of the 357 defects. All techniques produced at least one patch for 12 defects.
SimFix most often produced patches (21.3% of the attempts) and produced patches for the most
defects (19.0%).

Figure 4.1 shows the distributions of unique patches, per project, generated by each of the
four techniques.

Compared to prior studies on C defects [186], [114, 167], the Java repair mechanisms produce
patches on fewer repair attempts and for fewer defects. On C defects, GenProg produced
patches for between 47% (ManyBugs defect dataset) and 60% (IntroClass defect dataset) and
TrpAutoRepair produced patches for between 52% (ManyBugs) and 57% (IntroClass) defects.
Several factors affect the differences in APR behavior between the previous studies and the current
one. Java compilers are much more restrictive than C compilers, and these previous studies
evaluated smaller and simpler programs, therefore a lower repair rate when using more complex
and larger real-world defects is expected.

Our findings are also consistent with prior work applying heuristics-based program repair to
Java defects, which found techniques to produce patches for 9.8%–15.6% of the defects [134].
In a prior study on Java defects, PAR produced patches for 22.7% of the defects [99]. Some
of the prior study’s defects came from Lang and Math, projects that are also part of Defects4J
(though a different set of defects), and our results on those projects are similar to those in the prior
study [99]. Even though SimFix patches more defects (19.0%) than other techniques, the fraction
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of defects patched by SimFix is still much lower (19.0% vs. 47%) than that those obtained using
repair techniques for C defects.

Answer to Research Question 1: The heuristics-based program repair approaches executed
in our experiment were able to generate patches for 106 out of 357 real-world defects.

4.2 Analyzing Plausible Patch Quality
Section 4.1 showed that heuristics-based program repair techniques are able to patch 29.7% of the
real-world defects in Defects4J. This section explores the quality of the produced patches and
measures the factors that affect it. These experiments are based on the 71 defects for which we
are able to generate high-quality evaluation test suites (recall Section 3.3). These 71 defects are
a subset of the 106 defects for which at least one repair technique produced at least one patch
(recall Table 3.1).

4.2.1 Patch Overfitting

Research Question 2: How often and how much do the patches produced by heuristics-based
program repair techniques overfit to the developer-written test suite and fail to generalize to
the evaluation test suite, and thus ultimately to the expected program behavior?

patch quality 100%-quality
technique minimum mean median maximum patches

GenProg 64.8% 95.7% 98.4% 100.0% 24.3%
PAR 64.8% 96.1% 98.5% 100.0% 13.8%
SimFix 65.0% 96.3% 99.9% 100.0% 46.1%
TrpAutoRepair 64.8% 96.4% 98.4% 100.0% 19.5%

Table 4.2: The quality of the patches the repair techniques generated when using the developer-written test suite
varied from 64.8% to 100.0%. The last column describes the percentage of 100% quality patches [149].

Methodology: After confirming the possibility of APR approaches to generate patches for real-
world systems, we now analyze the quality of the patches generated by APR to understand how
often do these patches overfit to the provided partial specification (guiding test suite). This will
provide further understanding to the main motivation of this research: APR approaches generate
patches that overfit to the provided partial specification and therefore can benefit from specialized
improvement of its components to increase patch quality.

To measure the quality of a produced patch, we start with the defective code version, apply
the patch to that code, and execute the generated evaluation test suite. The quality of the patch is
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Figure 4.2: The distributions of patch quality is skewed towards the high end. Each bar represents the number of
patches found in each quality bucket. The quality buckets are created with a 5% difference between them. On average,
74.1% (GenProg: 75.7%, PAR: 86.2%, SimFix: 53.9% and TrpAutoRepair: 80.5%) of the patches failed at least one
test [149].

proportional to the number of held-out test cases passed [186]. A patch that passes all the tests in
the held-out test suite is said to have 100% patch quality.

Similarly, we measure the quality of the defective code version by executing the evaluation
test suite prior to applying the patch. We can therefore measure the quality improvement when
the patch is applied.

Results: Table 4.2 and Figure 4.2 show the distributions of the quality of the patches produced by
each technique. It is possible for all techniques to find the same patch for some defects, which, in
this case, resulted in all the three techniques displaying the same overall minimum patch quality.

Overall, 74.1% of the patches (GenProg: 75.7%, Par: 86.2%, SimFix: 53.9%, and TrpAutoRe-
pair: 80.5%), on average, failed at least one test, thus overfitting to the partial specification and
failing to fully repair the defect. The mean quality of the patches varied from 95.7% to 96.4%.
The relatively high fraction is not necessarily a proportional indication of the quality of repair:
Defective code versions already pass 98.3% of the tests, on average, so a patch that passes 96.0%
of the tests may not even be an improvement over the defective version.

The reason for the high percentage numbers in quality evaluation is the high number of tests
generated by the test-suite-generation tools used to create the held-out test suites. Held-out test
suites evaluate that previously erroneous behavior was fixed, however they also evaluate that
previously correct functionality is maintained which is a considerable portion of the test cases that
pass in the patched version.

Next, we consider whether patches improve program quality. Figures 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6
show, for each of the patched defects, the change in the quality between the defective version and
the patched version. A negative value indicates that the patched version failed more evaluation
tests than the defective version. When a technique produced multiple distinct patches for a defect,
for this comparison, we used the highest-quality patch. In Figure 4.7 and Table 4.3, we aggregated
the results per APR approach. For GenProg, 33.3% of the defects’ patches improved the quality,
42.5% showed no improvement, and the remaining 24.2% decreased quality. For PAR, 20.0%
improved, 40.0% showed no improvement, and 40.0% decreased quality. For SimFix, 45.8%
improved, 35.5% showed no improvement, and 16.7% decreased quality. For TrpAutoRepair,
32.3% improved, 25.8% showed no improvement, and 41.9% decreased quality. For PAR and
TrpAutoRepair, more patches broke behavior than repaired it, and the decrease in quality was, on
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Figure 4.3: Change in quality between the defective version and the patched version of the code per each defect.
GenProg created repairs for 33 defects [149].
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Figure 4.4: Change in quality between the defective version and the patched version of the code per each defect. PAR
created repairs for 25 defects [149].

average, larger than the improvement. For all the techniques, the majority (89 out of 137, 65.0%)
of the patches decrease or fail to improve quality, and more than a quarter (39 out of 137, 28.5%)
of the patches break even more tests than they fix.

These results are consistent with the previous findings obtained using C repair techniques
on small programs, where the median GenProg patch passed only 75% (mean 68.7%) of the
evaluation test suite and the median TrpAutoRepair patch passed 75.0% of the evaluation test
suite (mean 72.1%) [186].
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SimFix
48 defects
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Figure 4.5: Change in quality between the defective version and the patched version of the code per each defect.
SixFix created repairs for 48 defects [149].

TrpAutoRepair
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Figure 4.6: Change in quality between the defective version and the patched version of the code per each defect.
TrpAutoRepair created repairs for 31 defects [149].

Answer to Research Question 2: Tool-generated patches on real-world Java defects overfit
frequently to the test suite used in constructing the patch, regularly breaking more functionality
than they repair.

4.2.2 Test Suite Coverage and Size

Research Question 3: How do coverage and size of the test suite used to produce the patch
affect patch quality?
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GenProg

33.3%

24.2%

42.5%

Par

20.0%

40.0%

40.0%

SimFix
% of defects

no change     

improvement

reduction

TrpAutoRepair

32.3%

41.9%

25.8%

45.8%

16.7%

35.5%

Figure 4.7: Patch overfitting. Aggregated change in quality between the defective version and the patched version
of the code. The median patch neither improves nor decreases quality. While more GenProg patches improve the
quality than decrease it, the opposite is true for PAR and TrpAutoRepair patches, and, on average, patches break
more functionality than they repair [149].

technique minimum mean median maximum

GenProg −30.9% −1.7% 0.0% 2.6%
PAR −30.9% −2.8% 0.0% 1.5%
SimFix −24.9% 0.2% 0.0% 35.0%
TrpAutoRepair −30.9% −2.1% 0.0% 3.8%

Table 4.3: Change in quality between the defective version and the patched version of the code. The median patch
neither improves nor decreases quality. While more GenProg patches improve the quality than decrease it, the
opposite is true for PAR and TrpAutoRepair patches, and, on average, patches break more functionality than they
repair. The data presented are for the 45 defects with high-quality evaluation test suites, of which GenProg produced
patches for 33, PAR for 25, and TrpAutoRepair for 31.
The data presented is for the 46 defects with high-quality evaluation test suites, of which GenProg produced patches
for 33, PAR for 25, and TrpAutoRepair for 31 [149].

Previous work [186] used test suite size to approximate test suite coverage. In this study we
measure the actual statement-level code coverage of the used guiding test suites, and control for
confounding factors, such as test suite size, defects’ project, and the number of failing tests. For
our dataset, we found statistically significant weak positive correlation (r = 0.14) between test
suite size and statement-level coverage of the developer-written tests (guiding test suite) on the
defective code version. This is consistent with the prior studies [92].

Methodology: To measure the relationship between test suite coverage and repair quality, we
attempted to create subsets of the guiding (developer-written) test suite of varying coverage while
controlling for test suite size, number of failing tests, and the defects themselves. Test suite
coverage and test suite size are positively correlated, therefore analyzing their association with
repair quality individually would not be appropriate. We used multiple linear regression to identify
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the relationship between two independent variables (test suite coverage and test suite size) and
their corresponding dependent variable (patch quality).

For this analysis, we considered the 71 defects for which we created high-quality evaluation
test suites. For each of the defects, we created subsets of the developer-written test suite of
varying coverage. Each subset contains all the tests that evidence the defect, and randomly
selected subsets of the rest of the tests. We then used the repair techniques included in JaRFly to
produce patches using these test suite subsets using the methodology from Section 4.1. Finally, we
computed the quality of the patches produced for each defect using the automatically-generated
high-quality evaluation test suites. We excluded defects for which we could not generate test suites
with sufficient variability in coverage, and for which we did not have sufficiently high-quality
evaluation test suites.

To generate the test suite subsets for each defect, we first compute the minimum and the
maximum code coverage ratio of the developer-written test suite of that defect. The minimum
code coverage ratio (covmin) of a developer-written test suite is the statement coverage on the
defective code version when executing only the failing tests. The failing tests are the minimum
number of tests necessary to run our APR techniques, thus we include them in every subset we
generate. The maximum code coverage ratio (covmax) is the statement coverage on the defective
code version of the entire developer-written test suite (the largest possible subset).

For example, for Chart 1, there is 1 failing test and 245 passing tests that execute the developer-
modified class AbstractCategoryItemRenderer. The minimum coverage, (covmin), for Chart 1
is the statement coverage of the single failing test on the developer-modified class. This test covers
18 out of the 519 lines, (3.5%). The maximum coverage, (covmax), for Chart 1 is the statement
coverage of the full test suite (246 tests) on the developer-modified class. This test suite covers
300 out of the 519 lines, (57.8%).

We then compute the guiding test suite coverage variability as the difference between the
minimum and the maximum: ∆cov = covmax − covmin following the procedure described in
Algorithm 2. Defects whose ∆cov < 25% lack sufficient variability in statement coverage to be
used in this study and we discard them. In our study, we discarded 15 defects for this reason
(2 Chart, 1 Closure, 1 Lang and 11 Math) out of the 71 defects that had at least one repair technique
produce at least one patch and had a high-quality evaluation test suite (recall Section 3.3).

For each of the 56 remaining defects, we choose five target coverage ratios evenly spaced
between the minimum and the maximum and try to generate subsets of tests that exhibit this
coverage ratio: covmin +

1
5∆cov, covmin +

2
5∆cov, covmin +

3
5∆cov, covmin +

4
5∆cov, and covmin +

∆cov = covmax.
Given that there are multiple ways to achieve each target coverage, we attempt to generate 5

different subsets per each target ratio, therefore creating a total of 25 distinct sub test suites per
each defect. In the subset generation process we allowed a 5% margin of error given that it is
commonly difficult (or sometimes impossible) to achieve the exact target ratio.

For each sub test suite, we started with all tests that fail on the defective code version and
pass on the developer-repaired code version. We then iteratively attempted to add a uniformly
randomly selected passing test case, without replacement, one at a time, as long as it did not make
the subset’s coverage exceed the target by more than 5%, stopping if the subset’s coverage was
within 5% of the target.
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Algorithm 2 Produce a test suite subset given a target coverage and a test suite
1: procedure SAMPLETESTSUITECOVERAGE(T,c)

. Produce a test suite with coverage c that is a subset of T
2: P← allPassingTests(T )
3: S← allFailingTests(T ) . Start with all failing tests
4: attempt← 0
5: while coverage(S)< (c−0.05) do

attempt← attempt+1
6: if attempt = 500 then return “could not generate suite”
7: p← a uniformly randomly selected test in P, without replacement
8: . If adding p does not overshoot coverage c, add p:
9: if coverage(S∪{p})< (c+0.05) then

10: S← S∪{p}
11: return S

If we attempted to add a randomly selected test 500 times and failed to reach the target, we
stopped, we stopped as detailed in Algorithm 2. For 11 of the 56 defects (2 Chart, 3 Closure,
1 Lang, and 5 Math), the sampling algorithm was unable to generate five distinct test suite subsets
for all of the targets, so we discard these 11 defects. We consider the remaining 45 defects for the
analysis.
Results: For each of the 45 defects, we had 25 test suite subsets, and we attempted each repair 20
times using GenProg, PAR, and TrpAutoRepair on different seeds, and one time using SimFix.
In total, these 23,625 repair attempts produced 9,144 patches. Figure 4.8 shows the distribution
of these patches. GenProg produced at least one patch for 29 out of the 45 defects, PAR 25,
SimFix 34, and TrpAutoRepair 29. (GenProg: 6 Chart, 2 Closure, 10 Lang, 10 Math, and, 1 Time;
PAR: 5 Chart, 1 Closure, 8 Lang, 10 Math, and, 1 Time; SimFix: 6 Chart, 3 Closure, 8 Lang,
13 Math, and 4 Time; and TrpAutoRepair 6 Chart, 2 Closure, 10 Lang, 10 Math, and, 1 Time.)

Table 4.4 shows the statistics of the quality of the patches for those defects, created using the
varying-coverage test suites. The quality varied, with GenProg even producing some patches that
failed all evaluation test cases. Overall, 75.2% of the patches, on average, failed at least one test
in the evaluation test suite.
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Figure 4.8: Distribution of patches generated using varying-coverage test suites. Distribution of the number of patches
produced using developer-written test suite subsets of varying code coverage on the defective code version [149].
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technique minimum mean median maximum 100%-quality patches

GenProg 0.0% 94.8% 98.4% 100.0% 16.2%
PAR 51.8% 91.2% 95.5% 100.0% 13.3%
SimFix 77.3% 98.4% 100.0% 100.0% 50.7%
TrpAutoRepair 62.9% 95.5% 99.0% 100.0% 19.0%

Table 4.4: Quality of patches generated using varying-coverage test suites. The quality of the patches generated
using varying-coverage test suites varied from 0.0% to 100.0%. On average, 75.2% (GenProg: 83.8%, Par: 86.7%,
SimFix: 49.3%, and TrpAutoRepair: 81.0%) of the patches failed at least one test [149].

technique model quality
p R2 test suite p

GenProg 7.2×10−13 0.013 size 6.7×10−13

coverage 8.5×10−4

PAR 5.2×10−12 0.035 size 4.2×10−5

coverage 7.6×10−11

SimFix 4.0×10−16 0.086 size 2.7×10−7

coverage 1.3×10−15

TrpAutoRepair 6.9×10−5 0.0057 size 1.6×10−5

coverage 0.96

Table 4.5: Multiple linear regression relating coverage and size to patch quality. A multiple linear regression reports
that test suite size and test suite coverage are strongly significantly associated with patch quality (p < 0.001) except
for coverage for TrpAutoRepair) [149].

Next, for each technique, we created a multiple linear regression model to predict the quality
of the patches based on the test suite coverage and size. Table 4.5 shows, for each technique, the
results of the regression model. All four regression models are strongly statistically significant
(p < 0.001) though with low R2 values. Test suite size was a statistically significant predictor for
patch quality for all four techniques. This suggests that larger test suites lead to higher-quality
patches; however, with an extremely small effect size. Test suite coverage was a less clear
predictor: for TrpAutoRepair, the association was not statistically significant (p > 0.1), and was
positive for GenProg and TrpAutoRepair, but negative for SimFix and Par. We further detail each
technique’s regression results next.
The regression function for GenProg’s patch quality (on a 0–100 scale) is:

genprog patch quality = 94.82−0.02(coverage)+0.02(size)

where coverage is 100× the fraction of code in the defective code version covered by the test
suite, and size is the normalized number of tests in the test suite used to generate the patch. Thus,
the quality of the patch produced by GenProg decreases by 0.02% for each 1% increase in the
test suite coverage and increases by 0.02% for each additional test in the test suite. While both
associations of test suite coverage and size with the patch quality were statistically significant
(p < 0.001), the magnitude is extremely small. We conclude that test suite coverage and test suite
size are significant predictors of patch quality, but the magnitude of the effect is extremely small,
for GenProg.
For PAR, patch quality is described by the function:
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par patch quality = 91.18−0.10(coverage)+0.03(size)

Thus, the quality of the patch produced by PAR decreases by 0.10% for each 1% increase in
the test suite coverage and increases by 0.03% for each additional test in the test suite. Again,
while both associations of test suite coverage and test suite size with patch quality are strongly
statistically significant (p < 0.001), the magnitude is extremely small. We conclude that both test
suite coverage and test suite size are significant predictors of patch quality, but the magnitude of
the effect is extremely small, for PAR.
For SimFix, the quality of the patch is described as:

simfix patch quality= 98.43−0.04(coverage)+0.002(size).

Thus, the quality of the patch produced by SimFix decreases by 0.04% for each 1% increase
in the test suite coverage and increases by 0.002% for each additional test in the test suite. We
observe strongly statistically significant (p < 0.001) associations of test suite coverage and test
suite size with patch quality however, the magnitude is extremely small and the low R2 value
indicates little of the variability is explained. We conclude that both test suite coverage and test
suite size are significant predictors of patch quality, but the magnitude of the effect is extremely
small, for SimFix.
For TrpAutoRepair, the quality of the patch is equal to:

trpautorepair patch quality = 95.80+0.0003(coverage)+0.006(size)

The equation implies that the quality of the patch produced by TrpAutoRepair increases by
0.0003% for 1% increase in the test suite coverage and increases by 0.006% for each additional test
in test suite. The association of test suite size with patch quality is strongly statistically significant
(p < 0.001), but that is not the case for test suite coverage (0.1 < p < 1). The magnitude of the
association is extremely small. We conclude that test suite size is a significant predictor of patch
quality, but the magnitude of the effect is extremely small, for TrpAutoRepair.

Answer to Research Question 3: For the corpus of patches analyzed, the correlation between
test suite size and patch quality is statistically significant with a small effect size. Similarly,
test suite coverage has a statistically significant correlation with patch quality in all but one
APR approach.

Overall, our results show that for the corpus of patches analyzed test suite size has a statistically
significant correlation with patch quality with a small effect size. Similarly, test suite coverage
shows a statistically significant correlation with patch quality for the majority of APR approaches
evaluated.

4.2.3 Defect Severity

Research Question 4: How does the number of tests that a buggy program fails affect the
degree to which the generated patches overfit?
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The intuition behind this research question is that if a defect is triggered by a large number of
failing test cases, the APR approach will have more information (in the form of restrictions) that
it has to satisfy when creating a plausible patch, therefore the quality of such patches should be
higher than patches generated using a lower number of failing test cases which have to satisfy a
smaller number the restrictions described by a the test cases.

In this section, when we refer to defect severity we allude to the number of tests that fail in
virtue of the defect. Therefore, if a higher number of developer-written test cases fail due to the
analyzed defect, the higher its severity is.

Methodology: To measure the effect of the number of failing tests in the test suite used to guide
repair, we selected those defects that had at least 5 failing tests in the developer-written test suite
and for which we are able to create high-quality evaluation test suite (recall Section 3.3). There
were only 5 such defects in the 71-defect subset of Defects4J.

For each of the five defects, we created 21 test suites subsets. We did this by first computing
five evenly distributed target sizes s: 1

5 f , 2
5 f , 3

5 f , 4
5 f , and f , where f is the number of failing tests

in the developer-written test suite (rounding to the nearest integer). Notice that there is a unique
superset of failing test cases, unlike Section 4.2.2 where there are potentially several subsets to
achieve maximum coverage. Therefore, in this section we create 21 test suite subsets, different
from the 25 subsets in Section 4.2.2. For each s (except s = f ), we created 5 test suite subsets
by including every passing test from the developer-written test suite, and uniformly randomly
sampling, without replacement, s of the failing tests. This created 20 test suite subsets. We also
included the entire developer test suite as a representative of the s = f target, for a total of 21 test
suite subsets. We then used the four automated repair techniques to attempt to patch the defects
using each of the test suite subsets, following the methodology described in Section 4.1. Our
methodology controls for the number of passing tests, unlike the prior study [186].

Finally, we used Pearson correlation coefficient to assess the linear relationship between patch
quality and the number of failing tests in the test suite used to guide repair.

Results: Figure 4.9 shows the frequency distribution of failing tests across the 71 defects for
which at least one of the four techniques produced at least one patch, and for which we were
able to create a high-quality evaluation test suite. Of these 71 defects, only 5 defects, Chart 22,
Chart 26, Closure 26, Closure 86, and Time 3, have at least five failing tests.

Figure 4.10 shows, for each technique, the quality of the patches produced, as a function of
the fraction of the failing tests in the test suite used to guide repair. For GenProg and TrpAu-
toRepair, we observe statistically significant positive correlations (GenProg: r = 0.18, p = 0.006;
TrpAutoRepair: r = 0.19 p = 0.008) between patch quality and the number of failing tests in the
test suite. PAR did not produce any patches for any of the 5 defects considered for this analysis.

Simfix only produced three patches and did not patch any of the 5 defects when using partial
failing tests. Analyzing the execution logs of SimFix revealed that it was not able to localize
the bug using partial failing tests. This suggests that fault localization strategy used by repair
techniques could be a confounding factor when measuring the effect of the number of failing tests
on patch quality. (Recall that SimFix and JaRFly use different fault localization techniques.)
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Figure 4.9: Defect severity. The distribution of the number of failing tests in the 71 defects for which at least one
repair technique produces at least one patch and has a high-quality evaluation test suite [149].

Answer to Research Question 4: The number of tests that a buggy program fails has a
small but statistically significant positive effect on the quality of the patches produced using
automatic program repair techniques and that this finding depends on the fault localization
strategy used by the repair techniques.

4.2.4 Test Suite Provenance

Research Question 5: How does the test suite provenance (whether written by developers or
generated automatically) influence patch quality?

Prior work has suggested that using automatic test generation might improve program repair
quality by increasing the coverage of the test suite used to produce the repair [186, 211, 219].
Augmenting a developer-written test suite with automatically-generated tests requires an oracle
that specifies the expected test outputs. Several approaches have been proposed regarding the usage
of different program specifications as possible oracles, which include other implementations of the
same partial specification [137], or extracted from comments or natural language specifications
(e.g., Swami [147], Toradacu [71], Jdoctor [25], or @tComment [191]).

However, a previous study [186] found that even when a perfect oracle exists, using automatically-
generated tests for program repair resulted in much lower quality patches than using developer-
written tests (about 50% vs. about 80% quality) on small, student-written programs. Thus, in
this research question we evaluate the effectiveness of using tests generated using EvoSuite as
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Figure 4.10: Defect severity. Linear regression between patch quality and the number of failing tests and Pearson’s
correlation show statistically significant positive correlations for GenProg and TrpAutoRepair [149].

described in Section 3.3 to produce patches using heuristics-based program repair when used in
real-world defects.

Methodology: In this experiment, we compared the patches generated using developer-written
test suites from Section 4.1 to patches generated using the EvoSuite-generated test suites. A
technical challenge in executing repair techniques using EvoSuite-generated tests is a potential in-
compatibility between the bytecode instrumentation of EvoSuite-generated tests with the bytecode
instrumentation done by code-coverage-measuring tools employed by repair techniques for fault
localization. JaRFly uses JaCoCo [81] for fault localization and resolves instrumentation conflicts
by updating the runtime settings of EvoSuite-generated tests (following official EvoSuite documen-
tation1). The EvoSuite-generated tests are compatible with JaCoCo, Cobertura [40], Clover [14],
and PIT [43] code coverage tools, but not with GZoltar [32]. Unfortunately, SimFix uses GZoltar,
and so could not be included in this experiment. For GenProg, Par, and TrpAutoRepair, as before,
we used the developer-written patches as the oracle of expected behavior.

To control for the differences in the defects, properly measuring the association between test
suite provenance and patch quality should be done using defects that can be patched using both
kinds of test suites. If the set of defects patched using developer-written test suites differs from
the set of defects patched using the automatically-generated test suites (as was the case in the
earlier study [186]), then the defects can be a confounding factor in the experiment. For example,
it is possible that more of the defects patched using one of the types of test suites are easier to
produce high-quality patches for, unfairly biasing the results.

We thus started with the 68 defects for which at least one of the three repair techniques
(GenProg, PAR, and TrpAutoRepair) was able to produce a patch when using the developer-written

1http://www.evosuite.org/documentation/measuring-code-coverage/
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test suites to guide repair, and first discarded those defects for which the EvoSuite-generated test
suites did not evidence the defect. To evidence the defect, at least one test in the test suite has to
fail on the defective code version. (By definition, all automatically-generated tests pass on the
developer-patched version, since that version is the oracle for those tests.)

For 31 out of the 68 defects, automatically-generated test suites did not evidence the defect.
This left 37 defects (5 Chart, 4 Closure, 11 Lang, 16 Math, and 1 Time). We next executed
each of the three repair techniques on each of the 37 defects using the EvoSuite-generated test
suites, using the methodology from Section 4.1, thus executing 37×20 = 740 repair attempts per
technique. Note that comparing repair techniques’ behavior with different test suites on these 37
defects is unfair because one of the criteria they satisfied to be selected is that at least one repair
technique produced at least one patch for the defect using the developer-written test suite. Thus,
for each technique, we identified the set of defects that were patched both using developer-written
and using automatically-generated test suites. We call these the in-common populations. Note that
these populations are, potentially, different for each technique.

To compare the quality of the patches on the in-common patch populations, we use the
nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test. We choose this test because the two populations may not be
from a normal distribution. This test measures the likelihood that the two populations came from
the same underlying distribution. We compute Cliff’s delta’s δ estimate to capture the magnitude
and direction of the estimated difference between the two populations. We also compute the 95%
confidence interval (CI) of the δ estimate.
Results: Table 4.6, and Figures 4.11 and 4.12 summarize our results. Table 4.6 reports data
for the 37 defects for which both test suites evidence the defect. As expected, because of the
aforementioned bias in the selection of the 37 defects, using EvoSuite-generated test suites
produced fewer patches and patches for fewer defects than using developer-written test suites.
Using developer-written test suites produced a patch on between 10.1% and 21.4% executions,
while using EvoSuite-generated test suites produced a patch on between 2.3% and 13.9% of the
executions. Using developer-written test suites produced a patch for between 54.1% and 81.1% of
the defects, while using EvoSuite-generated test suites produced a patch for between 5.4% and
45.9% of the defects.

technique test suite generated defects patch quality 100%-quality
patches patched minimum mean median maximum patches

GenProg
developer 158 (21.4%) 29 (78.4%) 77.4% 94.9% 98.0% 100.0% 17.8%
EvoSuite 98 (13.2%) 14 (37.8%) 6.3% 65.3% 54.3% 100.0% 8.2%

PAR
developer 75 (10.1%) 20 (54.1%) 98.1% 98.4% 98.1% 99.7% 0.0%
EvoSuite 17 ( 2.3%) 2 ( 5.4%) 97.2% 99.6% 99.9% 100.0% 41.2%

TrpAutoRepair
developer 128 (17.3%) 30 (81.1%) 77.4% 96.8% 98.1% 100.0% 24.6%
EvoSuite 103 (13.9%) 17 (45.9%) 6.3% 65.2% 54.3% 100.0% 10.4%

Table 4.6: Patching results for the 37 Defects4J defects whose developer-written and EvoSuite-generated test suites
have at least one failing test each. Using EvoSuite-generated test suites, automated program repair techniques were
able to produce patches for 37 of the the 68 defects [149].

In addition to the bias in defect selection, another possible reason that EvoSuite-generated
test suites resulted in fewer patches could be differences in the test suites. Figure 4.11 shows
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Figure 4.11: Distributions of failing tests in the 37 Defects4J defects’ test suites. The EvoSuite-generated test suites
typically have more failing tests than the developer-written ones [149].

the distributions of the number of failing (defect-evidencing) tests across the 37 defects for
the two types of test suites. EvoSuite-generated test suites typically had more failing tests,
perhaps contributing to it being more difficult to produce patches when using those test suites.
Prior work has shown that having a larger number of failing tests correlated with lower patch
production [148, 186].

We compared the quality of the patches produced using the two types of test suites on the
in-common populations. Figure 4.12 shows that for GenProg and TrpAutoRepair, the mean and
median quality of the patches produced using the developer-written test suites are higher than of
those produced using EvoSuite-generated test suites. These differences are statistically significant
(Mann-Whitney U test, p = 1.3×10−11 for GenProg, and p = 5.8×10−11 for TrpAutoRepair).
The δ estimate computed using Cliff’s delta shows a large effect size for the median patch
quality of the patches produced using EvoSuite-generated test suites being lower for GenProg and
TrpAutoRepair. The 95% CI of the delta estimate does not span 0 for both techniques, indicating
that, with 95% probability, the two populations are likely to have different distributions.

For GenProg, this comparison is on the 12 in-common defects (Chart 5, Closure 22, Lang 43,
Math 24, Math 40, Math 49, Math 50, Math 53, Math 73, Math 80, Math 81, and Time 19). On
these defects, GenProg produced 73 patches using developer-written test suites and 93 patches
using EvoSuite-generated test suites (166 patches total). For TrpAutoRepair, this comparison is on
the 13 in-common defects (Chart 5, Closure 22, Closure 86, Lang 43, Lang 45, Math 24, Math 40,
Math 49, Math 50, Math 73, Math 80, Math 81, and Time 19). On these defects, TrpAutoRepair
produced 57 patches using developer-written test suites and 96 patches using EvoSuite-generated
test suites (153 patches total).

Because the results for GenProg and TrpAutoRepair are derived from 12 and 13 defects,
respectively, there is hope that these results will generalize to other defects. The same cannot
be said for PAR. PAR produced patches using both types of test suites for only 2 out of the
37 defects (Closure 22 and Math 50). Figure 4.12 shows that the mean and median quality of
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GenProg PAR TrpAutoRepair
12 defects, 166 patches 2 defects, 35 patches 13 defects, 153 patches
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Figure 4.12: Test suite provenance. Patch quality comparison on the in-common (patched using both types of test
suites) defect populations. The box-and-whisker plots compare patch quality on the in-common defect populations,
showing the maximum, top quartile, median, bottom quartile, and minimum values, with the mean as a red diamond.
The quality of patches produced by GenProg and TrpAutoRepair using the EvoSuite-generated test suites is statistically
significantly (Mann-Whitney U test) lower that those produced using developer-written test suites. For PAR, the effect
is reversed [149].

the patches produced using the developer-written test suites are lower than those produced using
EvoSuite-generated test suites. This result is statistically significant because PAR produced 18
patches using developer-written test suites and 17 patches using EvoSuite-generated test suites,
with p = 5.3×10−5 and the 95% CI interval does not span 0. However, while significant for these
2 defects, we cannot claim (nor do we believe that) this result generalizes to all defects from this
2-defect sample.

Our finding is consistent with the earlier finding [186] that provenance has a significant effect
on repair quality, and that for GenProg and TrpAutoRepair, developer-written test suites lead to
higher quality patches. Surprisingly, the finding is opposite for PAR (which was not part of the
earlier study), with automatically-generated tests leading to higher-quality patches. Our study
improves on the earlier work in many ways: We control for the defects in the two populations
being compared, we use real-world defects, and we use a state-of-the-art test suite generator
with a rigorous test suite generation methodology. The earlier study used a different generator
(KLEE [31]) and aimed to achieve 100% code coverage on a reference implementation, but the
generated test suites were small.

Answer to Research Question 5: Test suite provenance has a significant effect on repair
quality, though the effect may differ for different techniques. For GenProg and TrpAutoRepair,
patches created using automatically-generated tests had lower quality than those created using
developer-written test suites. For a smaller, perhaps non-representative number of defects,
PAR-generated patches showed the opposite effect.
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The results obtained show that, as hypothesized, enhancing key characteristics of the guiding
test suite can lead to an improvement of the produced patches. Concretely, this section shows that
guiding test suite size and provenance are strong indicators for produced patch quality followed
by coverage, and therefore enhancing these components in automatic program repair leads to
higher quality plausible patches.

We think that test suite size by itself might be a proxy for an underlying not-analyzed quality
attribute, therefore further inspection into test suite attributes which correlate with test suite size
and their corresponding patch quality might be needed in the future to expand the analysis on
patch quality.
Chapter Summary: This chapter helps us understand how APR generated patches often overfit
to the provided partial specification (guiding test suite), often breaking more functionality than
they repair. We analyzed the role of guiding test suites and the corresponding quality of the
patches generated when using said test suites in the automatic program repair process. We then
analyzed quality attributes of guiding test suites that can be optimized to maximize the quality of
the patches generated by APR and, therefore, show how patch quality in the APR process can be
improved by correctly choosing and optimizing these quality attributes such as test suite coverage,
size and provenance.

Overall, this chapter helps us further understand one of the main components of APR, the
provided partial program specification, and the role it plays in the quality of generated patches.
We found that there are quality attributes from these partial specifications that can be optimized
to increase the quality of patches. This component is represented as phase 1 from Figure 2.1.
Following, we will analyze other two components of the APR process and how their optimization
increases the quality of generated patches.
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Chapter 5

Analyzing Developer Software
Changes to Inform APR Selection
Mechanisms

A key component in the automatic program repair process is the selection mechanism APR
approaches use to choose which edits will be applied to faulty locations when creating patch
candidates. This selection is particularly difficult because the search space of possible edits that
can be applied to each location is infinite, an infinite number of changes can be applied to a
program creating a transformation of the original version that after evaluation becomes a plausible
patch.

The goal of automatic program repair techniques is to modify a program P containing at
least one error and create P′: a transformed version of P where the correct functionality of P is
maintained but the incorrect functionality of P is modified to no longer manifest the error(s) in P.
To create P′ from the original P it is necessary to apply certain code changes to P. We broadly
refer to these change types as mutation operators.

There is a broad diversity of such operators used in automatic program repair, including
deleting or inserting statements [112], applying templates [100], transformation schemas [126,
129], or semantically-inferred code [139, 152, 216]. Given a potentially-faulty location (typically
identified using off-the-shelf fault localization, e.g., Tarantula [91]), these approaches then use
heuristics or heuristically-informed probability distributions to select between mutation operators
to construct candidate patches. These heuristics are mostly based on general approximations of
reasonable behavior that have not been carefully calibrated. Therefore, even with these efforts,
the search space for possible edits remains vast and many of the patches produced using these
techniques are of low quality.

For example, applying a single line change that modifies the status of the program (e.g., adding
a line of code that increases a variable var by one: “var++;”) can be repeated infinitely creating
a different program version every time. APR approaches can thus generate a variant of source
code that appends this line once, incrementing the value of var by one. Then generate a second
variant that appends the same instruction after the previously added line, thus incrementing the
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value of var by two, etc. The variable var would hold a different value in each transformation and
therefore the program behavior would likely be different in each version.

Human developers use certain mutation operators much more frequently than they use others
when fixing errors in software (e.g., deleting a line is much more common than creating a new
class). Therefore, our intuition is that since developers have a wide understanding of what edits
and statements need to be selected to fix errors, analyzing developer behavior to fine-tune the
selection decisions in APR would increase the produced patches’ quality. We can thus use that
knowledge to drive our search.

In this section, we study and then simulate the behavior of human developers to create patches.
Our key intuition is that our approach can navigate the search space guided by human-learned
mutation operator selections making it therefore more likely to produce high-quality patches.
Similar ideas have been used in the past to create more human-acceptable mutation operators [100]
and to inform patch ranking (rather than construction) [129, 215].

We mine bug-fixing commits from the 500 most popular GitHub Java projects to model the
selection probability of the possible mutation operators based on empirical data that describes
how human programmers fix their code. We thus compare and validate a superset of mutation
operators in use in a number of state-of-the-art approaches [100, 112, 129, 206].

We then use this model to guide a repair approach that chooses from the set of possible
operators based on these human-learned probabilities. As a result, our work goes beyond prior
work that leverages human bug fixes in a program repair context [100,129,215] by generalizing to
a broader set of mutation operators, and using a developer-learned model when patch candidates
are created.

We evaluate the predictive power of our mined model in terms of its accuracy in predicting
the operators used in real-world bug fixes. We demonstrate the quality improvement of patches
generated by this approach with a full set of mutation operators on a subset of real-world single-line
defects [92] in comparison to several previous state-of-the-art techniques.

In the following sections of this document, we analyze the behavior of developers when fixing
bugs by inspecting the types of statements they modify and the edits they perform to the source
code (Section 5.1). We then mine a corpus of popular open source projects and create an empirical
probabilistic model of the edits developers use (Section 5.2). Finally, we create an APR approach
that uses this probabilistic model to select which transformations to apply when creating patch
candidates (Section 5.3).

In this section, we answer the following research questions:

RQ6 How frequently do real-world developers edit each statement kind in the bug-fixing process?

Answer: Expression statements are added in 25.7% of the studied cases while Type Declaration
statements only in 0.2%. The most commonly deleted statements are Expression statements
(13.6% of the cases) while Type Declaration statement only a 0.2%.

RQ7 What is the distribution of edit operations applied by human developers when repairing
errors in real world projects?

Answer: The distribution of mutation operators is described in Figure 5.3 (page 63). The most
common mutation operator is “Append” and the least common operator is “Off by One”.
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RQ8 How does a human-informed automatic program repair tool compare to other APR ap-
proaches?

Answer: An APR technique using a mutation operator selection mechanism informed by devel-
oper behavior is able to generate fewer but higher-quality patches as compared to the other
APR techniques.

RQ9 What are the most common multi-edit modification rules in practice?

Answer: The most common multi-edit rules are described in Table 5.5 (page 70), the most
common consequent is “Append”.

5.1 Analysis of Developer Changes in Java Projects

Research Question 6: How frequently do real-world developers edit each statement kind in
the bug-fixing process?

For this research question we are interested in understanding if there is an actual difference
between how human developers modify source code and how APR techniques modify source
code, and how substantial is this difference with the goal of later creating an APR goal that
approximates human code changes.

Methodology: To answer this question, we use the Boa framework [58, 84]. Boa is a domain-
specific language and infrastructure that eases mining software repositories. Boa’s infrastructure
leverages distributed computing techniques to execute queries against hundreds of thousands of
software projects [57] Boa provides the infrastructure to query 4,590,679 bug-fixing commits
from a database of 554,864 Java projects. These analyzed bug-fixing commits are not limited to
any particular size of statement type.

Bug-fixing commits are identified by the Boa framework using the isfixingrevision function,
which uses a list of regular expressions to match against the revision’s log [57]. The Java language
specification classifies statements into statement kinds (e.g., For Loop, While Loop, Variable
Declaration, Assignment, etc.). Since our intuition is that APR can benefit from mimicking the
edit behavior of developers, we start by analyzing if and how developers apply common APR
edits. Some automatic repair approaches seek generality by using higher-granularity mutation
operators such as statement-level addition, deletion and replacement. To support the generation of
high-quality patches, we analyze how developers mutate source code to fix bugs at this granularity
level.

Because direct diffs are difficult to identify on this dataset, we heuristically approximate the
extent to which one statement type appears to be “replaced” by another. For each modified file,
we count the number of appearances of each statement type in the file pre- and post-commit. We
then compare the results to see how many of each statement type was removed, and how many
inserted, to roughly characterize the types of replacement that happen at a per-file level.

For each statement type (as tagged by the Boa infrastructure for Java), we process the results
as follows: if number of occurrences of one statement type decreased post-fix and the number of
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Assert Break Continue Do For If Label Return Case Switch Synch Throw Try TypeDecl While

Assert - 7.48 3.76 0.53 8.30 23.05 0.31 20.04 4.90 4.62 1.30 13.50 7.23 0.03 4.95
Break 1.00 - 4.08 0.60 9.93 26.03 0.13 25.39 2.48 1.57 1.79 8.39 11.73 0.10 6.77
Continue 1.74 9.42 - 1.28 11.39 18.25 0.35 22.60 3.80 2.85 2.17 8.98 9.42 0.11 7.63
Do 0.81 5.26 6.60 - 9.44 14.21 0.18 15.86 3.73 1.67 1.97 5.88 6.39 0.03 27.98
For 0.86 6.28 3.19 0.79 - 22.89 0.09 21.08 5.01 3.34 1.87 10.01 10.71 0.08 13.79
If 1.64 8.43 2.87 0.60 13.49 - 0.24 26.46 7.45 4.80 2.85 9.89 15.11 0.08 6.11
Label 1.30 8.33 7.86 1.11 5.18 22.85 - 15.17 3.05 2.04 14.62 10.45 4.16 0.09 3.79
Return 1.13 9.41 3.11 0.49 13.33 27.24 0.24 - 5.59 3.65 2.55 14.91 12.61 0.12 5.61
Case 0.78 2.84 2.84 0.39 10.27 31.79 0.16 22.40 - 0.46 2.07 7.37 11.69 0.08 6.87
Switch 1.14 2.72 3.80 0.55 11.07 34.14 0.13 21.86 0.75 - 1.53 8.65 9.02 0.05 4.58
Synch 0.80 6.57 2.28 0.43 10.21 24.18 0.05 19.77 6.35 2.07 - 9.16 12.16 0.04 5.93
Throw 2.11 6.57 2.58 0.48 11.87 18.84 0.17 32.28 4.64 3.30 2.74 - 10.08 0.07 4.27
Try 0.71 7.41 3.02 0.66 11.73 27.75 0.11 23.24 5.63 2.65 2.58 8.99 - 0.09 5.42
TypeDecl 0.00 4.51 7.52 1.00 10.28 21.05 0.50 17.79 6.02 1.75 2.01 9.27 11.53 - 6.77
While 0.72 8.02 3.82 1.96 23.16 19.78 0.12 16.48 6.56 3.09 1.64 6.81 7.80 0.04 -

Table 5.1: This table describes the likelihood for developers in the analyzed corpus to replace a statement type (row)
by a statement of another type (column). The diagonal is empty given that this replacement chart is based on an
incidence count of statement, therefore it does not account for statements that replace other statements of its same
kind [189].

another type increased, we say that the first statement type was replaced by the second statement
type for that file. Note that this analysis does not distinguish the replacement of the same statement
kind, since we are counting the number of appearances of each statement kind.

We follow a similar approach to approximately count deletions and insertions. For each
bug-fixing revision r and each statement kind k, we compare the count of statements of kind k in
revision r and r−1.

Results: Table 5.1 shows the replacement likelihood for our dataset (each cell shows the percent
of the time that the statement in the row was replaced by a statement of the type in the column).
For example, the corresponding to the For row (row 6) and While column (last column) shows
13.79, indicating that For statements were replaced by While statements 13.79% of the times.
Similarly, we can infer that given a randomly selected replacement of a For statement there is a
13.79% chance that it will be replaced by a While statement. The sum of all the values in each
row adds to 100%.

Given how the values in Table 5.1 were calculated, a more precise interpretation is that given a
bug-fixing commit, the statement type described in the row name was removed, and the statement
type in the column name was added. This deletion and addition does not necessarily need to
take place in the same code location. We acknowledge that this heuristic approximation might
contain inaccuracies such as the one previously described. However, the main purpose of this
research question is to evaluate how human developers edit different statement kinds in different
proportions. In Section 5.2, we perform an in-depth analysis of how humans modify code changes
in a corpus of bug fixes, which removes the inaccuracies described in this section.

Additional analysis (raw numbers not shown) show that the most common replacement
replaces Return statements with If statements (in 30,489 files). The second most common
replacement replaces an If statement with a Return (28,536 incidences). By contrast, the least
common replacement was an Assert statement replacing a TypeDecl, which we did not observe.
The second least common replacements were replacing Do statements or Labels for a TypeDecl;
we observed these once each.
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Figure 5.1: This figure shows, per each bug-fixing revision, the percentage of statements that get added, deleted and
unmodified per each statement kind. Expression is the statement kind most added in the analyzed bug-fixing revisions
and also the most deleted [189].

The most common replacer statement (the statement kind that most commonly replaces
others) is the If statement (101,366 appearances). The least common replacer is TypeDecl (447
appearances). This makes the ratio of most to least commonly used replacer to be 227:1. In
other words, per each time that a TypeDecl statement was used by a developer to replace another
program statement, there were 227 occasions where an If statement replaced another program
statement. The most common replacee was the Return (111,938 appearances); the least common
replacee was again the TypeDecl (399 appearances). This makes the ratio of most used replacee
to least used replacee to be 281:1.

From Figure 5.1, we can see that Expression, If, Return, For and Try statements are both
added and deleted most often as compared to the other statement times. These findings indicate
that most bugs were fixed by changing control flow.

An important study that complements ours is the repair model approach proposed by Martinez
and Monperrus [135], which proposes a probability distribution suggesting when to apply which
kind of edit. Although their approach can trace more fine-grain AST-level changes, our results
are consistent with their findings. For example, their empirical analysis [135] shows that method
invocations, if statements, and variable declarations are added/deleted/updated most often, which
is also illustrated in Figure 5.1 (Boa groups method invocations and variable declarations into the
Expression category). Our study complements there at a much larger scale (we study 380,125
repositories with 23,229,406 revisions as compared to the 14 repositories in the prior work).

Similarly, we analyzed deletions and insertions of program statements in bug-fixing commits.
The most commonly added statement kind is Expression Statement, added in 25.7% of the studied
cases, followed by If Statement (17.2%). The least added was the Type Declaration (0.2%). The
most commonly deleted statement kinds are Expression Statement, deleted 13.6% of the cases
studied; and the least deleted statement kind is the Type Declaration (0.2%).

Answer to Research Question 6: Expression statements are added in 25.7% of the studied
cases while Type Declaration statements only in 0.2%. The most commonly deleted statements
are Expression statements (13.6% of the cases) while Type Declaration statement only a 0.2%.
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Our analysis shows that human developers indeed use some program edits more frequently than
others in the bug-fixing process. We focused on the analysis of high-level coarse-grain mutation
operators (replacement, insertion and deletion of program statements). The analyzed data shows
that there is a considerable gap between the most commonly used statement for insertions (25.7%)
and least used (0.2%), similarly the most commonly deleted statement (Expression statement
12.6%) to the least common (Type Declaration statement 0.2% of analyzed cases). Furthermore,
an analysis of replacements shows that the ratio between most common to least common replacer
is 227:1, and most common to least common replacee is 281:1.

5.2 Corpus Mining from Popular GitHub Projects
In Section 5.1 we validated our intuition that when human developers fix program errors, some
program statements are used more often than others, and therefore the distribution of edits
necessary to fix bugs is not equally distributed. This distribution varies broadly between edits,
including how often statements get added, deleted and replaced.

In this next research question, we performed an analysis to understand the distribution of
mutation operators (types of edits) used by developers when fixing bugs with the goal of creating
a repair approach that using this distribution can build repairs in a similar way to how humans
create repairs. Therefore, our next research question is:

Research Question 7: What is the distribution of edit operations applied by human develop-
ers when repairing errors in real world projects?

In Section 5.1, we used a powerful publicly-available code mining framework [58, 84] to
understand how human developers use different types of edits to patch errors in source code.
Given the way in which this framework outlays their program representation, we are not able
to track each specific program statement, therefore we counted the aggregate number of each
statement type between the versions of code before the developer fixed the code and the version
after and create an analysis based on this difference. This approach therefore allows for some
inaccuracies in our calculation.

In this next section, we describe how we create our own mining approach to minimize these
inaccuracies by using code-differencing tools [61, 70] to match statements in the versions of code
before the fix took place and after the fix took place, and by focusing on mutation operators used
by APR approaches instead of statement types. We mine a model of human bug-fixing edits from
a large set of popular Java projects.

The intuition is to use this model to apply human knowledge to the automatic program repair
process, creating patches inspired by what human developers do; the model is used explicitly
in the patch creation step of a heuristics-based program repair process. To do this, we select a
corpus of popular GitHub projects and identify their most recent bug fixing commits. We identify
mutation operator and replacement incidence in this dataset to construct a two level probabilistic
model used in a novel repair technique).

Methodology: The first step towards analyzing how often human developers use each type of
program edit is to understand what types of edits (mutation operators) do APR approaches use
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and how do these match to the changes performed by developers. We thus categorize mutation
operators used from a cross section of state-of-the-art approaches into two groups:

Categorizing Mutation Operators: One family of repair approaches [112, 168, 206] creates
candidate patches by applying coarse-grained mutation operators (e.g., append, delete, or replace)
at the statement level. These prior techniques historically target the C programming language,
where a statement is a grammar nonterminal corresponding intuitively to blocks, simple statements
that terminate with a semicolon, or compound statements corresponding to control flow or loops.
In Java, statements conceptually map to similar program elements, e.g., blocks, while loops, or
single-line method calls. In these approaches, the statements being appended or replaced typically
come from within the project being modified. This is grounded in the notion that source code has
a high level of redundancy [80].

Another family of approaches [100, 126, 129] instantiates predetermined templates, more
complex than those in the first family, at applicable code locations and typically at a finer level of
modifications.

PAR is the product of a study of a large number of human created patches, from which human
annotators abstracted a set of different templates to cover the most commonly used changes in
bug-fixing practice. These considered templates are detailed in the top section of Figure 5.2.
In the interest of completeness, we also include six extra templates mentioned on the PAR
website.1 These extra templates provide new mutation operators drawn from human edits, that
help us compare to and generalize the other approaches; they are shown in the middle segment of
Figure 5.2. SPR and Prophet use a set of transformation schemas, shown in the bottom section of
Figure 5.2.

PAR fix templates

Null Checker Parameter Adder and Remover
Parameter Replacer Expression Adder and Remover
Method Replacer Collection Size Checker
Expression Replacer Range Checker
Object Initializer Class Cast Checker

PAR “extra” templates

Caster Mutator Lower Bound Setter
Castee Mutator Upper Bound Setter
Sequence Exchanger Off-by-one Mutator

SPR transformation schema

Condition Refinement Insert Initialization
Copy and Replace Condition Control Flow Introduction
Value Replacement Condition Introduction

Figure 5.2: (Top) PAR fix templates. (Middle) PAR “extra” templates. (Bottom) SPR transformation schemas.
We use the templates in the top and middle portions of this table as representative of the class of Template-based
mutations [188].

1https://sites.google.com/site/autofixhkust/home/fix-templates
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The SPR/Prophet transformation schemas can be mapped to a subset of the PAR templates.
For example, Condition Introduction can be seen as a superset of Range Checker, Collection
Size Checker, Class Cast Checker, and Null Checker. Condition Refinement includes Expression
Adder and Remover. Insert Initialization can be generalized from Object Initializer, Upper Bound
Setter and Lower Bound Setter; Conditional Control Flow Introduction can be seen as a subset of
Sequence Exchanger; Value Replacement can be seen as a superset of Method Replacer, Parameter
Replacer, Castee Mutator and Expression Changer; and Copy and Replace can be matched to
Expression Adder. These operators similarly generalize those used in semantics-based approaches,
which replace expressions used either in conditions or on the right-hand-side of assignments (the
operators are the same; the difference lies in how the fix code is selected/constructed).

The templates used in the program modification tool Kali [170] also correspond to subsets of
certain PAR templates or their extensions. For example, Redirect Branch can be seen as a subset
of Expression Changer, and Insert Return and Remove Statement are subsets of Expression Adder
and Remover accordingly. Similarly, many other operators from the field of mutation testing [153],
as used in APR [50, 215] can be seen as subsets or extensions of the PAR templates.

To summarize, these approaches have significant similarities between them. We use the
PAR templates to represent this category because PAR (1) broadly includes the other techniques’
mutation operators, (2) provides a concrete description of how the code is changed, enabling
replication, and (3) explicitly targets Java (SPR, Prophet and Kali target C), reducing the extent to
which we must apply subjective judgment to re-implement and use in our context.

Building Probabilistic Model: Given the categorization of the previous section we can now mine
a corpus of developer changes to understand how these human edits match the APR mutation
operations targeted in this study.

We first cloned the 500 most-starred Java projects on GitHub and identified the most recent
100 bug-fixing commits per each project. If the project had fewer than 100 bug-fixing commits,
we analyzed as many as found. Identifying such commits is a difficult problem [24]. We followed
previous approaches [44, 99, 178] to identify bug-fixing commits by applying a regular expression
to each commit message that looks for words such as “fix”, “bug”, “issue”, “problem”, etc.

We further only include commits that exclusively modify Java source code, since we focus
on such bugs. We restrict attention to commits that modify a maximum of three files to exclude
big merges, and because large commits are more likely to include changes unrelated to a bug
fix [78, 95].

For each considered commit, we refer to the code before the fix as the “before-fix” version
and the code after as the “after-fix” version. We seek to identify the changes performed between
the before- and after-fix versions, match them to our considered mutation operators, and count
how often each operator is used in the edits in our corpus. We used Gumtree [61], a source code
tree-differencing framework to identify deletions and insertions. Similarly, we used components
of QACrashFix [70], which allows to more accurately account for replacements. These tools
create an AST representation of each program file, both before- and after-fix, and produce a set of
changes performed between them.

The list of changes generated by these tools is then matched to the studied mutation operators
starting by the fine-grain mutation operators, and then defaulting to the coarse-grain mutation
operators if no fine-grain mutation operator is found. We seek each of the mutation operators that
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can match a given set of edits. For example, to identify a Null Checker application, for each action
describing a commit, we check if the manipulated node is an IfStatement. If so, we check whether
the action is a node insertion. If so, we check if the condition in the inserted IfStatement is an
InfixExpression that compares an Expression to a NullLiteral. In this case, we count this sequence
of actions as an instance of a Null Checker mutation operator. We created such an automated
procedure for all the mutation operators. These strategies are necessarily heuristic, and we do not
claim perfect soundness in our matching, instead aggregating results over a large dataset.
Results: Figure 5.3 shows the distribution of edits used by developers when fixing a bug in the
analyzed corpus in order of most common to least common. The most common mutation operators
used by human developers are Append (61% of the edits), followed by Sequence Exchange (15%
of the analyzed cases); the least used mutation operators are Upper Bound Set and Off by One,
both of which only appeared a couple of times through our analysis, therefore when represented
as a percentage of the corpus in Figure 5.3, its value is close to zero. These results detail in a
granular way what is the distribution of edit operators analyzed from APR approaches that human
developers use when repairing errors. The full list can be found in the publication [188].

Figure 5.3: Distribution of mutation operators mined from the selected corpus of analysis. The most commonly used
mutation operator by human developers is the “Append” operator, and the least used operator is “Upper Bound Set”
according to our analysis [188].

Answer to Research Question 7: The distribution of mutation operators is described in
Figure 5.3 (page 63). The most common mutation operator is “Append” and the least common
operator is “Off by One”.
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Using this mined distribution we then designed and executed an experiment (Section 5.3) to
compare the quality of the patches generated using an APR approach based on this distribution
against approaches using heuristic-based distributions.

5.3 APR Tool Informed by Developer Edit Distribution

Finally, we created an APR approach informed by the distribution of Section 5.2 and compared
its performance to other APR techniques. We augmented JaRFly, our publicly available tool
described in Section 3.2 to include a selection mechanism informed by the distribution described
in Section 5.2. Our following research question is:

Research Question 8: How does a human-informed automatic program repair tool compare
to other APR approaches?

Methodology: Because we compare to single-edit techniques, we restrict attention to the subset
of the Defects4J bugs with single-line human patches (63 buggy programs). We compare our
approach against four APR approaches: GenProg [115], PAR [99], TrpAutoRepair [167] and
Nopol [216]. Nopol is a semantics-guided repair approach that thus uses a fix code identification
strategy that is quite different from the operators we consider.

For Nopol, we use patch results released by the Nopol authors on this same dataset, and do not
rerun their experiments. The Nopol authors have created patches for the same benchmark used in
this study [133] and made their results publicly available.2 We use results from the “March 2017”
release.

We implement a novel syntactic heuristics-based program repair technique that differs from
prior work first, in the range of mutation operators considered; and second, in how it chooses
between those operators and instantiates them. We created this technique by extending JaRFly an
open-source implementation several automatic program repair approaches for Java described in
Section 3.2. We extended the framework by adding a mechanism that allows the tool to select
between the mutation operators according to the probabilities described by a model. We used the
model and both categories of mutation operators analyzed in Section 5.2.

Our approach uses a two-level model (Figure 5.4) for operator selection/instantiation. The
first level informs the selection of the given mutation operator, from a set of legal operators at a
given potentially faulty location (e.g., Parameter replacer cannot be applied to a BreakStatement).
If the operator selected is a Replace operation, the second level informs the selection of the
replacement code. To build both models, we perform an incidence count of each mutation operator
and replacement observed in our dataset, matched as described in Section 5.2. We then apply
Laplace smoothing [175] with α = 1 to account for zero occurrences in the replacements lower
level model. These two models in detail are as follows:

The Mutation Operator Probabilistic Model describes the probabilities of choosing between
the several different mutation operators at a particular fault location. The model is built by analyz-
ing the incidence of each mutation operator observed in our dataset and matched as described in

2https://github.com/Spirals-Team/defects4j-repair/tree/master/results/2017-march
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Section 5.2. As described in Figure 5.3, Template-Based and Statement-Edit mutations contribute
29.26% and 70.74% of the studied edits, respectively. Statement-Edit mutations refers to Append,
Delete and Replacement, Template-Based mutations is composed of all the remaining mutation
types.

Figure 5.4: This figure describes the two level probabilistic model used in our study. The first level selects among three
coarse-grain mutation operators and 16 fine-grain templates. If the “Replace” mutation operator is selected, then a
second level of the model is used to select which statements replace the selected fault location. This probabilistic
model is then used to inform operator selection and instantiation in the context of an automatic program repair
approach [188].

If the “Replacement” mutation operator is selected, the Replacements Probabilistic Model
describes the probability of replacing one statement (“replacee”) with another (“replacer”), thus
informing the selection of replacement fix code. For the Replacements Probabilistic Model, we
consider the 22 different statement types detailed by Eclipse JDT as direct subclasses of the class
Statement:

1. AssertStatement

2. Block

3. BreakStatement

4. ConstructorInvocation

5. ContinueStatement

6. DoStatement

7. EmptyStatement

8. EnhancedForStatement

9. ExpressionStatement

10. ForStatement

11. IfStatement

12. LabeledStatement

13. ReturnStatement

14. SuperConstructorInvocation

15. SwitchCase
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Prob. Model GenProg TrpAutoRepair PAR Nopol
Bug ID Found Gen? Found Gen? Found Gen? Found Gen? Found Gen?

Chart # 1 5 × 6 × 4 × 2 × –
Closure # 10 2 X – – – 1 X
Closure # 18 1 X – – – 1 X
Closure # 86 2 X – 1 X – –
Lang # 33 1 X – – 1 X –
Math # 2 1 X – – 1 X 1 X
Math # 75 1 X – – 1 X –
Math # 85 4 × 8 × 3 × 8 × 1 X
Time # 19 2 X 1 X 1 X – 1 X

Table 5.2: Comparison of patches generated using the probabilistic model-based repair and other APR approaches.
“–” indicates no patch found. The “Found” column indicate the number of patches found per bug over the multiple
random trials. “Gen?” indicates whether all produced patches generalize to the held-out test suites (X) or not (×).
In these results, all produced patches for a bug, technique pair either all generalized, or none did.

16. SwitchStatement

17. SynchronizedStatement

18. ThrowStatement

19. TryStatement

20. TypeDeclarationStatement

21. VariableDeclarationStatement

22. WhileStatement

Given 22 statement types, there are 484 possible combinations of replacements. Note that the
observed probabilities are not reciprocal, e.g., that the probability of a For loop replacing a While
loop is different from the probability of a While loop replacing a For loop. This model is built
analogously to the mutation operator model, based on replacer/replacee statement incidence.

We then used both of these models to inform the selection mechanism of our extended version
of JaRFly. Finally, we compared the patches generated using our new APR approach against the
patches generated by GenProg, PAR and TrpAutoRepair as implemented in JaRFly.

Results: Table 5.2 shows a comparison between the patches found when using our probabilistic
model to guide the selection of mutation operators in the context of APR against the patches
found on the described bugs using off-the-shelf APR approaches. Column 1 shows the defect ID
as labeled by Defects4J. The remaining columns show the number of patches found on the left
and if all the patches generated by that tool for that bug fully generalized (X) or not (×) to the
held-out test suite. A patch fully generalizes to a held-out test suite when it passes all the test
cases contained in the test suite.

From the 19 distinct patches created by our approach, 10 pass all held-out test suite (52.6%);
6.6% of GenProg’s patches generalize; 22.2% of TrpAutoRepair’s; 23.1% of PAR’s; and 100% of
Nopol’s five patches generalize to the held-out test suite. Figure 5.5 shows our technique’s patch
for the Closure #18 bug; it is identical to the human patch.
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1288 -if(options.dependencyOptions.needsManagement() &&
options.closurePass){

1289 +if(options.dependencyOptions.needsManagement()){
1290 for (CompilerInput input : inputs) {
1291 // Forward-declare all the provided types, so that
1292 // they are not flagged even if they are dropped.
1293 for (String provide : input.getProvides()) {
1294 getTypeRegistry().forwardDeclareType(provide);
1295 }
1296 }

Figure 5.5: A patch generated using the probabilistic model, identical to the developer patch. No other approach
found this identical patch [188].

APR Technique Bugs Patched Patches Generated Patches Generalize

Probabilistic Model 9 19 10 (52.6%)
GenProg 9 46 5 (10.9%)
TrpAutoRepair 16 30 4 (13.3%)
Nopol 27 27 21 (77.8%)
PAR 8 34 11 (32.4%)

Table 5.3: The left column describes the APR techniques under comparison. The second column, the number of
bugs patched by each technique, the third column, the number of patches generated in total by each technique. The
fourth column outlines the subset of patches that fully generalized to the held-out test suite. Finally, the last column
illustrates the number of high-quality patches (that fully generalize to the held-out test suite) generated by each
technique as a percentage of the total number of patches generated by that approach.

Regarding how many bugs each APR approach was able to patch, our technique patched 9 of
the 63 bugs in our evaluation (shown in Table 5.2). From these 63 bugs, GenProg was able to
patch 9; PAR, 16; Nopol, 27; and TrpAutoRepair, 8. At least one approach produced at least one
patch for 37 bugs. From these, 19 were patched by only one approach; 10 were patched by two; 3
patched by three; 5 patched by four; and 1 patched by all five. These are described in Table 5.3.

Regarding how many patches each APR approach generated, our approach created 19 distinct
patches for the aforementioned 9 bugs (remember that these techniques can create several patches
per each bug). Of these, 10 (52.6%) pass the held-out test suites. Genprog created 46 distinct
patches; 5 of them (10.9%) generalize to the held-out test suites. TrpAutoRepair created 30
patches; 4 of them (13.3%) generalize to the test suites. PAR created 34 patches; 11 of them
(32.4%) pass the held-out test suites. Finally, Nopol created 27 patches; 21 of them (77.8%)
generalize to the held-out test suites.

Based on the overall results shown in Table 5.3, we conclude that a mutation operator selection
mechanism informed by developer behavior and included into an APR technique is able to generate
a smaller number of patches as compared to the other APR techniques (described in column
“Patches Generated”). However, the patches generated by our approach are of higher quality than
the patches generated by other APR techniques (detailed in column “Patches Generalize (%)”).

Even though Nopol produced a higher percentage of patches that generalize to the held out
test suite, it is worth noticing that Nopol targets a specific bug type (bugs in if statements)
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and does not use a heuristic approach. Our approach therefore presents an important benefit for a
broader array of bug types, particularly those to which a semantics-based approach like Nopol
does not apply. Overall, these results demonstrate the benefit of applying a probabilistic model for
edit selection for those approaches for which such a selection process applies.

Answer to Research Question 8: An APR technique using a mutation operator selection
mechanism informed by developer behavior is able to generate fewer but higher-quality
patches as compared to the other APR techniques.

5.4 Multi-Edit Rules to Inform Automatic Program Repair

Although single-edit patches can repair many non-trivial bugs in real software, the majority
of high-quality bug fixes in real software require multiple edits [189, 222]. The number of
combinations of possible mutation operators to apply in a sequence increases exponentially with
the number of combined source code changes.

Even though recent approaches have proposed initial ideas towards tackling the navigation
of this vast search space (e.g., HERCULES [177]) the multi-edit repair field remains largely
unexplored. Therefore as an initial step towards exploring multi-edit repair, we propose an analysis
of multi-edit source code changes by mining a more expressive model of common changes. In
particular, we extract association rules to model chains of several edits, capturing the way humans
create these kinds of fixes.

Association rules are if/then statements that show relationships between elements in a dataset
which happen frequently together. To create these association rules, we use the well-established
association rule mining algorithm Apriori [6].

In this section, we describe and evaluate the mutation operator association rules produced
by mining human patches to identify edits that commonly occur together in human-generated
patches. The goal of these models is to provide intuition regarding how to form multi-edit source
code changes. Note that we create these association rules using strictly the Mutation Operator
model corpus; the Replacements operator corpus is only informative when the “Replace” operator
is chosen, and thus does not apply to the question of chaining together edits to produce larger
patches. We therefore ask the research question:

Research Question 9: What are the most common multi-edit modification rules in practice?

Methodology: To answer this research question we first analyze what are the code edits that
happen commonly together by analyzing the association rules with the highest confidence, and
then examine the effectiveness of the association rules by reasoning about different confidence
thresholds to determine understand the best parameters to create these multi-edit association rules.

First, we mine association rules for the Mutation operators model (Section 5.2) by analyzing
mutation operator incidence in the studied commits. We develop rule sets at different Confidence
levels. Confidence in the context of association rules is defined as:
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con f (X =⇒ Y ) =
supp(X ∪Y )

supp(X)

where X and Y are items in a transaction (sets of mutation operators, in our context). Confidence
is calculated according to its Support (supp), an indication of how frequently the set of mutation
operators (item set) occurs in the corpus. Formally:

supp(X) =
|{t ∈ T ;X ⊆ t}|

|T |

where X is the item set and t is each individual transaction in the database of transactions T.
Apriori identifies the mutation operators that frequently happen together in a set of commits,
iteratively extending them to larger item sets that appear often in the transactions as identified by
these metrics.

Then, to evaluate the effectiveness of the association rules in the context of the automatic
program repair process, we first remove from the corpus human patches with fewer than three
edits. This is because our mined rules all require at least two antecedents and one consequent.
This removed 62.83% of the corpus. We validated the rules on the remaining 37.17% of patches
as follows. First, we divide our corpus in 10 folds (non-overlapping subgroups). For each fold,
we build association rules on the remaining nine folds, as described. Given the mined rules, we
then we analyze how many testing patches (instances in the fold used as testing data) can be built
by applying the learned rules. We categorize them as either Fully covered, Partially covered, or
Not covered. Fully covered refers to the patches where all of the mutation operators included in
that patch can be instantiated by applying the evaluated association rules. Similarly, Partially
covered refers to the patches where only a subset of mutation operators can be instantiated, and
Not covered when none of the mutation operators can be instantiated using the association rules
under analysis.

Table 5.4: Association rule example: The top portion (Patches) describes three different patches. The bottom section
(Rules) shows three association rules generated from the corpus of patches described above. [188].

Patches

1 Del; App; NullCheck; ObjInit
2 Del; App; NullCheck; Rep
3 App; NullCheck; CastMut

Rules

1 Del ∧ App→ NullCheck
2 App ∧ ParamRep→ Rep
3 App ∧ NullCheck→ ObjInit

To illustrate via example, Table 5.4 shows at the top three different patches, one per row. Each
row describes the mutation operators (separated by semicolons) used to create that patch; the order
in which the mutation operators were applied is irrelevant for this analysis. The bottom section
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shows three association rules. The goal of these coverage metrics is to evaluate what portion of
each patch could be created from the association rules.

In this analysis, an APR approach that uses these association rules could potentially build
the entire patch, a portion of the patch, or none of the patch (represented in this case by a set of
mutation operators). A rule is then considered to be applied if all the mutation operators described
in the antecedent and the consequent of said rule are present in a given patch. Therefore, Patch
1 could be constructed by applying rules 1 and 3. The superset of mutation operators in the
antecedent and consequent of applied rules 1 and 3 covers all the mutation operators described in
Patch 1. We thus classify Patch 1 to be Fully covered by the set of rules.

For Patch 2, Rule 1 can be applied and it would cover the first three mutation operators of
Patch 2, but the Replace (“Rep”) mutation operator cannot be generated using the listed rules.
Replace does show as the consequent of Rule 2, but to obtain that consequent all the antecedents
must be present in that patch as well. In this case, ParamRep is not present in Patch 2. This
instance is thus classified as Partially covered. For Patch 3, even though Rule 3 contains two of
the edits in the rule’s antecedent, the instance does not contain the rule’s consequent, thus this
rule cannot be applied and this instance is classified as Not covered.
Results: Below, we list the top 10 rules identified with 100% confidence in the dataset. This
means that in 100% of the cases observed, every transaction that contained the antecedent of
a rule also contained the consequent. A high threshold like 100% produces rules for APR that
predict with high accuracy which edits to perform, given an initial set of edits. These rules are
obtained with a 1% support, which means that each of these rules individually appear in at least
1% of all the transactions in the corpus. We show only the top association rules (the full set of
rules is released with the code and data associated with this dissertation):

Table 5.5: Association rules with 100% confidence generated to detail most common code changes by human
developers, using patches with over 3 mutation operators

Association rules with 100% confidence

Replace ∧ Delete =⇒ Append
Delete ∧ AddNullCheck =⇒ Append
Replace ∧ SeqExchanger =⇒ Append
Replace ∧ ParamReplacer =⇒ Append
Delete ∧ CasteeMutator =⇒ Append
Replace ∧ Delete ∧ ParamReplacer =⇒ Append
Replace ∧ AddNullCheck =⇒ Append
Replace ∧ Delete ∧ SeqExchanger =⇒ Append
Delete ∧ ExpressionAdder =⇒ Append
Delete ∧ AddNullCheck ∧ ParamReplacer =⇒ Append

The key observation to draw from these rules is that “Append” is the most common single
edit mutation operator applied by developers. This behavior is reflected in the fact that it is
the consequent in all the top-mined rules. Overall, association rules provide an intuition of
which common patterns of code changes developers use. These rules tell us which edits happen
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frequently together, supporting understanding of multi-edit source code changes, an understudied
area that covers the majority of real patches.

Finally, we performed this analysis at 6 different confidence thresholds (50%, 60%, 70%, 80%,
90%, 100%) to analyze the tradeoff between ruleset expressive power and size. A high confidence
produces a small number of very accurate rules (when the antecedent is present, it is very likely
that the consequent will be present as well). Setting the confidence lower produces the opposite
trade-off: a large set of rules (covering more instances) where if the antecedent is present, it is
less likely that the consequent will be present too. For each confidence threshold, we performed a
standard 10-fold cross validation process with all the instances and all the rules for each fold and
finally, we aggregate the results from all folds.

Figure 5.6: The wide bars use the left vertical axis to describe the percentage of patches covered (Fully, Partially or
Not) by the association rules. The thin bars use the right vertical axis to describe the number of rules created for
each confidence threshold [188].

Figure 5.6 shows results. As expected, the number of rules created increases as confidence
decreases. Note also that the number of Fully Covered instances increases as the confidence
decreases, because there are more rules, even though these rules are less accurate.

APR would benefit from having a small number of very accurate (high confidence) rules that
would describe what edit to perform next after a series of edits, but at the same time, it needs rules
that are flexible enough that they can generalize to a big portion of the patches. We find a good
tradeoff at a confidence threshold of 90%. The 100% threshold provides very accurate rules, but
can fully cover only 37.7% of the evaluation patches. By contrast, the 90% confidence threshold
produces slightly more rules, but they are able to fully cover 84.6% of the patches.
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Answer to Research Question 9: The most common multi-edit rules are described in Ta-
ble 5.5 (page 70), the most common consequent is “Append”.

Chapter Summary: This section shows how human developers modify certain portions of code
much more often than others when fixing bugs, and having an APR approach behave in a similar
manner to humans help the APR approach’s possibility of generating higher quality patches.

We execute a series of experiments that allows us to analyze what code do human developers
modify the most. We then create an APR approach that simulates how human developers modify
code, and we analyze the quality of patches generated by said approach. Our results show that an
APR approach that reflects the way human developers patch code leads to higher quality patches.
Finally, our experiments also explore multi-edit patches, and shows association rules of edits
that happen commonly together in human developer code changing patterns. These results open
possibilities for future studies into how to apply this gathered knowledge of association rules of
edits to be able to create higher quality multi-edit patches.

Overall, these experiments show the importance of improving the way APR approaches
generate patch candidates and how this component of the APR process can be improved by
mimicking the way humans patch code. This component is described as phase 3 in Figure 2.1.
The next section will describe how we can improve the final stage of APR (described as phase 5
in Figure 2.1) were we can incentivize patch diversity to improve the quality of generated patches
in APR.
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Chapter 6

Patch Diversity and Consolidation
in Automatic Program Repair

Heuristics-based program repair approaches have the ability to generate several patches for a
single bug. Realistically, a single patch is sufficient to properly fix a defect. Therefore, in this
chapter, we propose two approaches focused on creating/finding the best patch from a population
of patches. The first technique focuses on incentivizing diversity in the patch generation process
with the goal of creating more diverse patches. Given a more diverse pool of patches, the quality
of the patches comprised in that population also tends to show higher variance. Higher quality
variance may increase the quality of the highest-quality patch of the population. The second
technique describes two types of patch consolidation where several lower-quality patches can
be combined into a single higher-quality patch. As described in earlier chapters, throughout this
document we separate the tasks of building higher quality patches and evaluating the quality of
said patches. To identify the highest-quality patch from a population we use held-out test suites
(Section 3.3). In production settings, where held-out test suites are not available, this identification
can be performed, for example, by human developers.

This section provides an in-depth study of how patch diversity can be used to increase the
quality of the best-quality patch found in a population; and how individual patches can be
consolidated with the goal of increasing patch quality. We start by evaluating a set of diversity-
driven techniques to increase diversity in patch populations. Later we evaluate how patches
consolidated through n-version voting compare to the individual patches they are generated from.
Finally, we create code-merging consolidated patches and analyze their quality in terms of each
APR’s ability to generate diverse patches. Therefore, in this section we will answer the following
research questions:

RQ10 How do diversity-driven techniques affect the quality of the best patch found for a given
bug, and the diversity in the patch population?

Answer: In the majority of cases, the proposed techniques increased (24 out of 57) or maintained
(27 out of 57) the diversity in the populations of plausible patches found per bug. Similarly,
the quality of the best-performing patch in the diversity-driven population is higher (7 out
of 57) or equal (47 out of 57) than its homologous in the non-diversity-driven population.
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RQ11 How does the quality of patches consolidated through n-version voting compare to the
quality of single patches?

Answer: The quality of n-version voting consolidated patches is negligibly higher than individual
patches. Individual plausible patches are very similar; therefore, their corresponding
consolidated patches are also very similar.

RQ12 How do code-merging consolidated plausible patches behave in relation to their non-
consolidated counterparts in terms of patch quality?

Answer: The impact code-merging consolidation has on patch quality varies depending on
the patches being consolidated. In our study, code-merging consolidation was especially
beneficial for the patches generated by GenProg, the approach with the most tools to
generate diverse patches.

6.1 Improve Diversity of Generated Patches

As described by previous studies [149, 187], a common characteristic of heuristic-based APR
approaches is the generation of redundant or semantically identical patches. Patches as such can,
in principle, be identified when two programs present an equal output given any possible input
(programs have the same logical content [142]).

Our intuition is that in cases where an APR approach generates a population of plausible
patches that are low-quality but diverse, we can leverage this patch diversity to increase the
quality of the best patch in the population. Thus, we analyze possible ways to increase diversity
and use that diversity to increase the quality of the best patch in the population. Given that
in heuristic-based APR, plausible patches, by definition, behave equally when evaluated in the
guiding test suite; our study focuses on how patches behave in the held-out test suite, which are
test cases different and independently generated from the guiding test suite.

Figure 6.1 shows an example of three redundant plausible patches found for the bug Closure
13. All of them behave equally both in the guiding and held-out test suites.

The first patch performs the minimum change necessary for the failing test case to pass:
removing line 49. The second plausible patch deletes line 49, but also adds an irrelevant line of
code (line 50). Finally, the third patch performs similar changes to the previous patch, instead of
adding a repeated line of code, it adds an if statement that is not executed by the guiding test cases.
Examples as such, are commonly found by APR approaches and present little or no semantic
diversity. In this section, we evaluate ways to increase and exploit patch diversity in the APR
process with the end goal of benefiting overall patch quality.

We hypothesize that an APR approach that incentivizes patch diversity can be beneficial to
automated repair. We evaluate how we might increase patch quality of the best patch in the
population by taking advantage of an increase in patch diversity. Our intuition is that by increasing
patch diversity the APR approaches will also increase the variance of quality of the generated
patches with the intent of increasing the quality of the highest-quality patch in the population.

The top subgraph of Figure 6.2 shows a representation of how the quality of patches typically
behaves for a population of patches generated given a single bug. In the subgraph at the bottom
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Figure 6.1: Three semantically identical patches showing the lack of diversity in plausible patches generated by
automatic program repair approaches.

of Figure 6.2 we show how diversity-driven patches might increase the variance of patch quality.
We evaluate how using a diversity-driven approach in APR might then increase the quality of the
highest-quality patch in the population.

As shown in this figure, throughout the chapter we describe patch quality as a spectrum
of values instead of a binary (correct/incorrect) value. This allows us to describe incremental
increases in patch quality, which are valuable, even when the resulting patch is not a perfect patch
that behaves correctly in all possible cases. In practical terms, fixing an important portion of a bug
can have an enormous impact for a business if the fixed portion is used often. Fixing an important
portion of a bug has intrinsic value, even if the patch does not fix the bug for all possible cases.

Figure 6.2: The subfigure in the top shows a typical description of patch quality for a population of patches for a
given bug. The subfigure in the bottom shows how diversity-driven approaches might increase the variance in quality
in the population.

We thus start by performing a set of techniques to increase patch diversity and analyze the
variance in quality of the patch pool. A more diverse population of patches amplifies the potential
of increasing quality of the best patch of the population. To achieve an increase in quality, we
propose, implement, and analyze a set of techniques to enhance diversity in patch candidate
search space traversal so that the encountered plausible patches are more likely to be semantically
distinct. These techniques are inspired by distributed search algorithms with the goal of finding
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local optima by segregating the search space [82]. To this end, we propose the following research
question:

Research Question 10: How do diversity-driven techniques affect the quality of the best
patch found for a given bug, and the diversity in the patch population?

Methodology: In this section, our goal is to evaluate if we can create techniques to increase the
diversity in a patch population, and if this increased diversity leads to an increase in the best-
performing patch in the population. To evaluate whether we can create more diverse patches, we
perform a controlled experiment on a set of bugs, where we generate patches using four proposed
diversity-driven techniques implemented within the repair algorithms. The four diversity-driven
proposed techniques are:

• Slicing test cases
• Slicing fault locations
• Slicing mutation operators
• Multi-objective search

As measurement for quality we use held-out test suites (as described in Section 3.3); as measure-
ment for diversity we use behavior bucketing (Figure 6.3).

We start by slicing the problem space in three different ways (guiding test cases, fault locations
and mutation operators). In this document, “slicing” refers to the process of creating subgroups of
each of the specified components and executing each APR approach with the slice (i.e., subgroup)
selected. Our intuition is that by slicing these APR components and executing the APR approaches
only within the slice selected, the APR approach will be forced to use the given slice and create
patches within that slice exclusively, thus creating different patches per each slice. We also
propose a diversity-driven technique for genetic-algorithm based APR approaches where we
modify the objective function to guide the search space traversal.

The test cases in the guiding test suite (partial program specification) describe the expected
behavior of the program. By slicing these test cases, we create subsets of the partial program
specification and thus modify the description of how the program should behave. This change
allows for more freedom in the APR approach to find different patches and modifies the way that
the APR approach navigates the search space. By slicing fault locations, the APR approach can
consider different locations in the code where the bug might be located. This varies the area of
the program where the APR approach looks for a patch. Thus, if patches are found in different
locations, these patches have a higher probability of being more diverse.

Mutation operators describe the tools used by the APR approach to edit source code. Slicing
mutation operators, thus, forces the APR to use a subset of mutation operators per execution and
going in depth into what patches can be found with the selected mutation operators. Given that
different mutation operators modify the source code in different ways, creating patches using
different mutation operators increases the chances of creating patches that are more diverse.

Finally, we generate a mechanism to modify the fitness function of genetic-algorithm based
APR approaches (e.g., GenProg [115], kGenProg [79], jGenProg [136], PAR [99], HDRepair [110]).
Our technique introduces a diversity component to the objective function, which modifies how
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the APR approach navigates the search space not focusing only on correctness, but incentivizing
diversity as well.

We therefore designed and implemented full executions extending JaRFly to restrict the muta-
tion operators, test cases and fault space used (described in detail below). Similarly as in previous
experiments, per each bug we run an APR approach using each slice. The APR approaches are
run using 20 different seeds and four-hour time slots per seed. Given the computational intensity
of these experiments, we executed our diversity-driven approaches in a subset of the Defects4J
bugs, thus considering the bugs where human developers used single line changes to patch the
bug (63 defects).

We generate plausible patches for our corpus of bugs both with and without the diversity-driven
techniques, and we compare these two populations. We evaluate the diversity in the populations
of plausible patches generated, and the quality of the best performing patch of each population.

The goal of this technique is to evaluate how diverse a population of plausible patches is by
dividing the plausible patches based on their behavior and analyzing the number of plausible
patches that behave differently. The higher the number of plausible patches that behave differently
within a population, the more diverse the population is. This technique follows the same principle
of evaluating the analyzed programs based on how they behave (semantics) independent of how
they are written (syntax). We use this technique both for the diversity-driven approach described
above and for off-the-shelf standard techniques we compare against.

Given the population of patches, we then group all the patches that fail the same tests into
a single bucket as described in Figure 6.3. All patches within a single bucket are guaranteed to
behave differently from the patches in other buckets. Therefore, a population of patches that
can be grouped into a higher number of buckets implies a higher diversity of behavior within
the patches of that population, as opposed to a population of patches that can be grouped into a
smaller number of buckets.

Figure 6.3: Each bug is run through an automated repair technique, which may generated several patches. We group
the patches that fail the same tests into buckets. The patches in one bucket are guaranteed to behave differently than
the patches in other buckets. The higher number of buckets a population is divided into, the higher the behavioral
(semantic) diversity of that population.
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6.1.1 Slicing Mutation Operators, Fault Locations, or Test Cases
We implemented a set of techniques to increase patch diversity in the automated program repair
process based on the intuition of distributed search algorithms (e.g., Multi-Island Genetic Al-
gorithm (MIGA) [82]) where we partition the problem space to find local optima and given the
segregation, the possibilities of finding diverse solutions increase. Previous studies [35] report
that MIGA significantly increases diversity of the population and has a better performance in
finding the global optimal solution. In our study, we are mostly leveraging the former benefit from
using segregated search algorithms.

In this section we restrict the search space to different clusters in three different ways:
• Slicing mutation operators
• Slicing fault locations
• Slicing test cases

Slicing Mutation Operators
In this experiment we restrict the APR approach to use a single mutation operator per execution

therefore segregating the search space in non-overlapping sets of mutation operators. Slicing
single mutation operators allows for maximum usage of each mutation operator in each execution,
it forces the APR approach to find plausible patches that are created exclusively using the selected
mutation operator.

We acknowledge the increase in number of executions when slicing APR components as
proposed in this section, which makes these approaches more computationally intensive when
compared to the standard APR approaches. However, since the main goal of this research is to
find higher-quality patches, we consider this trade-off worthwhile, especially since the cost of
computational resources is rapidly declining, and given that these executions can be performed in
parallel. Thus, the single-mutation-operator executions use the following operators:
· Append · Sequence Exchange · Delete · Param Replacer
· Param Add/Rem · Expression Repl ·Method Replacer · Null Check
· Castee Mutator · Replacement · Expression Add/Rem · Cast Check
· Size Check · Range Check · Object Initializer · Caster Mutator
· Lower Bound Set · Off by One · Upper Bound Set

Slicing Fault Locations
When slicing fault locations, our intent is to segregate the places in the program where the

APR will be looking for patches with the intuition that patches found in distinct places have
a higher probability of being semantically diverse. Similarly, we restrict the search space of
program locations to a single subset therefore forcing the automated repair approach to search for
candidate patches considering the specified program slice exclusively.

The procedure we followed to create the fault location subsets is described in Algorithm 3.
Our fault localization technique works at program statement level, thus we traverse the analyzed
program recursively assigning node numbers to each program statement. We segregate the
program statements that describe the location search space (codeBank in Algorithm 3) into
five equally-sized subsets. Different from slicing mutation operators, we cannot segregate the
fault locations into single program statements given our location search space tends to contain
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thousands or millions of statements. Thus, we create five subsets of program statements per
bug, which provides a balance between number of program statement and a feasible number of
executions. Finally, we execute each bug and each APR technique using the selected portion of
code exclusively.

Algorithm 3 Segregates the location search space into s number of fault location subsets
1: procedure LOCATIONSUBSETS(s,P)

. Produce s subsets of statements from program P to use as fault locations
2: nodeNum← 0
3: codeBank = {}
4: VisitNode(P,codeBank,nodeNum)

. Once statements are segregated recursively, create sets of locations
5: setNum← 0
6: elemsPerSet← sizeO f (codeBank)/s
7: locationSets← 0
8: while setNum < s do
9: subSet← codeBank.getNextSet(elemsPerSet)

10: locationSets← locationSets∪{subset : setNum}
11: setNum← setNum+1

return locationSets

12: procedure VISITNODE(N,codeBank,nodeNum)
13: for all Statement s : N do
14: codeBank← codeBank∪{s : nodeNum}
15: nodeNum← nodeNum+1
16: VisitNode(s,codeBank,nodeNum)

Slicing Test Cases
When slicing test cases our intent is to modify the provided partial program specification thus

increasing the probability of creating more diverse patches. In this experiment, APR approaches
consider exclusively a subset of the passing test cases in the guiding, developer-written, test suite,
and all of the tests that evidence the defect (failing test cases). As described in Section 4.2.2 test
cases may contain functional and path redundancy, therefore we create subsets of test cases based
on their code coverage following the methodology described in Algorithm 2.

To generate the test suite subsets for each defects we used the methodology described in
Section 4.2.2 where we compute the minimum and the maximum code coverage of the developer-
written test suite of that defect. We then choose five coverage targets evenly spaced between the
minimum and the maximum coverages. Finally, we used these coverage targets to create five
distinct test suites, one per each coverage target, and we execute our APR approaches using each
test suite.
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6.1.2 Implementing Multi-Objective Search to Incentivize Patch Diversity
Several current APR approaches use genetic programming to find plausible patch candidates
(e.g., GenProg [115], kGenProg [79], jGenProg [136], PAR [99], HDRepair [110]). Genetic
programming relies on a fitness function used to compute the likelihood of patch candidates to
become plausible patches. Most approaches set their fitness function to look mainly for patch
correctness (e.g., [115, 188, 206]) by assigning a fitness score based on the number of passing test
cases from the guiding test suite. This fitness score determines the candidate’s likelihood to be
selected in future generations of the genetic algorithm.

One way to incentivize diversity when traversing the search space is by modifying the fitness
function to optimize for several parameters of interest making it a multi-objective fitness function,
instead of the current single-objective implementation. We created an extensible multi-objective
fitness function, which can optimize for several parameters at the same time. This fitness function
takes the form of:

patchCandidateFitness = ∑
k
n=1 weightn ∗ scoren

where k represents the parameters that compose the multi-objective fitness function, and patch-
CandidateFitness symbolizes the fitness of each patch candidate. It is described as a number
between zero (least fit) and one (maximum fit) inclusively. The variables weightn describe how
much each parameter is contributing to the overall fitness score. The variables scoren are defined
by each parameter. Both weightn and scoren are values between 0.0 and 1.0 inclusive.

In this experiment, we instantiate this multi-objective fitness function to account for two
parameters: a correctness score, and a semantic diversity score (a quantitative measurement of
diversity), so that these two dimensions are encoded into the search criteria. Given that our fitness
score calculation is based on a linear combination of fitness scores per each parameter, Pareto
frontiers could be computed to maximize the distribution of the weights associated to diversity
and fitness scores (i.e., the best percentage to assign to each of these parameters). However, such
an analysis is computationally expensive; thus, we set an equally distributed weight assignment of
0.5 for fitness and 0.5 for diversity.

Semantic program equivalence is undecidable [173], making the computation of a score
for diversity (and equivalence) an undecidable problem. Therefore, we have proposed and
implemented a semantic measurement to approximate software equivalence and its opposite,
software diversity, as described in Section 6.1.2.

The fitness computation for this two-dimension multi-objective objective function thus take
the form described below:

patchCandidateFitness = correctnessWeight * correctnessScore + diversityWeight * diversityScore

where a fitness of 0.0 would imply that the patch candidate does not pass any of the test cases
and it is semantically equivalent to all other candidate patches. The variable correctnessScore
is computed as the number of passed test cases divided by the number of all test cases (some
approaches use a sample of the test suite to calculate fitness before running the entire test suite to
validate a plausible patch) and diversityScore is computed as the average of the semantic diversity
scores between one patch candidate and all other patch candidates in its population. Diversity
score computations are described in Section 6.1.2. Similarly as with the previous approaches, an
APR approach is run per each bug using 20 different seeds and four-hour time slots per seed.
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Test-Suite-Based Semantic Difference Measurement:
As described in the previous section, optimizing for patch diversity requires a quantitative

measurement of “how different” a patch candidate is with respect to others. A quantitative
measurement allows us to reason about how different a patch candidate is from another. With this
goal, we proposed and implemented an approach to approximate semantic patch diversity, which
tells us how different two programs behave independently of their syntax.

Figure 6.4 diagrams the implemented process to approximate the semantic difference between
two candidate patches, Candidate Patch A and Candidate Patch B. The first step (i.e., 1 in
Figure 6.4) is to create a partial specification from each of the programs in the form of a test
suite describing the behavior of the program as a set of inputs and expected outputs. This can be
achieved using test suite generation tools (e.g., Evosuite [64], Randoop [158]).

Figure 6.4: Diagram describing the implemented semantic difference measurement. Given two programs, we create
a partial specification from each program (1), then unify both specifications into a single one (2). The unified
specification is then evaluated in each of the programs (3). Finally, we calculate the semantic difference by computing
the Hamming distance between the two executions (4), and represent it as a percentage of the total number of test
cases in the unified specification (5).

We then (i.e., 2 in Figure 6.4) combine both partial specifications into a single test suite AB.
This consolidated test suite is used to evaluate each individual program (i.e., 3 in Figure 6.4).
We compare the reports from the evaluations using Hamming distance where ra is true is test jt
passes and false otherwise, same for rb (i.e., 4 in Figure 6.4) to identify which cases behave
differently. Each report consists of a list of passing/failing tests. We thus compare, per each test,
when both candidate patches behave the same (both pass the same test, or fail the same test), and
where the candidate patches behave differently (one fails and the other passes a test). Hamming
distance is fast and assumes equal-length strings, making it appropriate for our analysis. Finally,
we compute the semantic difference based in the Hamming distance as a percentage of the number
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of test cases (i.e., 5 in Figure 6.4). As a result we obtain a metric describing how semantically
different is program A from program B.

This methodology is inspired in literature of semantic code clones [88, 182, 195, 202, 218]
defined as program components with similar behavior, but different syntactic representation. This
proposed approach uses a similar approach to code clone detection with the major difference that
instead of evaluating code similarity, our approach evaluates the opposite, code diversity.

Semantic code clone detection typically finds pairs of software that might be clones called can-
didate code clones and then validate clone functional similarity [195] using a variety of techniques.
Such methodologies include information retrieval [131], program dependence graphs [103], static
analysis to extract memory states in function exit points [141], method calls at bytecode level [94]
tree-based convolution [218], concolic analysis [105], and randomized testing [51, 88] In our
approach, we deal with programs that are almost entirely identical except for portions that are
potentially semantically different (i.e., the patched portion of the program), therefore previous
approaches from code clones literature are not practical to use in this scenario. We thus proposed
and implemented the functionality described in Figure 6.4 as an alternative approach to find code
diversity inspired in previous code clone literature.

Results: In this section we analyze the results from the experiments executed based on our
diversity-driven techniques to find higher quality patches and greater diversity in the APR process.
In these experiments, we evaluate APR approaches with and without the usage of our proposed
diversity-driven techniques as described in Section 6.1, and analyze the diversity of each pop-
ulation of patches per each bug and the quality of the best-performing patch within the patch
population. We aim to analyze if the proposed techniques increases diversity in the generated
patch populations, and if the best patch found using the diversity-driven techniques shows an
increase, decrease or maintains the quality as the best patch found without using the proposed
techniques.

Population Diversity: Table 6.1 shows the diversity results when slicing test cases. To directly
compare the diversity-driven approach to the off-the-shelf standard APR approach, we analyze the
in-common populations of patches found, where both the diversity-driven techniques as well as the
non-diversity-driven techniques were able to find patches. The pairs of cells highlighted in green
shows the cases where the population of patches generated using the diversity-driven approach
was grouped into a higher number of buckets than the population of patches generated without
using the diversity-driven technique, thus showing higher diversity in the patch population.

From the 25 in-common patch population pairs found, 15 show an increase in patch diversity
when using test case slicing as opposed to not using test case slicing. For this diversity-driven
technique, in 10 of 25 in-common patch population pairs found, the number of buckets was the
equal for both with and without test case slicing, implying that the diversity remained the same for
these cases. Finally, there were no cases where the diversity decreased when using test case slicing
as opposed to not using test case slicing. The greatest increase in diversity was found for the bug
Math 2 using test case slicing in PAR, where this diversity-driven technique generated a 12-fold
increase in diversity as opposed to the population generated without using this diversity-driven
technique.

The results described in the previous paragraph and the results for the remaining diversity-
driven approaches are summarized in Figure 6.5. Each bar represents a diversity-driven technique.
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Table 6.1: Diversity Results Slicing Test Cases: The table shows three pairs of columns, one pair of columns per each
APR technique evaluated. Each pair of columns describes on the left, the number of buckets created for the population
of patches without using test case slicing; on the right, the number of buckets created using the diversity-driven
technique (test case slicing). The pairs highlighted in green shows the cases where the diversity-driven technique
created a higher number of buckets (higher diversity) than without the diversity-driven technique.

Bugs Buckets Buckets Buckets Buckets Buckets Buckets
Patched Without Slicing Without Slicing Without Slicing

Slicing Tests Slicing Tests Slicing Tests
GenProg GenProg PAR PAR TrpAutoRepair TrpAutoRepair

Chart 1 2 5 2 2 1 4
Closure 31 1 1
Closure 62 1 1
Closure 63 1 1
Closure 86 1 1
Lang 33 1 1
Lang 51 1 1 1 2
Lang 58 2 4
Lang 59 1 5 1 1 1 3
Math 2 1 12
Math 5 1 3
Math 75 1 1
Math 80 4 10 1 6 2 8
Math 85 2 3 1 6 1 2
Time 19 1 2 1 1

The height of the bar describes the number of in-common patch population pairs found. The top
section of each bar shows the number of population pairs where the diversity-driven approach
was able to generate a higher number of diversity buckets than without using the diversity-driven
technique. The middle portion of the bar shows the cases where the diversity was maintained
equal with and without the diversity-driven technique. Finally, the bottom section of each bar
shows the cases where using the diversity-driven technique led to a decrease in patch diversity in
the population of patches. Overall, the proposed approaches increased diversity in the studied
populations of plausible patches, with the exception of the diversity-driven technique based on
multi-objective search. At the end of this section, we describe possible reasons for these results
and propose ways to improve this approach in the future.

Best-Performing Patch Quality: Figure 6.6 describes the quality comparison between the diversity-
driven patch populations of patches against the non-diversity-driven populations where we consider
the best patch of each population. In this figure we describe in the top portion of each bar (green)
the in-common patch population pairs where the patch with the highest quality in the diversity-
driven population surpasses in quality the patch with the highest quality in the non-diversity-driven
population. Figure 6.6 shows that in the majority of cases the APR approaches using diversity-
driven techniques increase in quality when compared to the non-diversity-driven approaches.

The two remaining portions of each bar represent the in-common patch population pairs where
the quality of the best patch was maintained (middle portion of the bar, grey), and finally, the
cases where the best patch decreased in quality when using the diversity-driven technique (bottom
portion of each bar, orange).

Overall, the cases where quality of the best patch of the population is increased surpass the
cases where quality of the best patch decreased in all but two diversity-driven techniques. It is also
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Figure 6.5: Diversity-Driven Results (Diversity): the top section of each bar (green) shows the number of population
pairs where the diversity-driven approach was able to generate a higher number of diversity buckets than without
using the diversity-driven technique. The middle portion (gray) of the bar shows the cases where the diversity was
maintained with and without the diversity-driven technique. The bottom section (orange) shows the cases where
diversity decreased using the diversity-driven technique.

important to notice that the technique where diversity decreased the most (Slicing Fault Space)
also shows the largest decrease in quality of the best patch in the population; and vice versa, the
case where diversity increased the most (Slicing Test Cases) also shows the largest increase in
quality of the best patch of the population. This supports our intuition that increasing diversity
leads to an increase in quality variance, which may lead to an increase in quality of the best patch
in that population.

Answer to Research Question 10: In the majority of cases, the proposed techniques in-
creased (24 out of 57) or maintained (27 out of 57) the diversity in the populations of plausible
patches found per bug. Similarly, the quality of the best-performing patch in the diversity-
driven population is higher (7 out of 57) or equal (47 out of 57) than its homologous in the
non-diversity-driven population.

Software diversity can lead to an increase in quality for the best patch in the patch population
of patches generated in APR. Our experiments show that slicing test cases is particularly beneficial
for both generating a more diverse pool of patches, and creating a better highest-quality patch
when compared to the patches found without using our diversity-driven techniques. It is also
important to understand that increased variance in quality (as a product of increased diversity)
also implies a risk of lower-quality patches. Increasing quality variance expands the boundaries
of quality in both directions, it can generate better higher-quality patches and worse lower-quality
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Figure 6.6: Diversity-Driven Results (Quality): the top portion of each bar (green) the in-common patch population
pairs where the best patch in the diversity-driven population surpasses in quality the best patch in the non-diversity-
driven population. The middle portion (gray) represents the pairs where the quality was maintained, and the bottom
portion (orange) represent the cases where the quality decreased.

patches. In our analysis, we focus on the highest-quality patch of the population given that a
single patch is sufficient to fix a defect.

Slicing mutation operators and slicing fault space led to an increase in diversity in the patch
population. Slicing mutation operators also led to an increase in quality. The multi-objective
search approach was the technique that underperformed the most by finding a smaller number
of unique patches and overall a lower quality for the patches found. We acknowledge that this
technique is particularly time consuming given the process of creating and evaluating test suites
mid APR execution. Improvements can be made to attenuate this limiting factor, like reducing
the population size of patch candidates. This is a configurable parameter in genetic-algorithm-
based APR that describes how many patch candidates are created per generation. Reducing the
population size would reduce the time it takes to create the test suites given that the approach
generates one test suite per patch candidate, and reduces the time it takes to evaluate the test suites
given that the behavior of each patch candidate is compared against the behavior of all other patch
candidates (i.e., this comparisons grow exponentially, not linearly).

Another possible improvement is to use proxies for semantic diversity such as the number of
test cases failed per each patch candidate. Finally, another improvement could be to modify the
weight of the different parameters. In this experiment we performed our executions using a 50-50
weights (i.e., 50% of the fitness score comes from the correctness score and 50% comes from the
diversity score). A high diversity weight like this one, can guide the APR approach towards a
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portion of the search space that is unlikely to contain correct patches. Therefore, reducing the
diversity weight of the objective function can be beneficial to finding more patches.

6.2 Patch Consolidation
A possible use of low-quality patches is to create a single higher-quality consolidated patch based
on the combination of several lower quality ones. The intuition behind this idea is that there
can be cases where each plausible patch might be a partial solution that covers a subset of the
correct execution space but fails to cover all possible correct executions of the expected behavior.
Therefore, consolidating several plausible patches might increase the number of correct executions
and thus the quality of the overall solution.

In this section, we perform an analysis to understand when patch consolidation could lead to
an increase in automated patch quality. We propose and analyze two consolidation techniques:
consolidation through n-version voting, where individual patches vote on whether a consolidated
patch passes or fails each test of a test suite; and consolidation through code-merging, where we
use an off-the-shelf code-merging tool to generate consolidated patches and later evaluate their
corresponding quality.

Program that displays temperature in different measurement systems

1 /* Input:
2 * int degrees: degrees in Fahrenheit
3 * char system: ‘c’ for Celsius, ‘f’ for Fahrenheit, ‘k’ for Kelvin
4 * Output:
5 * String: detailing the converted temperature and the system used
6 * Empty string if invalid system */
7 public String convertedTemp(int degrees, char system){
8 String ret = "";
9 if(system == ’f’){

10 ret = Integer.toString(degrees);
11 ret += " °F";
12 }
13 if(system == ’c’){
14 degrees = (int)((degrees - 32) * 5/9);
15 ret += " °C"; // bug! "degrees" was never added to "ret"
16 }
17 if(system == ’k’){
18 degrees = (int)((degrees - 32) * 5/9.0 + 273.15);
19 ret = Integer.toString(degrees);
20 ret += " K";
21 }
22 return ret;
23 }

Figure 6.7: Illustrative example of a program that displays temperature in different systems. The program takes two
variables as inputs: the degrees in Fahrenheit, and the system to display. It returns the temperature to be displayed.
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Set of test cases that describe intended program behavior (guiding test suite)

Test1: assertEquals(convertedTemp(-87,’f’), "-87 °F")
Test2: assertEquals(convertedTemp(55,’f’), "55 °F")
Test3: assertEquals(convertedTemp(2,’k’), "257 K")
Test4: assertEquals(convertedTemp(-23,’k’), "243 K")
Test5: assertEquals(convertedTemp(32,’c’), "0 °C")

Figure 6.8: Corresponding test suite of the program shown in Figure 6.7 which partially describes the intended
behavior of the program.

Consolidation Example: Consider Figure 6.7, which depicts a program that displays temperature
in different measurement systems. We use this simplistic example for explanatory purposes since
real world systems tend to be more complex. This program is composed of a method called
convertedTemp. It receives two parameters: degrees, which is an integer describing the degrees
in Fahrenheit, and system, a char describing which measurement system should be displayed
on. In line 8, a return variable is created. From line 9 to 12, the method handles the case of the
Fahrenheit system. From line 13 to 16 the Celsius system and from line 17 to 21 the Kelvin
system. The goal in each of these cases is to properly convert the degrees using the appropriate
conversion formula, add that value to the degrees String, and add which system is being used
before returning the corresponding String. The return value is a string with the correct degrees
and the measurement system.

Notice that this program contains an error when converting to Celsius (‘c’) since the variable
degrees is converted to the correct number (line 14), but it is never added to the return String
ret (line 15).

In Figure 6.8, there is a partial specification (test suite) describing the expected behavior of
the program in Figure 6.7 using a set of cases. This test suite is composed of five test cases
showing a range of examples of desired behavior for displaying different temperatures using
the three measurement systems. Given the bug highlighted in line 15 of the program, Test5
from the test suite fails showing the erroneous behavior. The expected return value when calling
convertedTemp(32,’c’) is the String “0 ◦C” given that 32 degrees Fahrenheit equals 0 degrees
Celsius. However, because of the bug in line 15, the actual return value of the function is “ ◦C”,
causing Test5 to fail.

Figure 6.9 shows a diverse set of plausible patches, which are able to pass all the test cases in
the guiding test suite, but fail to generalize to an independent evaluation. The first patch creates a
fix for the execution described by Test5 from Figure 6.8 by only checking the values described in
the test case, specifically, creating a fix only for the case where degrees == 0. The following two
patches describe code changes that satisfy the description of Test5 but also include a superset of
executions. The second patch handles the cases where degrees <= 0 in the second patch and the
third patch the cases where degrees >= 0. This is a contrived and simplistic fictional example
meant to easily explain the basic notion behind patch consolidation. The patches generated for our
study of real-world projects are much more complex and, thus, unnecessarily difficult to present
as example.
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Samples of three low-quality plausible patches that overfit to the guiding test suite

Figure 6.9: Example of three overfitting plausible patches. The first patch creates a fix only for the execution
described by Test5 from Figure 6.8. The following two patches describe code changes that satisfy the description of
Test5 and a superset of executions (degrees <= 0 in the second patch and degrees >= 0 in the third patch
correspondingly).

Figure 6.9, therefore, presents a case where three diverse patches can be created by following
the same partial specification (the test suite in Figure 6.8). Figure 6.10 exhibits an example of how
these low-quality overfitting patches described in Figure 6.9 can be consolidated (through code-
merging), the resulting patch is able to intuitively generalize to a superset of correct executions.
This example shows a simple case where patch consolidation can be used to increase the quality
of overfitting plausible patches. Patch consolidation is, in itself, an on-going complex field of
study.

Consolidated higher-quality patch

Figure 6.10: Example of a higher-quality consolidated patch created from the three plausible patches in Figure 6.9
that generalizes to the intended program behavior.

6.2.1 Patch Consolidation Through N-Version Voting
In this section, we analyze the impact software consolidation has on patch quality. We want to
understand whether a merge strategy that performs like the average of the patches, if it existed,
would be beneficial for patch quality. Thus, the next research question we analyze is the following:

Research Question 11: How does the quality of patches consolidated through n-version
voting compare to the quality of single patches?
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Previous studies [187] have suggested n-version voting as a possible way to analyze how
randomness can be exploited in benefit of automatic program repair. Following this vision, we
replicated a previous study [187] with a broader sample of defects and modifying the provenance
and complexity of the defects. In the original study, defects were created to teach an introduction
to programming to a class of novice developers. These were simple and small examples of buggy
software. In our study, we modify the origin and complexity of the defects to real-world and
highly complex defects from highly scrutinized open-source projects.

The intuition behind n-version voting patch evaluation is that given a set of patches for a
defect and given a set of held-out tests to evaluate the patches, if correct behavior is present in
most patches, the consolidated patch will exhibit that correct behavior as well. Similarly, if most
patches show overfitting behavior, then the consolidated patch will show overfitting behavior as
well. Therefore, per each test, all individual patches vote on how the consolidated patch would
behave based on their own behavior (pass or fail), and the most common behavior prevails. This
technique allows us to evaluate the quality of a consolidated patch based on how its corresponding
patches behave as a validation of how patch consolidation can impact patch quality.

Figure 6.11: Patch Quality N-Version Voting: Each individual patch is evaluated using the held-out test suite. To
evaluate the behavior of the consolidated patch when evaluated in the held-out test suite, per each test in the held-out
test suite, each individual patch votes on how the n-version patch behaves (pass or fail the test). If a strict majority of
individual patches passed the test, then the consolidated n-version patch is said to pass the test, and conversely, if the
majority of patches fail the test (or there is a tie), the consolidated patch is said to fail the test.

Methodology: For this research question we used the most comprehensive corpus of patches
we have produced (described in Section 4.1) generated by the three repair techniques imple-
mented in JaRFly. These patches were created by running these repair techniques on all 357
Defects4J defects, which produced 561 unique patches (255 by GenProg, 107 by PAR, and 199
by TrpAutoRepair; recall Figure 4.1 (page 38) and Table 4.1 (page 37)).
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Following previous studies [187], for each technique, we identified the defects for which
that APR approach produced at least 3 distinct patches. For these defects, we then executed the
held-out test suite on each patch in the population. Given each test of the held-out test suite, each
individual patch then votes on how the n-version consolidated patch behaves based on how the
individual patch behaves. If the majority of the patches vote to pass the test, the consolidated
patch passes the test. Otherwise, if the majority of patches fail (or tie), then the n-version patch
fails as well. In case of ties, the test fails in the n-version patch. For GenProg, 30 defects qualified
for this experiment, 9 for PAR, and 25 for TrpAutoRepair.

More formally: for each bug bi, consider the set of patches Pi that pass its guiding test suite
(plausible patches). Pi is composed of patches p j

i where i denotes the bug being fixed and j the
patch number within the set. Similarly, acknowledge two test suites involved in the APR process,
the guiding test suite Gi composed of tests gk

i , and the held-out test suite Hi comprised of tests hl
i

where k and l describe the test number accordingly. All tests gk
i in Gi pass when evaluated in each

p j
i in Pi by definition of plausible patches in the APR algorithm. We evaluate the quality of each

patch p j
i by analyzing the percentage of tests passed in Hi.

The n-version voting consolidated patch behaves the same way as the majority of the patches
it is generated from. The intuition is that if correct behavior is present in most patches, the
consolidated patch will contain that correct behavior as well, and likewise with overfitting
behavior. The most common behavior prevails. N-version voting, as a whole, is a process that
provides an initial high-level validation of how patch consolidation might impact patch quality.
Therefore, in this research question we analyze the quality of each n-version patch yi for each
bug bi, where yi is a product of the combination of all plausible patches p j

i in Pi. Pi may contain
different number of patches p j

i on each bug. This is of minor relevance since what is being
evaluated in n-version voting is the predominant behavior in the majority of the individual patches
p j

i . The behavior of yi in each test case hl
i is thus defined by the most common behavior in each

plausible patch p j
i in each test case hl

i .
Finally, we compare the performance of the consolidated patch to the performance of individual

patches Pi. The quality of both populations of patches is described by executing the same held-out
test suites. Given that these populations are of different sizes (one n-version voting consolidated
patch is composed of several individual patches), then we compare the quality of these two
populations using nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test. We choose this test because our data
may not be from a normal distribution. We compute Cliff’s delta’s delta estimate (i.e., δ or d) to
capture the magnitude and direction of the estimated difference between the two populations. We
also compute the 95% confidence interval (CI) of the delta estimate.
Results: Figure 6.12 and Table 6.2 compare the quality of the consolidated patches to the
individual patches that make up those consolidated patches for all bugs in each APR approach.
Table 6.2 describes per each APR approach, the minimum, mean, median and maximum quality of
the patches found for both the individual and the n-version (consolidated) patches. It also includes
the percentage of patches that pass 100% of the held-out test cases (described as 100%-quality).
Figure 6.12 shows the quality distribution of the patches per each APR approach (individual and
consolidated), and shows the p-value, delta estimate and 95% confidence interval of the delta
estimate. The Mann-Whitney U test indicates the differences between the patch quality of the
individual patches and the n-version (consolidated) patches are not statistically significant given
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patch quality 100%-quality
technique minimum mean median maximum patches

GenProg 78.7% 96.7% 100.0% 100.0% 54.9%
GenProg (n-version) 75.8% 95.7% 99.9% 100.0% 50.0%

PAR 82.4% 97.7% 100.0% 100.0% 76.5%
PAR (n-version) 82.4% 97.6% 100.0% 100.0% 66.7%

TrpAutoRepair 80.1% 97.7% 100.0% 100.0% 59.3%
TrpAutoRepair (n-version) 75.8% 96.3% 100.0% 100.0% 56.0%

Table 6.2: Quality of the individual patch in comparison to the quality of the n-version patches made up from the test
case behavior from the individual patches patches perach repair approach [149].

GenProg PAR TrpAutoRepair
30 defects, 254 patches 9 defects, 77 patches 25 defects, 197 patches
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Figure 6.12: The box-and-whisker plots compare the quality of the individual and n-version programs made up
of those patches, with the mean as a red diamond. The p values (Mann-Whitney U test) suggest that there is no
statistically significant difference in the quality of n-version and individual programs. We measure the effect size
using Cliff’s Delta test. For the given dataset, n-version programs perform negligibly worse (indicated by the δ

estimate) than individual versions for all the three techniques however, the 95% confidence interval spans 0 for all
techniques suggesting that, with 95% probability, the quality of n-version program is likely to be same as individual
program [149].

that the p-value is greater than 0.05 in every case. The Cliff’s δ estimate is positive, indicating that
there is an increase in quality in the population of consolidated patches when compared against
the individual patches. However, the Cliff’s delta is less than 0.1 in all cases, suggesting the
magnitude of the difference between populations is negligible. This is also confirmed by the 95%
confidence interval.

Our results thus suggest that given the patches generated from our studied APR techniques, the
difference in quality performance between an n-version patch and individual patches is positive
(consolidated patches have higher quality than individual patches), but this cannot be confirmed
with a 95% confidence. This similarity in quality between consolidated and individual patches
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happens given that patches generated for a single defect tend to be very similar themselves and
behave similarly, thus analyzing their behavior when combined results in similar behavior and
similar quality.

Answer to Research Question 11: The quality of n-version voting consolidated patches
is negligibly higher than individual patches. Individual plausible patches are very similar;
therefore, their corresponding consolidated patches are also very similar.

Our findings are consistent with a prior study using the same consolidation technique [186].
However, the earlier study found that when patch quality was low (e.g., because of a low-quality
test suite being used to repair the defect) the patch diversity may have been sufficient to improve
quality [186]. This study does not explore this aspect given that the patches we observe for the
Defects4J defects tend to be of relatively high quality.

6.2.2 Patch Consolidation Through Code-Merging

In the previous section we analyzed how a consolidation mechanism could benefit patch quality
by understanding the behavior of an n-version patch using n-version voting. N-version voting is
thus, a more theoretical approach towards understanding the impact software consolidation can
have in patch quality. In this section, we analyze a more practical approach where we consolidate
pairs of patches using code-merging and evaluate the quality of the resulting code-merged patches.
This experiment allows us to create a patch that can be analyzed, executed and tested. Therefore,
we propose the following research question:

Research Question 12: How do code-merging consolidated plausible patches behave in
relation to their non-consolidated counterparts in terms of patch quality?

Methodology: Similar to the previous research question, for this section consider for each bug
bi the set of plausible patches Pi that pass the guiding test suite gk

i , and the set of patches p j
i that

compose Pi where i describes the bug being fixed, k describes the test number, and j the patch
number within the set accordingly. Our goal is to provide evidence of how code-merging can be
used to create consolidated patches and analyze the quality of said patches as compared to their
non-consolidated couterparts.

In this section we create the set of consolidated plausible patches Ci, where each consolidated
patch cn,m

i is composed of patches pn
i and pm

i being combined, where n 6= m.
We use the corpus of plausible patches described in Section 4.1 and consolidate the generated

plausible patches using the off-the-shelf software merging tool JDime [10]. We use Structured
merging, a three-way merging mechanism provided by JDime that considers the common ancestor
(the buggy version, in our case) of the programs being merged. Structured merging also considers
the abstract syntax tree of the program (e.g., matching brackets), and uses JastAddJ, 1 an extensible
Java compiler to reason about conflict detection given the data structure of the program (e.g.,
whether the order of two nodes makes a difference in the semantics of the program).

1http://jastadd.org/web/
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Finally, we compare the quality of the consolidated patches cn,m
i to their corresponding

individual plausible patches pn
i and pm

i by executing the held-out test cases hl
i from test suite

Hi both in the consolidated patch cn,m
i and its corresponding individual plausible patches pn

i
and pm

i . We then report the percentage of consolidated patches whose quality is higher than
one or both its corresponding individual patches. Later we perform an homologous analysis
reporting the percentage of consolidated patches whose quality is worse than its corresponding
non-consolidated patches.

Figure 6.13: Quality assessment of patch combinations and their corresponding individual plausible patches
using three APR approaches: GenProg (GP), TrpAutoRepair (TRP) and PAR. The bars describe the quality of the
consolidated patches using the left axis, the markers describe the number of consolidated patches created, number of
single patches used and number of bugs patched.

Results: In Figure 6.13, colored bars follow the left y-axis. Up to 51% of the consolidated patches
show higher quality than at least one of their corresponding individual plausible patches. This
implies that code-merging consolidation has the capacity to increase the quality of at least one of
its corresponding in over half of the consolidated patches analyzed.

It is worth noticing that one possible explanation for this behavior is that when merging two
patches, the functionality of the higher-quality patch is predominant and the behavior of the lower-
quality patch becomes redundant behavior that can be eliminated through code reduction. This
may be useful to reduce the time it takes to perform human patch inspection. In industrial setting
where APR techniques can be applied to generate patches, there are typically no automated oracles
used to evaluate the quality of our automatically generated patches. Therefore, human inspection
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is the foreseen method required to validate the automatically generated patches. Current APR
approaches in industrial settings rely on human inspection of generated patches [132]. The results
shown in this experiment imply that we can reduce the time it would take a human developer
to inspect these patches if we can consolidate several patches into a single one and remove the
redundant or unnecessary functionality.

Figure 6.13 shows that up to 36% of the consolidated patches show higher quality than both
of their corresponding individual plausible patches. These results show considerable potential in
patch consolidation as a means to automatically improve plausible patch quality. Unlike the case
discussed above, in these cases code-merging consolidation was able to successfully increase the
quality of the patch as compared to its corresponding non-consolidated counterparts. A possible
explanation for these can be cases like the one described in Figure 6.10, where both individual
patches fix overlapping but distinct portions of the problem space, and when consolidated the
resulting patch covers both fixes creating a solution that covers a superset of both patches.

The percentage of consolidated patches whose quality increase by consolidating in comparison
to their corresponding single patches is higher for GenProg patches. From the three analyzed
techniques, GenProg is the approach with more diversity techniques in its patch creation process,
given that it has both, the ability to create multi-edit patches and uses coarse-grain operators in
the patch generation process, which are more diverse than fine-grain (template-based) mutation
operators. The percentage of quality increase of GenProg patches is followed by TrpAutoRepair
plausible patches. TrpAutoRepair uses the same coarse-grain mutation operators as GenProg
therefore providing still a way to create diverse patches, however, it restricts the generated plausible
patches to a single mutation operator per patch, therefore decreasing the level of diversity allowed.

Finally, PAR is able to only use a set of very specific fine-grain code changes based on
templates; therefore, its ability to generate diverse patches is reduced even further. Thus, we
empirically notice in Figure 6.13 a correlation between the probability for patch consolidation to
increase the quality of plausible patches and the APR technique’s ability to produce diversity in
their plausible patch pool. This behavior is consistent with the results from our previous research
question (Section 6.2) and with previous work [186].

Answer to Research Question 12: The impact code-merging consolidation has on patch
quality varies depending on the patches being consolidated. In our study, code-merging
consolidation was especially beneficial for the patches generated by GenProg, the approach
with the most tools to generate diverse patches.

Chapter Summary: This chapter shows the advantages of software diversity and patch consoli-
dation in the APR process and how diversity affects patch quality. We start by creating a series
of techniques to incentivize and exploit diversity in the APR process as a means to increase the
quality of the best patch found in a patch population. Later, we explore the idea of a consolidated
patch using n-version voting and examining how test cases behave when evaluated in populations
of patches for the same bug. Finally, we create a set of consolidated patches using code-merging
and analyze their behavior and quality when compared to the individual plausible patches they are
composed of.

Overall, we found that consolidation through n-version voting shows a negligible increase in
patch quality when compared to individual patches due to lack of diversity in the patches generated.
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N-version programming (independent groups of developers implementing software based on the
same program description) has also shown lack of diversity [16], thus, following a similar set
of results from the ones described in our experiment. In industrial environments, validation of
automatically generated patches is still an open challenge that the techniques described in this
chapter have to face. Developer manual inspection of the generated patches is still considered the
best option for patch validation.

Certain techniques discussed in this chapter, especially slicing test cases, seem to be beneficial
for increasing the quality of the best patch in a population. Similarly, we found that consolidating
patches through code-merging can also be used to increase patch quality and this benefits APR
approaches with greater diversity.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

7.1 Summary

A fundamental problem current automatic program repair approaches suffer is the generation
of low-quality patches that overfit to the guiding test suite and do not generalize to an oracle
evaluation. This dissertation describes a set of mechanisms to enhance key components of the
automatic program repair process to generate higher quality patches. It includes an analysis of
test suite behavior and how their key characteristics improve the creation of plausible patches in
automatic program repair, an analysis of developer code changes to inform the mutation operator
selection distribution and a statement kind selection, and using patch diversity and consolidation
as a means to increase quality of patches in APR.

The main findings in this thesis are:
• Automatic program repair techniques are able to generate plausible patches when executed

on real-world defects. Using our open-source framework JaRFly, we were able to generate
106 patches for the 357 analyzed defects. These patches generated typically overfit to the
guiding test suite (e.g., for GenProg 75.7% of the patches overfit, for TrpAutoRepair 80.5%,
and for PAR 86.2%), and often break more functionality than they fix, which implies a very
much needed improvement in patch quality by automated program repair tools.

• Fundamental test suite characteristics such as test suite coverage, size, provenance, and
number of triggering test cases determine the quality of the resulting plausible patches
generated by automated program repair. Specifically, APR techniques using larger test
suites produce higher-quality patches. Similarly, the number of failing test cases also
correlates with higher quality patches, and test suite provenance has a significant effect in
repair quality. Higher-coverage test suites correlate with lower quality, although the effect
size is extremely small.

• Human developers use each mutation operator at a different rate. We define how each
of these edits maps to APR mutation operators and how often each is used by human
developers. An automatic program repair technique making its edit selection based on this
human-based distribution increases the quality of the patches generated when compared to
other APR techniques.
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• Most real-world high-quality patches are composed of several edits. Historically, finding
multi-edit fixes has been a challenging task for automated repair techniques. In this
thesis, we generate an approach to inform multi-edit repair by creating rules of mutation
operators that happen commonly together in human repairs, therefore highlighting a path
for automated program repair to restrict the vast search space of multi-edit repair.

• Classic search-based automated software repair techniques can typically generate several
patches for a single bug. However, these techniques also tend to generate patches that lack
diversity. We can create diversity-driven techniques in APR with the aim of increasing the
quality of the best patch in a population. Similarly, we analyze how patch consolidation
can be used to increase the quality of individual plausible patches and how this approach
benefits from higher diversity in plausible patches.

7.2 Limitations
Given the research questions we proposed to answer, we created an experimental setup to be able
to address them. This setup included the creation of JaRFly, our Java repair framework that allows
us to navigate the search space in different ways and therefore create higher-quality patches.

Within this framework, we also reimplemented several APR techniques that were either
implemented originally targeting the C programming language [112, 167] or were never made
publicly available [99]. A limitation of our framework is that it currently implements primarily
these three techniques, and there are tens of APR techniques currently available.

Given the speed at which APR techniques are being proposed, it is unrealistic to try to
reimplement all/most of them within our framework. Furthermore, some of these techniques do
not release their tool’s implementation, or only release compiled binaries [209]. Finally, some
tools also have environmental changes that prevent us from using them. For example, ACS [214]
was designed to work with a particular query style that directly interacts with GitHub, and GitHub
has since disable such queries. More generally, a recent empirical study on Java program repair
techniques found that 13 out of the 24 (54%) techniques studied could not be used, including
ACS and CapGen. The techniques could not be used because they were not publicly available,
did not function as expected, required extraordinary manual effort to run (e.g., manual fault
localization), or had hard-coded information to work on specific defect benchmarks and could not
be modified with reasonable effort to work on others [54]. That said, we made an effort to create
our framework to be extensible by design making it easy for other researchers to include their
new proposed APR approaches into our framework.

Another limitation in this direction is that JaRFly currently implements only three reimple-
mented techniques. JaRFly is an extensible open-source repair framework for Java. It implements
a diverse set of APR approaches that vary in mutation operator usage, search strategy, and number
of edits per patch. It is also worth noting that we compare our results against more recent APR
approaches such as Nopol [188] and SimFix [149].

From our experimental setup, we also acknowledge limitations regarding our bug dataset.
Defects4J is an extensive framework for bugs in the Java language. It contains 357 bugs and
test suites from five popular open-source projects. A limitation we found is that, for example,
the majority of the Defects4J defects have a single failing test, which makes it hard to study the
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association between the number of failing tests and patch quality. Similarly, a lack of variability
in the statement coverage of the developer-written tests makes it hard to study the relationships
that involve that coverage. These shortcomings in the benchmark may reduce the strength of
the results. Nevertheless, this thesis has developed a methodology that can be applied to other
benchmarks to further study these questions.

Similarly, to evaluate quality for the generated fixes, we created a methodology for creating
high-quality evaluation test-suites. This methodology allowed us to generate evaluation test suites
for a considerable portion of the bugs we were able to repair. A limitation is that we were not
able to generate high-quality test suites for all of the bugs, therefore leaving some of the patches
outside of the reported results. This limitation comes in part because of limitation within the test
suite generation tools we created which cannot always fulfill every possible path in the program,
and in part because of our lack of expertise in the domain of the open-source projects chosen in
Defects4J. In any case, the methodology we generated can be used to create new benchmarks,
and the instances of evaluation test suites we have created for Defects4J can be used for future
evaluations on that benchmark in a reproducible manner.

7.3 Threats to Validity
There are several aspects in our experiments that might pose a risk to the validity of the results
proposed in this dissertation. In this section, we discuss in detail these threats to validity and the
steps we have taken to mitigate such threats.

Internal validity:
Regarding possible errors in our implementation and experiments, there is the possibility

that our implementation of APR techniques as described in this thesis and the reimplementation
of APR approaches from our framework JaRFly contains errors and inaccuracies in its source
code. To mitigate this threat to validity, we have released our code, which includes the source
files for our proposed approaches to increase patch qualities, and the source code for the three
reimplemented APR techniques.

We also make publicly available our independently-generated high-quality test suites, and
mined models for scrutiny and extension by other researchers, to mitigate the risk of errors in
our implementation or approach. This source code and test suites can be further analyzed and
inspected to guarantee its quality and allow for extension. During the process of performing these
experiments, we also used and shared this code and the scripts to run these experiments among
several developers, which also mitigates the risk of anti-patterns and code smells associated with
low quality.

External validity:
It is possible that our results will not generalize to external datasets and to real bugs. To

attenuate this threat we use Defects4J, a well-established benchmark of defects in five real-world,
open source Java projects. The diversity, number and real-world nature of Defects4J mitigates the
threat that our study will not generalize to other defects. Defects4J is evolving and growing with
new projects, and our methodology can be applied to subsequently added projects, and to other
benchmarks, to further demonstrate generalizability.
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Similarly, we generated our probabilistic model from a large corpus of well-known open-
source programs, covering a diverse set of applications, and distinct from the dataset from which
the models were evaluated.

Our objective methodology for measuring patch quality requires independently generated test
suites and the quality of those test suites affects our quality measurement. We use state-of-the-art
automated test generation techniques, EvoSuite [65] and Randoop [159], but even state-of-the-art
tools struggle to perform well on real-world programs. To mitigate this threat, we experimented
with two test generation tools and their configuration parameters, and developed a methodology
for generating and merging multiple test suites.

Our test-suite-based methodology for measuring patch quality inherently overestimates the
quality of patches because the evaluation test suites are necessarily partial specifications. If our
methodology identifies a test that fails on a patch, the patch is necessarily incorrect; however, if
our methodology deems a patch of 100% quality, there could still exist a hypothetical evaluation
test the patch would fail. As a result, our conclusions are conservative and potentially a portion of
the patches that we label as high-quality given that they generalize to an independent test suite
might actually not generalize to an even broader partial specification.

Construct validity:
Regarding the suitability of our evaluation metrics, we evaluate patch quality by running

the generated patches on a held-out test suite created from a human patch, which is to a certain
extent a biased measure since we cannot guarantee that the human-created patch is perfect [187].
Nevertheless, we consider this to be a best known practice, since this way we provide an alternative
to subjectively asking a biased human developer whether he/she considered the patch to be correct
or not, also taking into account that given the number of patches our approaches create, using
human evaluators is infeasible and less scalable. We also rely on Evosuite [65] as our test suite
generation mechanism for the held-out test suite used for evaluation, and we acknowledge that
the test suites created by this tool may not be perfect, nor provide full coverage for all cases.
Nonetheless, this state-of-the-art test suite generation tool mitigates the risk of bias in manually
constructing evaluation test suites.

Overall, our methodology follows the guidelines for evaluating randomized algorithms [12]
and uses repair techniques’ configuration parameters from prior evaluations that explored the
effectiveness of those parameter settings [99, 112, 167]. We carefully control for a variety of
potential confounding factors in our experiments, and use statistical tests that are appropriate for
their context. We make all our code, test suites, and data public to increase researchers being
able to replicate our results, explore variations of our experiments, and extend the work to other
repair techniques, test suite generation tools, and defect datasets. JaRFly repair framework is
available at https://github.com/squaresLab/genprog4java/ and our generated test suites
and experimental results at http://github.com/LASER-UMASS/JavaRepair-replication-
package/.

7.4 Discussion and Future Work
In this dissertation we analyzed the problem of the low-quality plausible patches created by
heuristics-based automated program repair techniques and how they might overfit to the guiding
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test suite and not generalize to a broader specification. We also hypothesize, plan, execute, and
validate different mechanisms to increase the quality of plausible patches or at least discard lower-
quality ones. Researchers can use the patch quality evaluation methodology and high-quality
test suites we have developed to evaluate their techniques on real-world defects and demonstrate
improvements over the state-of-the-art based on the results of their proposed approaches.

We observed that test-suite size correlates with higher-quality patches, and test-suite coverage
correlates with lower-quality patches, though both effects are extremely small. These findings,
surprisingly, suggest that improving test suites used for repair is unlikely to lead to better patches.
Future research should explore if there exists other guidance developers can use to improve their
test suites to help program repair produce higher-quality patches.

Controlling for fault localization strategy, the number of tests a buggy program fails is
positively correlated with higher-quality patches. This is an outstanding result given that fixing
a larger number of failing tests usually requires fixing more behavior (although it is certainly
possible for a small bug to cause many tests to fail, and for a large bug to cause only one test
to fail). One key observation is that fault localization can be a confounding factor. A larger
number of failing tests can help fault localization identify the correct place to repair a defect,
improving the chances the technique can produce a patch. A recent study similarly found that
fault localization can have a significant effect on repair quality [5].

We found that human-written tests are, usually, better for program repair than automatically-
generated ones. This suggests that automatically generating tests to augment the developer-written
tests may not help program repair. However, the method of generating the tests likely matters, and
future research should study that relationship. One potential approach is exploring whether new
approaches that generate tests from natural-language specifications [25, 147] are helpful.

We observed that Java heuristics-based repair techniques produce patches for more defects
than C heuristics-based repair techniques. This could be, as mentioned previously, due to the
difference in compiler rules, and how C compilers are typically more permissive towards allowing
the generation of patch candidates without the consideration of program semantics. For example,
allowing the compilation of code added after a return statement (i.e., dead code) or appending a
super constructor call anywhere in the program (when it should only be allowed in the first line
of a constructor of a subclass). Future research could target understanding the differences in the
languages that cause this and improving the fix space and repair strategies used by the Java repair
techniques.

More broadly, one feature of this and other families of repair approaches is that they are based
on a partial specification. The problem this thesis tackles is based on APR techniques creating
low-quality patches, where low-quality refers to the fact that these plausible patches can fully
meet the expectations set by the guiding test suite (which is a partial specification), but not to a
broader specification. Future work can look into ways to more broadly define a partial program
specification (perhaps using state machines or natural language processing) where there is more
overhead in terms of programmer tasks to define said partial specification, but in the long run
require less maintainability given that they need to meet a higher bar to be considered plausible
patches. Therefore, the problem of APR plausible patches overfitting might be mitigated. We
see this as possible future work in this area, and understand that current engineering practices
commonly include test cases as a program specification, making the approach discussed in this
dissertation much more immediately relevant and applicable.
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In this thesis, we define an initial approach towards building multi-edit repairs. These kinds
of patches are more predominant in the real world and make the biggest portion of high-quality
patches. Given that multi-edit patches are generated by combining sets of single edits, the search
space for said patches is naturally exponential, and because of its size, it is much harder to navigate
than it is for single-edit patches. Possible future work in this direction might include path analysis
for a given program combined with constraint-based APR to be able to create program paths with
the desired conditions. Approaches have been proposed in this direction [138, 139, 152, 216] but
given that the program specification is usually created from the execution of test cases, these
solutions still show overfitting behavior to a similar degree than search-based approaches.

Code diversity can also be improved in several ways yet to be explored beyond this thesis. A
possible proposed approach is to incentivize syntactic difference instead of semantic difference as
in this document. When evaluating this possibility, our opinion was that even when there is the
possibility that syntactic difference might be a proxy for semantic difference between programs,
in our experience it is common in APR plausible patches, to find patches that are syntactically
different but semantically equal (e.g., Figure 6.1). Because of this reason, we decided to go
with the task of creating a measurement to approximate semantic diversity that takes longer in
the beginning but is closer to measuring program functional diversity, which is the goal of our
approach.

In this thesis, we look into code consolidation as a possible way to increase patch quality.
A challenge when consolidating patches is that the APR technique only has knowledge of a
small portion of the expected behavior (the guiding test suite) within the breadth of all possible
correct executions. Therefore, given the limited knowledge, it can be used to discard consolidated
patches that decrease quality even in the guiding test suite (i.e., it would not even be considered a
consolidated plausible patch given that it does not pass all the test cases in the guiding test suite).
However, even when it can consolidate them, it is challenging to know which consolidations
might generalize more than others, or even which consolidations might decrease quality instead
of increasing it.

Given the case of a large corpus of test cases in a project with considerable redundancy (which
is becoming everyday more common in industrial practices), one approach could be to segregate
the corpus of tests. A majority of the corpus can be used as guiding test suite and the remaining
of the corpus used to guide consolidation efforts and validate quality. This is similar to how in
machine learning literature [172] a common practice with large corpora of data is to segregate the
corpus into training data, testing data, and validation data.
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